
Notes: Title page in red and black.
Wing (CD-ROM edition) reports date of publication as post 1700.
Parallel Italian and English texts.
In verse.
Gathered in sixes.
Final page bears dedication to the translator.
Identified as Wing T171A on UMI "Early English books, 1641-1700", microfilm reel 2080.

The analemma quadrant, serving for all latitudes / [Prujean, Joh.(John)].-- [Oxford? : s.n., 1701?].-- 1 sheet ([1] p.) ; 1/2⁰

Notes: Includes: The altimetrick quadrant, serving to take heights by inspection.
Each of the two texts ends: These notes, with all mathematical instruments, are made and sold by John Prujean in Oxon. (Intended to be issued separately?)
Prujean worked in Oxford from 1664 until his death in 1706.
ESTC citation no.: N72044
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England)]

At a general meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses ... June the 23d. Whereas all undergraduates / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxf.] (1701).-- 1701. ; (s.sh.)

Notes: [Order forbidding tradesmen to allow credit to undergraduates above five shillings without official approval.].

Held by: Oxford

Chrēsmōdia parabolico-prophetica de infausto Fausti Socini asseclarum exitu illustrata : Per Christophilum Dialithum Ungarum / [Dialithus, Christophilus].-- Oxonii : typis L. L. [Leonard Lichfield] Annō Penvltimo Qvo Christi Ecclesia Vera Novi Secvli Nova Vota Expectaret, [1701].-- [8],176p. ; 8⁰

Notes: The first word of the title is transliterated from the Greek.
The date is a chronogram.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7598, no.05).

ESTC citation no.: T115023

Notes: With a final contents leaf.
<Ghrysmwdia> parabolico-prophetica de infausto Fausti Socini asseclarum exitu illustrata / [Dialithus, Christophilus pseud.].-- Oxon. 1701.-- (8°)

Held by: Oxford

Globe notes : By R. Holland / [Holland, Richard,].-- Oxford : printed for Henry Clements, 1701.-- 40p. ; 8°
Notes: P.40 contains: 'A catalogue of instruments, made and sold by John Prujean, near New College, in Oxford. With notes of the use of them'.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5419, no. 8).


ESTC citation no.: T104448

A letter from Abingdon, to a friend in London / [A. B.].-- [Oxford?, 1701].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
Notes: Announcing the election of Simon Harcourt as M.P. for Abingdon.

Signed: A. B.


In this edition "Honest" in the salutation is set in roman, "Tom" in italic type; the salutation is on the same line as the date.

ESTC citation no.: T13134

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Notes: The text is complete despite irregular pagination.


ESTC citation no.: T112710

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]
[Order by the vice-chancellor regulating the price of wine and beer within the precincts of the University] / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxf. 1701].-- (s.sh.)
Notes: [Order repeating and explaining that of July 7th. (Nov. 2d)]. [Cropped].
Held by: Oxford

The post-angel: or, Universal entertainment : In ... distinct parts. Viz: ... With spiritual observations upon each head.-- London [England] : printed and are to be sold by A[nn]. Baldwin, near the Oxford-Arms in Warwick-Lane, 1701.-- 4 v. ; 20 cm. (4º)
Notes: Editor: John Dunton.
Title statement includes a contents list for each issue.
Below title: "To be continued monthly."
Each issue has date and number at head of caption on first page of text.
Running title includes date of issue.
Issues are divided into distinct numbered parts with caption titles; the number of parts varies with each issue.
Month of issue from title page; number from first p. of text.
Issues have continuous pagination but individual signatures.
Issues include "A new Athenian mercury" of religious questions and answers, spiritual observations, European and London news notes, obituaries, and books published.
Microfilm. V. 1, no. 3-v. 4, no. 2 (Mar. 1701-Sept. 1702). Woodbridge, Conn. : Research Publications International. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. (Early English newspapers ; Unit 24: reel 1189).
Numeration begins with numb. III, which is the first issue with this title.
Volume numbering begins with Vol. II. (July 1701).
No more published.
Supplemental material added to June 1701 to celebrate the completion of the first year of publication includes two "Pindarick odes".
Semiannual, including the previous title; subjects.
ESTC citation no.: P3077
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (Includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: 'Astronomiæ physicæ & geometriæ elementa' was published at Oxford in 1702.
Reproduction of original from the Harvard University Houghton Library.
URL: http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/ECCO?c=1&stpl=Author&ste=11&af=BN&ae=N012315&tiPG=1&dd=0&dc=fic&docNum=CW107911375&vrsn=1.0&srchtp=a&d4=0.33&n=10&SU=OLRM&locID=glasuni
Held by: Glasgow

A short description of a quadrant of the particular astrolabe inverted.-- [Oxford? : s.n., 1701?].-- 1 sheet ((1) p.) ; 1/2º
Notes: At end of text: "These notes, with all mathematical instruments, are made and sold by John Prujean in Oxon.
Date of publication conjectured by cataloguer from other works by John Prujean.
ESTC citation no.: N69926
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England)]

Speculum academicum : quadratura circuli, sive Cyclus praelectorum in schema redactus. -- [Oxford, 1701?]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T49602
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

This is to give notice to all lovers of art and ingenuity, that there is come to ... Oxford. That curious artist, who ... blows several curiosities in glass. -- [Oxford?, 1701?]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/8°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T50146
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

The word of God the best guide to all persons, at all times, and in all places : or, a collection of scripture-texts, .. / By the author of The Common-prayer-book the best companion... -- The third edition... -- London, : printed by J. Leake, for Mary Howell, bookseller in Oxford,. 1701... -- [12], 166, [2] p., [1] leaf of plates : table ; 8°
Held by: Oxford

1702 – Context – 7

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T230446
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales)]

The case of Glocester Hall, in Oxford, rectifying the false stating thereof by Doctor Woodroffe / [Baron, John,.]. -- [Oxford?, 1702?]. -- 57,[1]p. ; 4°
Notes: Attributed to John Baron.
Drop-head title.
ESTC citation no.: T58631
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England)/(County Cambridgeshire), United Kingdom.; Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Caspari Bartholini Thom. f. specimen philosophiæ naturalis : præcipua physics capita exponens. In gratiam juventutis academicæ. Accedit de fontium fluviorumque origine ex pluviis dissertatio physica /
Notes: Text is continuous despite the pagination.
ESTC citation no.: T121177
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Columbia University Teachers College (New York, New York); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California, United States.); Lancaster University Library (includes Priory Church Collection, Cartmel) (Lancaster, England); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Queen's University of Belfast (Belfast, Northern Ireland); Smithsonian Institution (Washington, District of Columbia); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of King's College (Halifax, Nova Scotia); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario)]

Notes: Half-title: 'Mr. Sacheverell's discourse shewing the dependance of government on religion'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6809, no.08 )
ESTC citation no.: T43976
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Derry and Raphoe Diocesan Library (Londonderry, Northern Ireland); Durham University Library (includes Bamburgh Castle & Cosin Library deposits) (Durham, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana
The post-angel: or, Universal entertainment: In ... distinct parts. Viz: ... With spiritual observations upon each head.-- London [England]: printed and are to be sold by A[n]. Baldwin, near the Oxford-Arms in Warwick-Lane, 1701.-- 4 v.; 20 cm. (4°)

Notes: Editor: John Dunton.
Title statement includes a contents list for each issue.
Below title: "To be continued monthly."
Each issue has date and number at head of caption on first page of text.
Running title includes date of issue.
Issues are divided into distinct numbered parts with caption titles; the number of parts varies with each issue.
Month of issue from title page; number from first p. of text.
Issues have continuous pagination but individual signatures.
Issues include "A new Athenian mercury" of religious questions and answers, spiritual observations, European and London news notes, obituaries, and books published.
Microfilm. V. 1, no. 3-v. 4, no. 2 (Mar. 1701-Sept. 1702). Woodbridge, Conn. : Research Publications International. 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm. (Early English newspapers; Unit 24: reel 1189).
Numeration begins with numb. III, which is the first issue with this title.
Volume numbering begins with Vol. II. (July 1701).
No more published.
Supplemental material added to June 1701 to celebrate the completion of the first year of publication includes two "Pindarick odes".
Semiannual, including the previous title; subjects.
ESTC citation no.: P3077
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A sermon preach'd at Towcester, on the fast-day, June 10th 1702: Wherein is shew'd, first, how sin is the great enemy, or Hindrance to our Peace and Security. Secondly, what the reformation should be, which may procure us a firm and lasting Peace; from these Words in Isaiah 59. 8. - They have made them crooked paths: whosoever goeth therein shall not know Peace. By Charles Palmer, M. A. and Vicar of Towcester / [Palmer, Charles].-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for Henry Clements and Anth. Peisley; and George Strahan, at the Golden-Ball near the Exchange in Cornhill, London, 1702.-- [2],29,[1] ; 4°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 6586, no. 22).
ESTC citation no.: T45979
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

Notes: 'De fontium fluviorumque' has separate pagination.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1987. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 2169, no. 5).


ESTC citation no.: N15026

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Case Western Reserve University, Kelvin Smith (Cleveland, Ohio); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Royal College of Physicians of London (London, England); Smithsonian Institution (Washington, District of Columbia); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, School of Medicine, Medical Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: Dedication signed: Basil Kennett.

Text is continuous despite pagination and register.

Some copies have the contents bound between the preface and introduction with the errata slip at the end of the introduction, making the pagination [26],27,[3],239,[1],273-400,104,107-231,[1],143-262p.

With a final errata leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1987. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 2311, no. 2).


ESTC citation no.: N10427

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Advocates Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); American Antiquarian Society (Worcester, Massachusetts); Bowdoin College (Brunswick, Maine); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Columbia University Law Library (New York, New York); Dalhousie University (Halifax, Nova Scotia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Free Library of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Graduate School of Business, Baker (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Law (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New
Jersey); Swarthmore College Library (Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, U.S.); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Law (Los Angeles, California); University of California, San Diego, Main (San Diego, California); University of Chicago Law (Chicago, Illinois); University of Hull Brynmor Jones Library (Hull, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of King's College (Halifax, Nova Scotia); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of North Texas (Denton, Texas); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Vassar College (Poughkeepsie, New York)

Notes: Printed on one side of a folding leaf.
Title from first recto; with a sample titlepage dated MDCCIII on facing page.
The work was published in 1705.
ESTC citation no.: T142489
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: Edited by William Elstob.
Includes: 'Ad adolescentsulos latinæ linguæ studiosos, Edvardi Grant oratio, de vita & obitu Rogeri Aschami'.
Despite pagination, text is continuous.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6857, no.01 )
ESTC citation no.: T140588
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Bibliothèque Mazarine (Paris, France.); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Bryn Mawr College (Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, U.S.); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Peterhouse (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Derry and Raphoe Diocesan Library (Londonderry, Northern Ireland); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Dublin Honourable Society of King's Inn (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Haferford College Library (Haverford, Pennsylvania, U.S.); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Inverness Public Library (Inverness, Scotland); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland); Joint University Libraries (Nashville, Tennessee); Knox College Hewitson Library (Dunedin, New Zealand); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, Louisiana); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); National Institute of Education (Washington, District of Columbia); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); New York Public

Notes: The last leaf is a cancel.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6651, no.17 )

ESTC citation no.: T9615

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Polish Academy of Sciences Library, Gdansk (Gdansk, Poland.); Reading University Library (Reading, England); St. Louis University (St. Louis, Missouri, United States.); The National Archives (London, England); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University College (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of British Columbia (Vancouver, British Columbia); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Davis, Library (Davis, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia); University of Windsor (Windsor, Ontario); Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts); Westminster Abbey (London, England); Whitchurch, Rector's library (Whitchurch, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); York Minster Library (York, England)]

A sermon preach'd before the free-born citizens of Bristol : in St. Werburge's Church in the same City, August 27. 1702. By Stephen Chapman, M. A / [Chapman, Stephen,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for George Lewis Bookseller in Bristol, 1703.-- [4],28p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2353, no.22).

ESTC citation no.: T12809

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
A sermon preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's Church, Decem. 3. 1702: being the day of thanksgiving, for the signal successes, vouchsafed to Her Majesty's forces, both by Sea and Land: As also those of Her Allies Engaged in the present War against France and Spain. By Benj. Woodroffe, D. D. and Canon of Christ-Church in Oxford / [Woodroffe, Benjamin,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, and sold by J. Crosley, 1703.-- [4],27,[1]p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 310. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10820, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T47842
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England, United Kingdom); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

To the right worshipful the heads of the respective colleges and halls of the University of Oxford / [University of Oxford,].-- [Oxford, 1703].-- 1 sheet ; 1⁰

Notes: Dated: July 7, 1703.
Instructions relating to the keeping of the Act in the Sheldonian Theatre.
ESTC citation no.: T143730
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]


Notes: Drop-head title.
A private hand = Thomas Wood.
ESTC citation no.: T122096
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]
The book referred to is Linguarum Vett. signed and dated: this 27. day of November 1704. Ed. Thwaites.

With reference to 'Linguarum vett. septentrionalium thesaurus'.

ESTC citation no.: T107960
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Catalogus librorum continens libros quamplurimos, raros, omne genus literaturae, ... Quorum auctio Oxoniae habenda est ... die jovis: secundo Martii / [Crosley, John.].-- [Oxford, 1704].-- [2],35[i.e.34]p. ; 8°
Notes: Sale conditions signed by John Crosley and Ben. Shirley.
Page 34 misnumbered 35.
At foot of titlepage: 'Catalogues are to be had of Mr. West, Mr. Crosley, Mr. Peisley, and Mrs. Clarke in Oxford; and of Mr. Smilt .. London, 1704'.

ESTC citation no.: T28878
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: With a final contents leaf.
Braces in imprint.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2533, no. 11).

ESTC citation no.: T138076
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Pretoria State Library (Pretoria, South Africa); Representative Church Body (Watson Collection) (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

The elements of Euclid : explain'd, in a new, but most easie method: together with the use of every proposition through all parts of the mathematicks. Written in French, by ... F. Claud. Francis Milliet de Chales, ... Now made English / [Euclid.].-- The fourth edition.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for W. Freeman, J. Knapton, and W. Keble, 1704. -- [4],380p.,plates ; 12°
Notes: With an additional titlepage, engraved.

ESTC citation no.: N6783
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston College, Thomas P. O'Neill (Chesnut Hill, Massachusetts); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Columbia University (New York, New York); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Oklahoma (Norman, Oklahoma); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia)]

Hé ton agion graphon autarkeia : en dusi dialexesin apodeichtheisa Georgiou Aptal, kai Georgiou Maroulou prytonobontos Beniamin Ouodroph / [Woodroffe, Benjamin.].-- Oxonia : etei, 1704.-- [4],32p. ; 4°
The nature and mischief of prejudice and partiality stated: in a sermon preach'd at St. Mary's in Oxford, at the assizes held there, March 9th, 1703./4. By Henry Sacheverell / [Sacheverell, Henry,].-- Oxford: printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens: and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1704.-- [10],57,[1]p. ; 4º

Notes: With a half-title.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 984, no. 28).
ESTC citation no.: N4831
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Linda Hall (Kansas City, Missouri); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); Westminster Abbey (London, England)]
Proposals for reprinting Dr. Plot's Natural history of Oxford-shire, with large additions throughout, left perfected for the press under the doctor's own hand / [Plot, Robert,].-- [Oxford?], 1704.-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰
Notes: Dated at head: *December 21st. 1704.
The work was published in 1705.
ESTC citation no.: T42966
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: Signed: Philochristus, i.e. Jonas Proast.
Text continuous despite pagination.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 29).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 29).
ESTC citation no.: N21801
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Cork University College Boole Library (Cork, Republic of Ireland); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Law (Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States.); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Sententiæ insignes ex M. T. Cicerone : Secundum varias res ac facultates in genera sive capita distributæ. ... Auctore Petro Lagnerio compendiensi / [Cicero, Marcus Tullius.].-- Oxon. : typis Lichfieldianis, an., 1704.-- [16],227,[1]p. ; 12⁰
Notes: Dedication signed: Thomas Hindmarsh.
Running title: 'Sententiarum Cic. Lib. 1.'.
With an index.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 379. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13256, no. 04).
ESTC citation no.: N33460
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Syracuse University Libraries (Syracuse, New York); University of California, Riverside, Main (Riverside, California); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A sermon preach'd at St. Helen's in Abington, Berks : ... Sept. 7th 1704: ... By Anthony Addison / [Addison, Anthony,].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, and are to be sold by Henry Clements, 1704.-- [6],22p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Half-title: 'Mr. Addison's thanksgiving-sermon preach'd at St. Helen's in Abington'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 399. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13933, no. 13).
A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Monday, January XXXI. 1703./4 : ... By William Tilly / [Tilly, William,
-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Crosley, and are to be sold by Timothy Childe, London, 1704.-- [6],33,[1]p. ; 4º
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T49140
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery (Peterborough, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

A sermon preach'd in the parochial church of St. Nicholas in the city of Worcester : on Wednesday the 19th of January, being the day of the general fast. By Thomas Cooke, ... Whereunto is added A short account of the lamentable and remarkable fire at Worcester / [Cooke, Thomas,-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, for John Butler in Worcester, 1704.-- [4],28,4p. ; 4º
Notes: 'A short account of the dreadful fire in the city of Worcester' is separately paginated.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10856, no. 27).
ESTC citation no.: T47947
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Stanford University (Stanford, California); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Preface signed: T.G.
The final leaf contains a binder's title.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5177, no. 8).
ESTC citation no.: T109333
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); St.
A true state of the case concerning the election of a provost of Queens-College in Oxford / [Thompson, Francis,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, and are to be sold by Henry Clements, 1704.-- [2],32p. ; 4⁰
   Notes: Anonymous. By Francis Thompson.
   ESTC citation no.: T95830
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

1705 – Context – 14

An account of Mr. H-----'s election at Winchester College, last May : in a letter to a person of quality in London.-- [Oxford?], 1705.-- 22p. ; 4⁰
   Notes: Drop-head title.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 329. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11506, no. 11).
   ESTC citation no.: T102299

Artis logicæ compendium / [Sanderson, Robert,].-- Oxoniæ : [s.n.], anno Domini MDCCV. [1705].-- [16], 66, [12] p. ; 8⁰
   Notes: The first and last leaves are blank.
   ESTC citation no.: N70682
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Columbia University (New York, New York)]

Catalogus librorum, tam antiquorum quam recentium, in omni facul'tate, præstantissimorum. ... being part of the stock of John Crosley, in Oxford, bookseller. To be sold by auction ... on Tuesday the 23d. of October, 1705 / [Shirley, Benjamin,].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, 1705.-- [2],50p. ; 8⁰
   Notes: Commissions executed by Benjamin Shirley.
   ESTC citation no.: T10072
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

   Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 349. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12208, no.09).
   ESTC citation no.: N53049
Notes: Price from imprint: Price 6d.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2249, no.20).
ESTC citation no.: T10629

A health to the tackers: A new song.-- Oxford : printed, 1705.-- 1 sheet : ill.,music ; 1/2⁰
Notes: A song - "Here's a health to the tackers, my boys".
A Tory election ballad.
With three lines of music above the text.
Fixon calls the Oxford imprint suspect.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 355. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12417; no. 13).
ESTC citation no.: N3963

Hominum vestigia / [Euclid.]-- [Oxford?], 1705.-- [32]p. : ill. ; 8⁰
Notes: The Bodleian has Thomas Hearne's copy, in which he has written: "The following schemes were taken from the English Euclid translated by Sr. Charles Scarborough, (and published by his son) by Mr. Thwaites, and put into this form by him on purpose that he might use them for any other Euclid, or explain them to his pupils without any Euclid".
Mr. Thwaites = Edward Thwaites.
ESTC citation no.: T220219

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]
Illustrissimo domino, et heroi vere magnanimo, Domino Joanni, duci Marlboriensi, de Gallis & Bavariis ab ipso, pugna ad Bleinheim inita, strenue debellatis, epinicium Hoc summa cum Observantia & humiliter offert Joannes Durstonus, Ecclesiae Misserdensis in Comitatu Glocestrensi Rector / [Durstonus, Joannes.].

- [Oxford?, s.n., 1705].-- 4p. ; 2°
  Notes: Drop-head title.
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2360, no. 6).
  ESTC citation no.: T118113
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England)]

  Notes: ESTC citation no.: T188772
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland)]

  Notes: With a half-title.
  Price from imprint: Price Bd 1s. 6d.
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10145, no. 07).
  ESTC citation no.: T180044
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Stanford University (Stanford, California); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England)]

Lucrum hominis præcipuum : sive, de religione tractatus, dilucide demonstrans præceptorum evangelicorum æquitatem, ... Librum hunc annis abhinc aliquot Anglice scripsit H. Lucinus / [Lukin, H.(Henry),].-- Oxonia : typis Lichfieldianis, an. Dom., 1705.-- [38],156p. ; 12°
  Notes: With an initial errata leaf.
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5988, no. 06).
  ESTC citation no.: T125055
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The natural history of Oxford-shire : being an essay towards the natural history of England. By Robert Plot, ... The second edition, with large additions and corrections: also a short account of the author, &c / [Plot,

Notes: With a half-title.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1693, no. 04).

ESTC citation no.: T49075

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cork University College Boole Library (Cork, Republic of Ireland); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Royal Irish Academy (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Sydney, Fisher Library (Sydney, NSW, Australia.); Victoria University (Toronto, Ontario)]


Notes: With a half-title.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1693, no. 04).

ESTC citation no.: T49075

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes
The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut))
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Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books contained in the libraries of the Reverend Dr. Thomas Bayley ... To be sold by auction ... on Tuesday the 29th. of this instant October 1706 / [Shirley, Benjamin.].-- [Oxford?], 1706.-- [2],46p. ; 8°

Notes: Commissions taken in by Benjamin Shirley.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 468 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16362, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: T6455
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

The blessed memory of the just : A sermon preach'd at Strensham, in Worcester-shire, on Sunday, February III. 1705/6. Being the day after the funeral of Sir Francis Russell, Bart. ... By James Brooke / [Brooke, James,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, 1706.-- [6],34p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9496, no.03).
ESTC citation no.: T106809
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England)]

The Church's security, from the providence of God defending her, and the goodness of her own cause and constitution : A sermon preach'd before the Mayor, and Corporation of Oxford, at St. Martin's Church, on Monday November the fifth, 1705. By William Tilly / [Tilly, William,].-- The second edition..-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for J. Stephens, and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1706.-- [8],23,[1]p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 8800, no.13).
ESTC citation no.: N5144
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Jesus College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 310. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10820, no. 40).
ESTC citation no.: T34742
The doctrine of an universal judgment asserted: In a sermon preach'd before the University, at St. Mary's in Oxford, June 9th, 1706. in which the principles of Mr. Dodwell's late epistolatory discourse, concerning the Natural Mortality of the Soul, are consider'd. By Richard Smalbroke, M. A. Fellow of Magdalen-College, Oxon / [Smalbroke, Richard,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens, Bookseller: and are to be sold by James Knapton at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, 1706.-- [4],31,[1]p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1693, no. 07).
ESTC citation no.: T34791

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Hampshire County Library Winchester Library (Winchester, England); Hampshire Record Office (Winchester, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas)]

Dr. Wells's examination of the remarks on his letter to Mr. Peter Dowley: In two parts. In a letter to the remarke...

Notes: A reply to James Peirce's 'Remarks on Dr. Wells, his letter to a dissenting parishioner'.
With a final advertisement leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5532, no. 33).

ESTC citation no.: T100242
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Parish Library (Boston, Lincolnshire, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Riverside, Main (Riverside, California); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut); York Minster Library (York, England)]
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10854, no. 32).
ESTC citation no.: T11988
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England (County Oxfordshire), United Kingdom); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Riverside, Main (Riverside, California); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: In this issue the imprint has the bookseller James Knapton in place of Simon Marten. A variant has the date of publication omitted from the imprint. Price from imprint: Price One Shilling.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 314. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10965, no. 14).
ESTC citation no.: T39698
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection,
British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Longleat House (Warminster, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St Patrick's College Library (Maynooth, Republic of Ireland); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)

Notes: Actually a bifolium. A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55508
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Monday, January XXXI. 1703/4: ... By William Tilly / [Tilly, William].-- The second edition.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield for J. Stephens, and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1706.-- [6],26p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 384. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13412, no. 26).
ESTC citation no.: T11940
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 351. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12261, no. 17).
ESTC citation no.: T188066
Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books, contained in the library of the late Reverend Mr William Thornton B.D. Principal of Hart-Hall in Oxford, ... To be sold by auction at St. Mary-Hall in Oxford, on Monday the 10th of November 1707.-- [Oxford, 1707].-- [2],38p. ; 8°

Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale, and of Mr Smith, Mr Knapton, and Mr Clements, booksellers in St. Paul's Church-yard. London,"

ESTC citation no.: N43550

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The common Christian rightly and plainly instructed in the grounds of Christianity : or, an exposition of the Church-Catechism, more particularly adapted to the capacities and circumstances of the common people / [Wells, Edward,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens : and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1707.-- [4],82,[2]p. ; 8°

Notes: The dedication signed: Edward Wells.
A variant with the date, Nov. 25 1706 under the word "Imprimatur" on the titlepage appears to have been issued as part of: 'Dr. Wells's treatises, designed for the use and benefit of his parishioners, .. ' Oxford, 1707.

ESTC citation no.: T10215

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England)]

Dr. Wells's theses against the validity of Presbyterian ordination proved to hold good : And Mr. Peirce's theses for the validity of Presbyterian ordination proved not to hold good. Numb. II / [Wells, Edward,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, London, 1707.-- 51,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T100240

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Congregational Library (London, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles,
Dr. Wells's treatises : designed for the use and benefit of his parishioners, dissenting as well as conforming / [Wells, Edward,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens: and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1707. -- [12], 48, 45, [3], [6], 58, 54, [4], 82, [2], 79, [1] p.; 8°

Notes: Contains six treatises, each with their own titlepage pagination and register, five by Edward Wells, and 'A true copy of a letter lately written by Mr. Dowley' by Peter Dowley.

Copy filmed at UMI microfilm Early English Books, Tract Supplement reel E3 a fragment with title page to "The common Christian" only.


ESTC citation no.: T116120

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); McMastarter University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); Trinity College (Hartford, Connecticut); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Bd 1s. 6d.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 6027, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T100372

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois)]

An ode in praise of musick : Composed by Mr Charles King, in five parts, for the degree of Batchelour of Musick, perform'd at the Theatre in Oxford, on Friday the 11th of July, 1707. -- [Oxford?, 1707].-- [2]p.; 1/2°

Notes: "Presumably the music only is by King" (Foxon).

Verse - "Musick soft charm of Heav'n and Earth".

ESTC citation no.: N42223

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); National Library of Scotland (Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom.); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The plain man's duty in every condition of life : distinctly and plainly consider'd and recommended: with particular directions for the due receiving of the holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Design'd chiefly For the Use of Tradesmen and Country People. -- Oxford : printed for Ant. Peisley, [1707].-- [8],78p.; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Stitcht 6d. or Five Shillings per Dozen.


ESTC citation no.: N20121
Prayers on common occasions : appertaining to a book intituled The common Christian rightly and plainly instructed in the grounds of Christianity: or, Dr. Wells's exposition of the Church-Catechism. -- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens...: and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1707. -- 79,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: Also issued as part of: 'Dr. Wells's treatises', 1707.

ESTC citation no.: T44172

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7902, no.09).


ESTC citation no.: T182004

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario)]

Some animadversions on Mr. Barker's Answer to Dr. Wells's Letter to a dissenting parishioner / [Wells, Edward,]. -- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for John Stephens: and are to be sold by James Knapton, London, 1707. -- 14,[2]p. ; 8°

Notes: Signed at end: E. W., i.e. Edward Wells.

With a final advertisement leaf.

ESTC citation no.: T100237

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Congregational Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Riverside, Main (Riverside, California); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]
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Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 332. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11606, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T100235
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Parish Library (Boston, Lincolnshire, England); British Library (London, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Riverside, Main (Riverside, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Hebraicæ grammaticæ rudimenta : In usum Scholæ Westmonasteriensis / [Busby, Richard,].-- Oxonii, 1708.-- 26p. ; 8°

ESTC citation no.: N49857
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England)]


Notes: With a list of errata at the foot of p.19. A variant is without the list of errata at the foot of p.19.

Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : UMI, 1998. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. (Early English books; Tract supplement ; B7:2(226.f.13[21])).

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T13219

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Buffalo and Erie County Public (Buffalo, New York); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Case Western Reserve University, Kelvin Smith (Cleveland, Ohio); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Dublin Honourable Society of King's Inn (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Essex County Library Saffron Walden Library (Essex, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Lancaster University Library (includes Priory Church Collection, Cartmel) (Lancaster, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Marietta College (Marietta, Ohio); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); Stanford University (Stanford, California); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); The National Archives (London, England); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); Trinity College, Watkinson Library (Hartford, Connecticut); University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Queensland Library, St Lucia Campus Library (Brisbane, Queensland , Australia.); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); University of Victoria (Victoria, British Columbia); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Half-title: 'Mr. Sacheverell's sermon, preach'd before the University of Oxford, Septemb. 14th, 1707.'

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10857, no. 24).

ESTC citation no.: T11963

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Cashel Cathedral Library (Cashel, Republic of Ireland); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Guildhall Library (London, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Leicestershire Museum and Art Gallery (Leicester, England); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Longleat House (Warminster, England); Morrab Library (Penzance, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Queen's University (Kingston, Ontario); San Antonio College (San Antonio, Texas); Sheffield Central Library (Sheffield, England); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York)]

Notæ in Anglo-Saxonum nummos / [Thwaites, Edward,].-- Oxoniæ : [s.n.], Anno Domini MDCCVIII. [1708].- - [2],24p. ; 8º

Notes: Anonymous. By Edward Thwaites.

Also issued as part of: 'Linguarum vett. septentrionalium thesauri .. ', by William Wotton.


ESTC citation no.: T90082

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek (Gottingen, Germany); Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 327. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11418, no. 28).

ESTC citation no.: T44148

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham
The practice of confounding the distinction between good and evil consider'd, and expos'd: In a sermon 
preached at St. Mary's in Oxford, before Mr. Justice Powell, and Mr. Justice Gould; And Before the 
University of Oxford, at the Assizes held there, Mar. 4. 1707/8. By Joseph Trapp, M.A. Fellow of Wadham-
Coll. Publish'd at the Request of the High-Sheriff, and the Gentlemen of the Grand-Jury / [Trapp, Joseph,].- 
- Oxford : printed for John Stephens: and are to be sold by J. Knapton at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-
Yard, London, [1708].-- 16p. ; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: Price One Penny.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth
Century ; reel 2476, no. 14).

ESTC citation no.: T44147

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British 
Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge 
University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, 
England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity 
College (Cambridge, England); Chirbury parochial library (Chirbury, England); Duke University (Durham, 
North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Andover-
Harvard Theological (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical 
Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern 
Congregational College) (Manchester, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); National 
Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle 
Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's 
Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, 
England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, 
England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of 
Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); The 
National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, 
California); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, 
Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa 
Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, 
Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas 
(Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]
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An account of the Charity School in Oxford: (maintain'd by the voluntary subscriptions of the Vice-
Chancellor, heads of houses, and other members of the University) for two years: viz. from the feast of St. 
7,[1]p. : 4°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43405

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

Articles to be enquired of in the visitation of the worshipful Robert Parsons, M.A. Arch-Deacon of 
Gloucester, 1709 / [Church of England. Diocese of Gloucester.].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, 
1709. -- 8p. ; 4°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N51512

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

Outer forme: "Price Two-Pence." below colophon; variant: without the price.
Inner forme: "godly Yeoman" p.2 line 1; variant: "honest Yeoman".
Bodley copy has MS note above colophon: "Oxon by Leon. Lichfield".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 352. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12309, no. 08).
ESTC citation no.: T75665

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)]

Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books contained in the libraries of Dr Edmund Marten late warden of Merton College, and the Revd Mr Tho. Beconsall late Fellow of Brazen-Nose Colledge in Oxford. ... To be sold by auction in St. Mary-Hall in Oxford, on Thursday the 20th of October 1709.-- [Oxford, 1709].-- [2],58p. ; 8°
Notes: "Catalogues are to be had at 6d. each of Mr. Peisley, and at the place of sale, of Mr. Knapton, and Mr. Clements booksellers in St. Paul's Church-yard. London."

ESTC citation no.: N43549

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Reasons against the profession of physick in All-Souls College, Oxon : more especially, if used as an argument to release the fellows there, from the obligation of taking upon them holy orders / [Gardiner, Bernard].-- [Oxford?, 1709?].-- [2],13,[1]p. ; 4°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 379. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13254, no. 29).
ESTC citation no.: T197959

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

1710 – Context – 12


Notes: First published in 1707 with fewer treatises as 'Dr. Wells's treatises.
Each treatise has separate titlepage, pagination and register.
Edition statements and imprints vary for each part and between copies.
Notes: Also issued as part of: 'Dr. Wells's controversial treatises', Oxford, 1710.
ESTC citation no.: N17226
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Also issued as part of: 'Dr. Wells's controversial treatises', Oxford, 1710.
ESTC citation no.: N17225
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: In: 'Dr. Wells's controversial treatises', Oxford, 1710.
ESTC citation no.: N28376
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Medley Memorial Library, Christ Church Cathedral (Fredericton, New Brunswick); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: Signed at the end: Edw. Wells.
In: 'Dr. Wells's controversial treatises', Oxford, 1710.
ESTC citation no.: N28379
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Medley Memorial Library, Christ Church Cathedral (Fredericton, New Brunswick); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: Translator's dedication signed: Basil Kennett; publisher's preface names two other translators as Percivale and Rev. Itchiner.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10333, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T141114

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington, New Zealand); American Philosophical Society [Philadelphia, Pennsylvania]; Belfast Central Library (Belfast, Northern Ireland); Bowdoin College (Brunswick, Maine); Brian O'Malley Central Library and Arts Centre (Rotherham, England); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Columbia University Law Library (New York, New York); Cork University College Boole Library (Cork, Republic of Ireland); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Dublin Honourable Society of King's Inn (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Fordham University (New York, New York); Harvard University Andover-Harvard Theological (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Law (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Indiana State University (Terre Haute, Indiana); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Los Angeles County Law Library (Los Angeles, California); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Marquette University (Milwaukee, Wisconsin); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Morrb Library (Penzance, England); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); New Brunswick Legislative Library (Fredericton, New Brunswick); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); North Yorkshire County Library (Skipton, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Nuffield College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Rice University (Houston, Texas); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); South Africa Department of National Education Division (Pretoria, South Africa); Syracuse University Libraries (Syracuse, New York); The National Archives (London, England); Thomas Plume's Library (Maldon, England); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); United States, Naval Academy Nimitz (Annapolis, Maryland); University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, Indiana); University of Saskatchewan (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Wesleyan University (Middletown, Connecticut); Whitchurch, Rector's library (Whitchurch, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]
A return to our former good old principles and practice, the only way to restore and preserve our peace:


Notes: A reissue of the original edition of the same year, with a reset titlepage.
Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.

ESTC citation no.: T44851

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

A return to our former good old principles and practice, the only way to restore and preserve our peace:


Notes: A reissue of the original edition of the same year, with a reset titlepage.
Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10971, no. 08).

ESTC citation no.: T44850

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana)]

A return to our former good old principles and practice, the only way to restore and preserve our peace:

A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Sunday, May the 14th 1710. By William Tilly, B.D. Fellow of C.C.C. Oxon. Rector of Wightham near Oxford: And Domestick Chaplain to The Right Honourable the Earl of Abingdon. With a letter to Dr. Sacheverell / [Tilly, William,].-- The second edition.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Anth. Peisley: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, H. Clements and J. Morphew, Booksellers in London 1710.-- [6],18p. ; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1990. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4027, no. 30).

ESTC citation no.: N13662

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British &
A return to our former good old principles and practice, the only way to restore and preserve our peace: A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Sunday, May the 14th 1710. By William Tilly, B.D. Fellow of C.C.C. Oxon. Rector of Wightham near Oxford: And Domestick Chaplain to The Right Honourable the earl of Abingdon. With a Letter to Dr. Sacheverell. By William Tilly.

Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for Anth. Peisley: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, H. Clements and J. Morphew, Booksellers in London, 1710. -- [6],18p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6826, no.08 )

ESTC citation no.: T44849

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cashel Cathedral Library (Cashel, Republic of Ireland); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); St Patrick's College Library (Maynooth, Republic of Ireland); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Delaware (Newark, Delaware); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Notes: Signed at end: E. W., i.e. Edward Wells.

In: 'Dr. Wells's controversial treatises', Oxford, 1710.

With a final advertisement leaf.

ESTC citation no.: N28378

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Parish Library (Boston, Lincolnshire, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Medley Memorial Library, Christ Church Cathedral (Fredericton, New Brunswick); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]
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Abel R---r's letter to the d--ke of M--------gh upon the campaign / [Roper, Abel.].-- Oxf. (1711).-- (s.sh.)
At the general Quarter sessions ... holden for the ... county ... in ... Oxford ... on Tuesday next after the feast of s. Michael the archangel [1691. An order against drunkenness and profanation of the Lord's day].
Repr / [Oxford county, court of quarter sessions.].-- Oxf. 1711.-- (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford

Bibliotheca Pocock[ani]a : or a catalogue of curious books contained in the library of the late Reverend Mr. Tho. Pocock M.A. late student of Christ-Church college ... to be sold by auction in St. Mary-Hall in Oxford, on Wednesday the 28th of ... Feb. 1710/11 Catalogues are to be had, ... of Mr. Peisley, ... of Mr. knapton, Mr. Clements, and Mr. Taylor, booksellers in ... London / [Peisley, Anthony.].-- [Oxford, 1711].-- [2],58p. ; 8º
Notes: ESTC citation no.: N51498
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Books now to be sold, by Mr. G. Thistlethwayte, at the University Ware-house in Oxford / [University of Oxford. Clarendon Press.].-- [Oxford, 1711].-- 1 sheet ; 1/8º
Notes: The first item is: "Lord Clarendon's History: large paper .. ".
ESTC citation no.: T147873
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Com. Oxon. ss. At the general quarter sessions ... holden for the said county at the Guild-hall in the city of Oxford, ... on Tuesday next after the Feast of S. Michael the Archangel, in the third year of ... William and Mary, ... Whereas their Majesties out of their princely zeal ... earnestly desiring the general reformation of the lives and manners of all their subjects / [Great Britain. Court of Quarter Sessions of the Peace (Oxfordshire)].-- [Oxford] : Reprinted an. Dom. 1711: and are to be had gratis of L. Lichfield in Oxford, [1711].-- 1 sheet ; 1º
Notes: "I do appoint this order to be read by the several parsons, ... within this diocese of Oxford, ... Henry Alworth. Chancellor to the L. Bishop of Oxon.".
ESTC citation no.: T230228
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England)]

Com. Oxon. ss. at the general quarter sessions ... holden for the said county at the Guild-hall in the city of Oxford, ... on Tuesday next after the Feast of S. Michael the Archangel, in the third year of ... William and Mary, ...
whereas their Majesties out of their princely zeal ... earnestly desiring the general reformation of the lives and manners of all their subjects ... / [Great Britain. Court of Quarter Sessions of the Peace (Oxfordshire)].-- [Oxford] : Reprinted an. Dom. 1711: and are to be had gratis of L. Lichfield in Oxford, [1711].-- 1 sheet ; 29 cm
Notes: "I do appoint this order to be read by the several parsons, ... within this diocese of Oxford, ... Henry Alworth. Chancellor to the L. Bishop of Oxon."
Held by: Birmingham

GPlátwnos@ kai Xenofwntos@ Sumpúsia. Ploutárhou Sumpósion éptà sófwn. Loukianoû Sumpósion ý Lapícai.> / [Plato.].-- <GÕxon.> 1711.-- (8º)
Notes: [Ed. by H. Aldrich].
Held by: Oxford

[Order by the vice-chancellor forbidding the sale of The Medley, no.41, and two pamphlets]. (27th July, 1711) / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxf.] (1711).-- (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford
A second part of An help for the more easy and clear understanding of the holy Scriptures: being St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans / [Wells, Edward].-- Oxf. 1711.-- (4°)

Held by: Oxford

A sort of an answer to a piece of a book entitled A battle royal. In a dialogue. To which is prefix'd an epistle to the author of the Rehearsals, alias The student of the Temple, alias The Man of Leisure; &c. &c. &c. By a man of business / [Davys, John,].-- Oxford: printed for Stephen Fletcher, and are to be sold by James Knapton at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-Yard, Sam. Keble at the Turks Head in Fleet-Street, Will. Taylor at the Ship in Pater-Noster-Row, and John Morphew near Stationers Hall. London, MDCCXI. [1711].-- [2],5,[1],44p. ; 8°

Notes: A man of business = John Davys.
A reply to Charles Leslie's 'The finishing stroke'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 413, no. 28).

ESTC citation no.: T49537

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Longleat House (Warminster, England (County Wiltshire), United Kingdom); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

St. Paul's epistle to the Romans vindicated from absolute, or unconditional, predestination, ... together with a sermon shewing the essential immortality and excellency, as also wherein consists the true care and happiness of the soul: ... by Rich. Roots / [Roots, Richard,].-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for Stephen Fletcher, and are to be sold by J. Knapton, H. Clements, W. Taylor, and J. Morphew, London, [1711].-- [4],52p. ; 8°


ESTC citation no.: T160336

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Exeter University Library (includes Credington Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University All Souls College Cdrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]


Also issued as part of: 'The true time of keeping St. Matthias's-Day in leap-years. Shewing, that it is to be kept on the 24th', London, 1712.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 390. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13630, no. 03).

ESTC citation no.: T99138

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan)]

Whereas at the assizes held at Oxford the 13th day of July 1711. the grand inquest for the county of Oxford, in pursuance of the charge then and there given them by Mr. Justice Powell, one of the judges of assise, did make and deliver into court the following presentment, viz / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1711].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰

Notes: Signed and dated at foot: Oxon. the 27th day of July, 1711. Tho. Brathwaite Vice-Chan.
On the dissemination of libellous pamphlets and papers within the university.

ESTC citation no.: T176905

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
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Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43009

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

Asiae Tabula Antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata.-- [Oxford, 1712].-- 1 map ; 163 x 275 mm

Notes: Scale not given

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Bibliotheca Cawliana & Thwaitesiana, or A catalogue of curious English books contained in the libraries of the late Reverend Dr. John Cawley ... and the late Revd. Mr Edw. Thwaits ... Part the second. To be sold by auction in St. Mary-Hall in Oxford, on Tuesday the 27th ... May 1712.-- [Oxford?] : catalogues are to be had ... of Mr. Peisley, Mr. Stratford, and at the place of sale, of Mr. Knapton, Mr. Clements, and Mr. Taylor, booksellers ... London, [1712].-- [2], 33-56p ; 8o

Held by: Durham
The common Christian rightly and plainly instructed in the grounds of Christianity: or, an exposition of the Church-Catechism, more particularly adapted to the capacities and circumstances of the common people. By Edward Wells, D. D. Rector of Cotesbatch in Leicester-Shire. -- The third edition. To which is added a synopsis of the method observable in the Church-catechism. -- Oxford: printed for James Knapton at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, [1712].-- [6],82p ; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 6303, no. 06).

ESTC citation no.: T85819

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Victoria (Victoria, British Columbia); York Minster Library (York, England)]

Cursus mathematicus: or a compleat course of the mathematicks. Containing geography, and dialling Vol.5. / [Ozanam, Jacques.]. -- Oxford: Printed by L. Lichfield ..., 1712. -- 1 v. ; 20 cm

Notes: Written in French. Done into English, and amended in several places by J.T. Desaguliers.

Held by: Leicester (Special Collections)

Cursus mathematicus; or, a compleat course of the mathematics; containing geography, and dialling / done into English, and amended ... by J.-T. Desaguliers. -- Oxford, 1712. -- 2 pts in 1v

Held by: Glasgow

De Graecarum literarum pronunciatione / [Martin, Gregory.]. -- Oxford, 1712. -- 1 v ; 8vo

Held by: Glasgow


Held by: Oxford

A discourse concerning the Stunsfield tessellated pavement : With some new observations about the Roman inscription that relates to the Bath Fabrca, and an account of the custom of the manor of Woodstock / [Hearne, Thomas.]. -- [Oxford, 1712]. -- VII-XLP., plate : ill. ; 8°

Notes: In this edition catchword on p.X: after.

A reissue of part of: 'The itinerary of John Leland the antiquary.' vol.8, 1712, edited by Thomas Hearne.

In the preface to vol.8 Thomas Hearne states "To this eighth volume I have prefix'd a Discourse concerning the Stunsfield tessellated pavement. I draw it up for my own private use and satisfaction, and not with a design of making it publick".

P.XL contains 'Proposals for printing by subscription from the original MSS. in the Bodleian Library, the Collectanea of John Leland ... by Thomas Hearne, .. ' which is dated, July 11. 1712.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 10044, no. 10).


ESTC citation no.: T106414

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England)]
Europae Tabula Antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata / (Harris sculp.).-- [Oxford, 1712].-- 1 map ; 170 x 239 mm
Notes: Scale not given
Held by: National Library of Scotland

<GDabidys@emmetros@>, sive, Metaphrasis Libri psalmorum Graecis versibus contexta, per J. Duportum.-- Oxon. 1712.-- (12⁰)
Held by: Oxford

The merit and usefulness of building churches. A sermon preach'd at the opening of the church of St. Marie in the town and county of Southampton on Christmas-day, 1711 / By Thomas Bisse ....-- London : printed for Henry Clements ... in Oxford; and are to be sold by Henry Clements ... [London], 1712.-- [6], 26 p. ; 20 cm. (8vo)
Notes: Text: I.Kings viii.18.
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: British Library

Proposals for printing by subscription, from the original Mss. in the Bodleian Library, the collectanea of John Leland the Antiquary by Thomas Hearne / [Leland, John,].-- [Oxford, 1712].-- 8p. ; 8º
Notes: Dated: July 11, 1712.
The work was published in 1715 as 'Joannis Lelandi antiquarii de rebus britannicis collectanea'.
ESTC citation no.: T42919
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: A translation of 'Methode generale pour tracer des cadrans sur toutes sortes de plans' from the French of Jacques Ozanam.
Title from GK3 Supplement.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 313. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10942, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: T131996
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, Massachusetts); University of Western Ontario (London, Ontario)]
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Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Cambridgeshire), United Kingdom; Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Congregational Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlow) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); State University of New York at Stony Brook Library (Stony Brook, New York); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Verse - 'Laurus cruentas, & faciles nimis' and 'With noise of cannon, and rattling of drums'.
Latin text on recto, English text on verso.
On the Peace of Utrecht.
Without the music.
Also published, with music by Croft, under title: 'Musices apparatus academicus'.
Reproduction of original from the Harvard University Houghton Library.
URL:
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/ECCO?c=1&stp=Author&ste=11&af=BN&ae=N010065&tiPG=1&dd=0&dc=fic&docNum=CW111593554&vrsn=1.0&srchtp=a&d4=0.33&n=10&SU=0LRK&locID=ed_itw
Held by: Edinburgh

Dr. Pepuscbe's song perform'd for his exercise in the Theatre at Oxford July 13.1713 / [Pepusch, John Christopher, ]-- [Oxford, 1713].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰
Notes: "Hail queen of islands! hail illustrious fair".
"Pepusch was the composer; whether he wrote the words himself is uncertain" (Foxon).
ESTC citation no.: T202117
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Lambeth Palace Library (London, England)]

The duty and happiness of delighting in God : A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, Dec. 27. 1713. By Digby Cotes, M. A. Publick Orator of the University, and Fellow of All-Souls College. Publish'd at the Request of Mr Vice-Chancellor / [Cotes, Digby, ]-- Oxford : printed for Stephen Fletcher Bookseller: and are to be sold by A. Churchil, J. Knapton, W. Taylor, H. Clements, and J. Morpeth booksellers in London, 1713 [1714?].-- [2],22p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6618, no.05 )
ESTC citation no.: T35062
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection,
The favour and blessing of God in the appointment, and the people's happiness under the government, of a wise and vertuous prince: A sermon preach'd before the mayor, and corporation of Oxford, ... on ... March the 8th, 1713. ... By William Tilly / [Tilly, William,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Anth. Peisley; and are to be sold by J. Knapton, H. Clements, and J. Morphew, in London, 1713. -- [4],24p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4764, no. 11).

ESTC citation no.: T79495

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Sheffield Central Library (Sheffield, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

A letter to the Reverend Dr Clarke: Rector of St James's Westminster, in answer to his letter to Dr Wells. By Edward Wells By Edward Wells D. D. Rector of Cotesbach in Leicester shire. N.B. In page 13, 14. of this letter now printed, is set before the reader, as in a glass, a lively and exact picture of Dr Clarke, in the words of -the Ingenious Robert Nelson Esq; in his Life of the Right Reverend Bishop Bull. Which is here done, partly by way of Return for Dr Clarke's like Pains, in Transcribing so much of Mr Nelson's said Book, as takes up no Fewer than the Six last Pages of his Letter; partly and more especially for the Benefit of All such as cannot be at the Cost of Mr Nelson's Life of Bp Bull / [Wells, Edward,].-- Oxford : printed for Anthony Peisley; and are to be sold by James Knapton, Henry Clements, William Taylor, and John Morphew, Booksellers in London, MDCCXIII. [1713]. -- [2],66p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Price from imprint: price One Shilling.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 8413, no.20).

ESTC citation no.: T128180

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cashel Cathedral Library (Cashel, Republic of Ireland); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Eton College Library (Eton, England);
National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary’s College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, St. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); The Founders’ Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of King’s College (Halifax, Nova Scotia)

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55510
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N42087
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Peace the gift of God : rest, safety, and opportunities of piety, the fruits of peace. A sermon preached at Banbury, in Oxford-shire, on Tuesday the seventh of July, 1713. ..... By Benjamin Loveling / [Loveling, Benjamin,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, 1713. -- [6],22p. ; 8⁰
Notes: In this edition, the epistle dedicatory occupies three pages.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 419. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14648, no. 19).
ESTC citation no.: T304
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary’s College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, St. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); The Founders’ Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales)]

Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1990. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4030, no. 05).
ESTC citation no.: N21016
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Hertford College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Thomas Plume’s Library (Maldon, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

Proceeders between March the 29. 1705. and July 24. 1713 / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford?, 1713?].-- 40p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Drop-head title.
A list of names.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 319. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11140, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: N40192

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England)]

Q. D. B. V. Dissertatio physico-chimico-medica inauguralis : de auro medico seu medicamentis ex auro parandis, ... gratiosissimae facultat medicae in academia Oxoniensi humillime atque decenter exhibuit Rudolphus Augustus Krüger Brunsuicens / [Krüger, Rudolph August.].-- [Oxford?, 1713].-- 128p. ; 4°

Notes: With an additional engraved titlepage: 'Dissertatio inauguralis de sole chimicorum sive aurochimico-medicorum ..'.

Date from engraved titlepage.

ESTC citation no.: N5789

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)]


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.


ESTC citation no.: T142371

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Congregational Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (Evaston, Illinois); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Trinity College, Watkinson Library (Hartford, Connecticut); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); University College (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Davis, Library (Davis, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut); York Minster Library (York, England)]
A sermon [on 2 Cor. viii. 9] preach'd ... October 21st 1712, at the anniversary meeting of the ... trustees for the charity schools of ... Oxford / [Archer, Edmund.].-- Oxf. 1713.-- (8º)
   Held by: Oxford

A Sermon [on Rom. x. 2, 3] preach'd before the Queen at the Royall-Chappell at Windsor, ... Nov. 5, 1713 / [NEWTON, Richard, D.D., Principal of Hart Hall, Oxford.].-- Oxford, 1713.-- 4º
   Held by: British Library

A Sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford on Act-Sunday ... 1713 / [BISSE, Thomas, D.D.].-- Oxford : Henry Clements, 1713.-- pp. 31. 8º
   Held by: British Library

A Sermon preach'd ... October 21st 1712, at the anniversary meeting of the ... Trustees for the Charity Schools of the City of Oxford / [ARCHER, Edmund.].-- Oxford : Henry Clements, 1713.-- pp. 19. 8º
   Held by: British Library

A sermon preach'd at the assizes holden at Abingdon, in the County of Berks, July 14. 1713 : ... By William Reeves / [Reeves, William.].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, for Benjamin Shirley in Reading: and are to be sold by John Morpew, London, 1713.-- [4],28p. ; 8º
   Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 24).
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 24).
   ESTC citation no.: N22898
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, St. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas’ College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

   Notes: Half-title: 'Mr. Eyre's sermon at the funeral of Charles Fox Esq'.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5785, no. 10).
   ESTC citation no.: T10305
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

A sermon [on 1 Cor. iii. 10,11] preach'd before the University of Oxford on Act-Sunday / [Bisse, Thomas].-- Oxf. 1713.-- (8º)
   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: Half-title: 'Dr. Newton's sermon preach'd before the Queen Nov. 5. 1713'.
Vertumnus: An epistle to Mr. Jacob Bobart, botany professor to the University of Oxford, and keeper of the physick-garden. By the author of the apparition / [Evans, Abel,].-- Oxford: printed by L.L. for Stephen Fletcher bookseller: and are to be sold by John Morphew London, 1713.-- 33,[1]p.,plate ; 8º

Notes: Verse.
The author of the apparition is Abel Evans.
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Advertisement. At a meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses ... on ... Feb. 8 / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxf.] (1714).-- 1713/14. ; (s.sh.)

Notes: [Order that, when University sermons are preached in the church of St. Peter’s in the East, the gallery shall be reserved for members of the University].

Held by: Oxford

At a general meeting of the Vice-Chancellor, heads of houses, and proctors of the University of Oxford, at the Apodyterium of the Convocation-House, on Saturday Nov. 27. 1714 / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1714].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2º

Notes: Signed: Bern. Gardiner Vice-Chancellor.
"For the more solemn performance of the funeral rites of the late .. Dr. John Radcliffe".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 8765, no. 05).
At a ... meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses ... on ... Aug. 4. Whereas a letter directed to mr. mayor of ... Oxford, containing treasonable matters was deliver'd at his house on Monday ... if anyone will discover the author ... he shall have a reward / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxf.] (1714).-- 1714. ; (s.sh.)

Bibliotheca Salmoniana : or a catalogue of curious books contain'd in the library of the late Reverend Mr. John Salmon A.M. and fellow of Oriel Coll. Oxon. Among which Are many of the Fathers in Greek and Latin of the Best Editions: And most of the Classick Authors (cum Notis Variorum & in Usum Delphini) by these Celebrated Printers; viz. Wechelius, Stephanus, Frellonius, Colinaeus, Plantin, Junta, Sen. Elzevir &c. Likewise A choice Collection of Modern Divinity, History, Poetry, &c. to be sold by auction in the auction room adjoyning to St Mary’s, on Tuesday the 9th of November 1714. at one in the Afternoon, and so continue every Afternoon at the same hour, till all the Books in the Catalogue are Sold. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1714].-- [2],38p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Catalogues could be had of: "Anth. Peisley, Steph. Fletcher, and at the place of sale: of J. Knapton, H. Clements and W. Meadow's, booksellers in London".

A chronological history of England : or, an impartial abstract of the most remarkable transactions, ... that have happen'd in the several kings reigns, since the first attempt by Julius Cæsar, upon this southern-part of Great-Britain, down to the end of Queen Anne's reign ... By John Pointer / [Pointer, John,.]-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Litchfield, for Bernard Lintott, London, 1714.-- 2v.[(10],765,[75]p.) ; 12⁰

Notes: In this issue the numbered pages end at p. 765; the publishers inserted the sig. Rrr gathering containing news of the Queen's death, after p. 756.

Dr. Clarke's scripture doctrine of the trinity examined : To which are added some remarks on his sentiments, and A Brief Explanation of his Doctrine by way of Question and Answer. By Edward Welchman, M. A. Rector of Lapworth in Warwickshire / [Welchman, Edward,.]-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for A. Peisley Bookseller: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, W. Taylor, H. Clements, W. Meadows and J. Morphew Booksellers in, London, [1714].-- [8],32p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6277, no. 05).
ESTC citation no.: T87824
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cashel Cathedral Library (Cahil, Republic of Ireland); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Eton College Library (Eton, England); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.;); Huntington, Art Collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of King's College (Halifax, Nova Scotia)]

Notes: Only vol. 1 is of the third edition.
Held by: British Library

The duty and happiness of delighting in God: A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, Dec. 27. 1713. By Digby Cotes, M. A. Publick Orator of the University, and Fellow of All-Souls College. Publish'd at the Request of Mr. Vice-Chancellor / [Cotes, Digby,].-- Oxford: printed for Stephen Fletcher Bookseller: and are to be sold by A. Churchil, J. Knapton, W. Taylor, H. Clements, and J. Morphew booksellers in London, 1713 [1714?].-- [2],22p. ; 8º
Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6618, no.05 )
ESTC citation no.: T35062
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: 'Methodus argumentandi aristotelica' has separate pagination ; the register is continuous. "Akribeian" is transliterated from Greek.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7630, no.04).

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2403, no. 2).


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6792, no.19)

The great duty of charity to the souls of men, directed and urged: In a sermon preach'd before a society for the reformation of manners ... by Philip Goddard / [Goddard, Philip,]. -- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for Benjamin Shirley, and are to be sold by Benj. Cowse, 1714. -- [2],26p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T204035

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); William Salt Library (Stafford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]
Her Majesties most gracious speech to both Houses of Parliament, on Friday the ninth day of July, 1714. / [Great Britain. Sovereign (1707-1714 : Anne)].-- London : Printed by John Baskett, and by the assigns of Thomas Newcomb, and Henry Hills, deceas'd, 1714..-- 4 p. ; fol
Held by: Oxford

Instituta Ashmoleana. [Orders and statutes]. (13. die Dec., MDCCXIV) / [Ashmolean Museum.].-- [Oxf.] (1714).-- (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford

Lagrime funebri sopra la morte della regina Anna d'Inghilterra : dedicate (D'Antonio Fiorentino gia' professore) al singolarissimo merito dell' molto illustri signori, professori, dottori, presidenti, e membri tutti della nobile, ed erudita Universita' d'Oxford, commorante nel collegio, Ædis Christi. -- [Oxford?, 1714?].-- 1 sheet ; 1⁰
Notes: Verse in two columns - "Del suo bel lume impoverito il giorno," - At head of first column: 'Prognostico del tempo, che indicava la morte della Regina Anna'.
ESTC citation no.: N61471
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The lawfulness of feasting, with the danger of abusing it : A Sermon Preach'd before the University of Oxford, At St Mary's, Jan. 3. 1714. By Charles Wheatly, M. A. Fellow of St. John Baptist's College in Oxford. Publish'd at the Request of Mr Vice-Chancellor / [Wheatly, Charles,].-- Oxford : printed for Anth. Peisley bookseller: and are to be sold by A. Churchil, J. Knapton, W. Taylor, H. Clements, and J. Morphew Booksellers in London, 1714.-- [2],22p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 345. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 12044, no. 10).
ESTC citation no.: T37619
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendeham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6971, no.01 )
ESTC citation no.: T107369
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Lambeth Palace Library
Orationes duae in theatro Sheldoniano, VI Kal. Maii, 1706, habitae / (with English translation).-- Oxford, 1714.-- [1 v.] ; (8vo)
   Held by: Cambridge

The orders and statutes of the Ashmolean museum. (13th Dec. MDCCXIV) / [Ashmolean Museum].-- [Oxf.] (1714).-- (s.sh.)
   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: Actually a bifolium.
   A table of those receiving degrees.
   ESTC citation no.: N55922
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Philosophical transactions : giving some accoimpt of the present undertakings, studies and labours of the ingenious in many considerable parts of the world.-- Oxford ; London, [s.n.], 1686-1714.-- p. ; cm
   Held by: Edinburgh

A recantation-sermon against the errors of popery / [Aylmer, William].-- Oxf. &c. 1714.-- (8⁰)
   Held by: Oxford

A sermon preach'd at Hanover before Her Royal Highness the late Princess Sophia : and the rest of the royal family, on March 28./April 08. 1714. By Daniel Lombard / [Lombard, Daniel].-- Oxford : printed for Stephen Fletcher: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, W. Taylor, J. Brown, and J. Hazard in London, 1714.-- [8],24p. ; 8⁰
   Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 310. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10816, no. 12).
   ESTC citation no.: T5096
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

A sermon upon the death of Queen Anne : preach'd at Minching-Hampton in Gloucester-Shire August 8th 1714. By John Rowden, Presbyter of the Church of England. Publish'd to Vindicate it from the Misrepresentations of several Persons who were Offended at it / [Rowden, John].-- Oxford : printed by L.
Lichfield: and are to be sold by James Knapton in London, J. Wilmot in Oxford, J. Palmer in Gloucester, and S. Went at Pakenhill in Gloucestshire, Booksellers, 1714. -- [8], 16p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6725, no.03 )

ESTC citation no.: T53361
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]
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An account of the Charity School in Oxford : (maintain'd by the voluntary subscriptions of the Vice-Chancellor, heads of houses, and other members of the University) for four years: viz. from Michaelmas 1711. to Michaelmas 1715 / [Charity School (Oxford, England)]. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1715?]. -- [8]p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5123, no. 15).

ESTC citation no.: T58651
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

[Begin.] At a general meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses ... June 4. Whereas on Saturday [&c. Order, listing precautions to be taken against riotous behaviour] / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxf.] (1715).- - 1715. ; (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford

A catalogue of peals of bells, and of bells in and for peals : cast since the first year of the reign of king James ii to Feb. 1704 / [Rudhall, Abraham.]. -- Oxf. 1715. -- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford

Catalogus librorum : qui nunc prostant venales apud Stephanum Fletcher bibliopolam Oxoniensem / [Fletcher, Stephen.]. -- [Oxford, 1715?]. -- 24p. ; 8°

Notes: Drop-head title.

ESTC citation no.: N43906
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

A chronological history of England : or, an impartial abstract of the most remarkable transactions, and the most considerable publick occurences, both civil and military, domestick and foreign, that have happen'd in the several kings reigns, since the first attempt by Julius Caesar, upon this southern-part of Great-Britain, to the pacifick year of her present Majesty Queen Anne, in which a publick peace was concluded anno memorabili 1713 - being a history of bare matters of fact, with the series of affairs in their proper order, carefully and faithfully collected from the best and most authentick authors, without the least restrictions or remarks throughout the whole work. By John Pointer, M.A. Chaplain of Merton College in Oxford, and Rector of Slapton in Northampton-Shire / [Pointer, John.]. -- Oxford: Printed by Leon Lichfield, for Bernard Lintott, at the Cross-Keys, between the Two Temple-Gates in Fleet-street, London, 1714 [i.e. 1715]. -- 2 v. ([8], 408; [2], 409-838, [70] p.) ; 12°

Notes: Includes index.
Expanded to include the first full year of the reign of King George i.e. 1715.
Title pages have "Vol. I." and "Vol. II." following author.
Final leaf contains errata and an advertisement.

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3196, no. 29).

ESTC citation no.: N471338
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [National Library of Scotland (Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K.)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 417. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14579, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T65909
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: The text is continuous despite the pagination.

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 320. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11187, no. 09).


ESTC citation no.: N32306
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois)]

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10851, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T39729

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Bunyan Meeting Library and Museum (Bedford, England.); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.)]

Proposals for printing by subscription a new edition of Marcus Tullius Cicero / [Hearne, Thomas].-- Oxon. 1715.-- (fol.)

Notes: [With a specimen leaf].

Held by: Oxford

[Regulations issued by the vice-chancellor for preventing disorders on the thanksgiving day for the king's accession]. July 26, 1715 / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxf.] (1715).-- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford


Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 25).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17050, no. 25).

ESTC citation no.: N22144

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

A short introduction of grammar generally to be used : compiled and set forth for the bringing up of all those who intend to attain to the knowledge of the Latin tongue.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1715.-- 206 p

Held by: Institute of Education

[T. Hearne's name, printed, within an ornamental border, on the ice covering the Thames, Jan. 19, 1715].- - [Oxf.] 1715.-- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford

A treatise of the stone and gravel : Containing a most certain and safemethod of curing, by dissolving them with a most excellent litholytick, a reviv'd arcanum of Paracelsus. Also their symptoms, with the
efficient and material cause of them, both in the reins and bladder. Together with the signs which
distinguish nephrittck from cholick pains. And instances of cures perform'd by this medicine. By William
Awbery, apothecary / [Awbery, William].-- Oxford : printed for the author: and are to be sold by Richard
Notes: With a half-title.
ESTC citation no.: N48727
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge,
England)]
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An account of the charity school in Oxford. Michaelmas 1711/Michaelmas 1715 / [Oxford city, Grey coat
sch.].-- [Oxf. 1716]-1852.-- (4⁰ & fol.)
Held by: Oxford
Advertisement. Just printed in 8vo. and ready to be delivered to subscribers, Mr. William Roper's Life of
Sir Thomas More / [Hearne, Thomas].-- [Oxford, 1716].-- 1 sheet ; 1/8⁰
"The publisher is now printing .. Guilielmi Camdeni Elizabetha".
Subscriptions taken in by the publisher at Edmund-Hall and by John Rance of Oxford.
Both works edited by Thomas Hearne.
ESTC citation no.: T142691
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

An answer to some passages in the case of (the late) Dr. Ayliffe at Oxford. -- [Oxford?, 1716?].-- 8p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel
; 35 mm. Unit 394. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13765, no. 38).
ESTC citation no.: T197770
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's
Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

An answer to the last confession of Richard Groome : who was try'd and condemn'd, on his first
confession, at the Assizes held in Oxford Aug. 5. and was executed for the same Aug. 19. 1715. Or, a
vindication of Tho. Gardiner and Will. Airay, clerks of St. Mary Magdalen .. Publish'd with Mr. Vice-
Notes: ESTC citation no.: N53087
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England)]

Bibliotheca Sandysiana : or a catalogue of curious books contain'd in the library of the late Reverend Mr.
George Sandys, ... sometime Fellow of Oriel College in Oxford. ... To be sold by auction, in the auction
room adjoyning to St. Mary's, on Wednesday the 24th of October 1716.-- [Oxford, 1716].-- [2],62p. ; 8⁰
Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale: of J. Knapton, H.
Clements, and W. Meadows booksellers in London.".
ESTC citation no.: N43540
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books contain'd in the library of Charles King ... late
Fellow of Merton Coll. and Mr. Roger Farbrother ... late of Corpus Christi Coll. Oxon. ... To be sold by
auction, in the Auction Room adjoyning to St Mary's, on Tuesday the 6th of March 17 15/16.-- [Oxford,
1716].-- [2],22p. ; 8⁰
Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale: of J. Knapt, H. Clements, and W. Meadows, booksellers in London.".
ESTC citation no.: N43547
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T163730
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland)]

Chichlæus / [Randolph, Herbert,].-- [Oxford, s.n., 1716?].-- 8p. ; 2°
Notes: Signed at end: H. Randolph.
Drop-head title.
Verse.
Appropriately composed and printed at the time of Randolph's candidacy as a fellow of All Souls, Oxford, in 1716, in praise of Henry Chichele.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 9191, no.06).
ESTC citation no.: T125635
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The dignity and duty of the ministers of Christ. A sermon preach'd at Newberry, on the 4th of September, 1716. ... by John Taylor / [Taylor, John, Vicar of Lambourne,].-- Oxford: printed for Stephen Fletcher Bookseller: and are to be sold by J. Knapt, W. Taylor, and J. Round Booksellers in London, 1716.-- 24p. ; 8°
Notes: A variant has "... Stephen Fletcher Bookseller [sic] .." in the imprint.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 421. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 14701, no. 16).
ESTC citation no.: T278
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Exeter University Library (includes Credton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1991. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 4903, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: N6854
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Biblioteka Narodowa (Warsaw, Poland.); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10159, no. 07).

ESTC citation no.: T5143

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]


Notes: The titlepage is engraved.
The 'vita D. Thomæ Mori' was first published in 1626 as 'The mirrour of vertue in worldly greatnes'.

Only 148 copies printed.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1316, no. 33).

ESTC citation no.: T133604

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bibliothèque de la Sorbonne (Paris, France.); British Library (London, England); Brown University John Hay Library (Providence, Rhode Island); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Longleat House (Warminster, England (County Wiltshire), United Kingdom.); Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, Louisiana); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England; National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Gottingen, Germany.); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College Oxford (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Pierpont Morgan Library (New York, New York); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); St. Louis University (St. Louis, Missouri, United States.); University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of London Birkbeck College Library (London, England); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich
Miscellaneous translations from Bion, Ovid, Moschus, and Mr. Addison. With an original poem on bowling.-- Oxford : printed for E. Whistler: and are to be sold by R. Smith, J. Knapton, and J. Tonson, London, 1716. -- 62,[2]p.: 8°
Notes: Includes translations of the 'Epitaphium Adonidis' by Bion; 'The fall of Niobe' from the sixth book of Ovid's 'Metamorphoses'; 'Amor fugitivus' by Moschus and 'The battle of the pygmies and cranes' and 'The puppet show' by Addison.
With a final contents leaf.
ESTC citation no.: T105548
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.]

Reverend brother, You have here a true copy of the letter lately sent to me: and to the rest of the bishops within the province of Canterbury, by our most Reverend and worthy Metropolitan. I hope you will conform your practice to the rules therein prescrib'd / [Potter, John,]. -- [Oxford : printed in the year, 1716]. -- 4p.: 4°
Notes: Title from opening lines of text; this is followed by a copy of the letter of the Archbishop, dated: 'Westminster, June 5. 1716'.
First paragraph signed: 'Jo. Oxford', i.e. John Potter.
Imprint from colophon.
ESTC citation no.: N49154
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Notes: The same setting of type was also printed using a 4° imposition.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 475 (The Eighteenth Century; reel 16593, no. 04).
ESTC citation no.: T172939
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

1717 – Context – 11

The love of God to mankind : A sermon preach'd before the worshipful the mayor and aldermen, at St. Martin's church in Leicester, on Sunday, March 24. 1716/17. By William Hannes / [Hannes, William,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for E. Whistler: and are to be sold by James Knapton, Henry Clements, and William Smith, in London, 1717. -- [8],20p. ; 8º

Notes: With a half-title.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 420. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14673, no. 18).

ESTC citation no.: T321

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University Library (Canterbury, New Zealand); General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal (New York, New York, United States.); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]


Notes: Anonymous. By John Dry.

Price from imprint: Price Six Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3880, no. 08).

ESTC citation no.: T39293

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Houghton Library (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of Florida (Gainesville, Florida); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Anonymous. By John Dry.
A reissue of the first edition of the same year, with reset titlepage and sheet A.
Price from imprint: Price Six Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6850, no. 10)
ESTC citation no.: T124085
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: A reissue of the first edition of the same year, with reset titlepage and sheet A.
Anonymous. By John Dry.
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

The necessity of laws and magistracy : A sermon preach'd at the assizes held at Leicester, Aug. 15. 1717. ... By W. Hannes, M.A / [Hannes, William,.]. -- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, and are to be sold by J. Morphew, 1717. -- [4],23,[1]p. ; 8vo
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 458 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16000, no. 14).
ESTC citation no.: T174367
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal (New York, New York, United States.); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Of the law of nature and nations : Eight books / written in Latin by the Baron Pufendorf ... done into English.-- The 3rd ed / carefully corrected with two tables to which are now added all the large notes of Mr. Barbeyrac, translated from his last edition printed at Amsterdam, in 1712.-- Oxford : Printed by R. Sare, R. Bonwick, T. Goodwyn, et al., 1717. -- 1 v. (various pagination) ; 36 cm
Held by: University of London - ULRLS

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55920
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Notes: Anonymous. By Bernard Gardiner.
With an appendix.
1718 – Context – 15

An account of the progress made in the new buildings of Queens College in Oxford; and how much remains unfinished, for want of abilities in the college to complete that work / [Queen's College, University of Oxford]. -- [Oxford, 1718]. -- 6p., plate ; 4°

Notes: Drop-head title.

Dated at end: Queens Coll. Feb. 20. 1718.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1301, no. 16).


ESTC citation no.: T99390

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Kansas, Spencer Research Library (Lawrence, Kansas)]

Advertisement. Just printed, and ready to be delivered to subscribers, Guilielmi Camdeni Annales / [Hearne, Thomas]. -- [Oxford, 1718]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/8°

Notes: "The publisher is now printing .. Guilielmi Neubrigensis Historia rerum Anglicarum".

Subscriptions taken in by the publisher at Edmund-Hall and by John Rance of Oxford.

Both works edited by Thomas Hearne.

ESTC citation no.: T142692

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books among which are many of the fathers in Greek and Latin of the best editions: and most of the classick authors, ... likewise a choice collection of modern
divinity, history, physick, philosophy, and poetry; also 43 bundles of sermons and pamphlets [sic] in 4to. To be sold by auction, in the Auction Room adjoyning to St. Mary's, on Munday [sic] the 24th of March, 1718. -- [Oxford, 1718]. -- [2],28p. ; 8º

Notes: Catalogues could be had of Anth. Peisley, and of J. Knapton, H. Clements, and W. Meadows, booksellers in London.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 434. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15185, no. 07).

ESTC citation no.: T189412

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A book of fairs : or, A new guide to the west-country travellers / [Bridges, J.]. -- 10th impr. -- [Oxf.] 1718. -- (8º)

Held by: Oxford

A catalogue of curious, rare, and uncommon, books, both ancient and modern, ... To be sold by auction at Steph. Fletcher's bookseller in Oxford, on Monday the 28th of October. 1718 / [Fletcher, Stephen.]. -- [Oxford, 1718]. -- [2],56p. ; 8º

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43717

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]


A reissue of the third edition, 1717, with the titlepage reset.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3402, no. 04).


ESTC citation no.: T30427

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois)]

I'm a fit fellow to ask questions indeed? / [l.]. -- [Oxf.? 1718]. -- (s.sh.)

Notes: [A satire in verse on E. Bisse].

Held by: Oxford


Notes: M.H.R.E.C. = Matthew Hole, Rector of Exeter College.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5432, no. 13).

ESTC citation no.: T103873

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

The odes of Horace : Translated into English verse, by Henry Coxwell, gent / [Horace.]. -- Oxford : printed for the author, 1718. -- [10],116p. ; 4º


Notes: With an imprimatur leaf.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2124, no. 7).
ESTC citation no.: T42066
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55919
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

The Oxford post or, the Ladies new Tatler.--- London [England] : printed for and by Francis Clifton in Little Wild-Stre[t]; where advertisments are taken in, <1718>.-- v. ; 2⁰ (27 cm.)
Notes: Note following title reads in part: "In which is to be continued for the benefit of the poor every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday [sic], the freshest, ... accounts, ... To which will be added. A new Tatler, dedicated to the ladies".
Imprint from colohon; imprint lacks date.
Cut above title of the Sheldonian Theater with goddesses (muses?) on either side and motto above: "Honos alit artes".
Some issues dated according to Lady Day dating.
Text begins with factotum initial.
Description based on: Numb. IX. (Saturday Jan. 3d, to Tuesday January 6th. 1718. [i.e. 1719]); title from caption.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 474 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16573, no. 06).
Last issue recorded: 3 Feb. 1719 (cf. NCBEL).
ESTC citation no.: P2935
Summary: Includes gossip and unsubstantiated reports of events in London, masquerading as news. Issue no. 9 begins with a complaint about piracy.
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The particular lotts of each college, as they were drawn the 12th. day of February, 1718 / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1718].-- 1 sheet ; 1/8⁰
Notes: ESTC citation no.: N38235
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

A plain and full instruction in the principles and doctrines of the Christian religion: (being the abstracts of a course of lectures on the church-catechism) By way of Question and Answer. By Samuel Adams, M. A. Rector of Alvescott in the County of Oxon, and Late Fellow of New-College in Oxford / [Adams, Samuel,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for A. Peisley; and are to be sold by J. Knapton, H. Clements, J. Meadows, and J. Morphew, Booksellers in London, MDCCXVIII. [1718].-- [8],116p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Price from imprint: Price 1 s. 6 d.
The power, vertue, and influence of Christ's resurrection; and the excellency of knowing that above, and beyond all other knowledge: A Sermon Preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Easter-Tuesday, 1718. By William Tilly, D. D. Late Fellow of C. C. C. Oxon, now Rector of Albury near Ricet, and of Godington in Oxfordshire, and Chaplain to the Right Honourable Montague Earl of Abingdon / [Tilly, William,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Edw. Whistler; and are to be sold by J. Knapton, and H. Clements, Booksellers in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, [1718].-- [8],31,[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Price from imprint: Price 6d.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 334. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11661, no. 08).

ESTC citation no.: T276

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: Price from imprint: Price 3 d.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5393, no. 3).

ESTC citation no.: T54183

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

1719 – Context – 11

The acceptable sacrifice: being a full collection of scripture-devotions; taking in the whole book of Psalms, throughout all the parts of it. Every Verse of that Book being severally drawn up, and placed under the distinct and proper Head of Devotion to which it belongs: Together with other the most Devotional Portions of the Old and New Testament, digested after the same manner, and adapted to the Uses of Christian Piety. In two parts. With above four hundred prayers, thanksgivings, and meditations, newly compos'd, suited and subjoin'd to the Matter contain'd under each Head and Title respectively. By William

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4662, no. 04).

ESTC citation no.: T105227

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (Evanston, Illinois); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois, United States.); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

The case of the late James Keil, Dr. of Physick, represented by John Rushworth of Northampton, surgeon / [Rushworth, John].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for the author, 1719.-- 16p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 100, no. 16).


ESTC citation no.: T65833

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.)]

Clavis linguæ sanctæ. (Pars 1, continens grammaticalem explicationem 564. versiculorum ex Libro psalmorum) / [Trott, Nicholas].-- Oxon. 1719.-- (fol.)

Held by: Oxford

In Georgium reducem carmen <Gcriambeutikón> / [Crabb, John].-- Oxon. 1719.-- (fol.)

Held by: Oxford

The Oxford post or, the Ladies new Tatler. -- London [England] : printed for and by Francis Clifton in Little Wild-Stree[t]; where advertisements are taken in, <1718>.-- v. ; 2° (27 cm.)

Notes: Note following title reads in part: "In which is to be continued for the benefit of the poor every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturnday [sic], the freshest, ... accounts, ... To which will be added. A new Tatler, dedicated to the ladies".

Imprint from colohon; imprint lacks date.

Cut above title of the Sheldonian Theater with goddesses (muses?) on either side and motto above: "Honos alit artes".

Some issues dated according to Lady Day dating.

Text begins with factotum initial.

Description based on: Numb. IX. (Saturday Jan. 3d, to Tuesday January 6th. 1718. [i.e. 1719]);

title from caption.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 474 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16573, no. 06).

Last issue recorded: 3 Feb. 1719 (cf. NCBEL).

ESTC citation no.: P2935
Summary: Includes gossip and unsubstantiated reports of events in London, masquerading as news. Issue no. 9 begins with a complaint about piracy.


Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1990. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4045, no. 04).


Notes: Pt.2 and 3 have separate tipleages, pagination and register.

With an initial imprimatur leaf.

No doubt intended to accompany 'Practical discourses on all the parts and offices of the liturgy of the Church of England. .. in four volumes. ..' London, 1714-16, and 'Practical discourses upon the communion service, prescrib'd in the liturgy of the Church of England. Volume V. ..' Oxford, 1717.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1773, no. 05).

Proposals for printing ... Bibliotheca Biblica / [by S. Parker.,]-- [Oxf. 1719?]-- (4°)


Notes: Drop-head title.


"Subscriptions taken in by the publisher in Oxford, .. ".

The proposed book seems never to have been published.

ESTC citation no.: T142389

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: Anonymous. By Matthew Hole, author of 'A letter to Mr. James Peirce'. Signed at end: M. H.

ESTC citation no.: N46446
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

A treatise concerning St. Matthias Day, misplaced in the Oxford almanack for the year 1684 (being leap-year) at Feb. 24. In a letter from Dr. Wallis to Dr. John Fell / [Wallis, John,].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1719. -- [6],28p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T2183
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College (Oxford, England); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

1720 – Context – 17


Notes: Dedication signed: John Theobald.
Publication date from Foxon.
Parallel English and Latin texts.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 451 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15760, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T115942
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Rice University (Houston, Texas); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Tulane University (New Orleans, Louisiana); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

The being of God demonstrated from the formation of man, in a discourse on Genesis ii. 5 / [PARSONS, Thomas, Rector of Suckley,].-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield for the author, 1720. -- 12°

Held by: British Library

Chloe's complaint / by Mr. Robt. Dyer.-- Oxford : Printed for Jo. Eustache, [ca. 1720]. -- 1 score ([1] leaf)
Notes: Song for voice and continuo (figured bass); with a version for the flute.
Caption title
First line: As I lay in a cooling shade.
Imprint on label pasted at foot of page, reading: London, Printed for Jo. Eustace, near Paradise-Garden in Oxford. The engraving style, however, is that of John Cluer, suggesting that it was printed in London for Eustace in Oxford.

Held by: Oxford

Commercium ad mare australie / [Randolph, Herbert,].-- Londini [i.e. Oxford?] : et prostant venales apud bibliopolas Lond. & Westm., MDCCXX. [1720].-- 12p. ; 2⁰

Notes: Anonymous. By Herbert Randolph.
Verse.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12325, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: K10793

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, Ohio); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

A course of mathematical lectures and experiments [a syllabus by J. Whiteside]. (At the Museum) / [Whiteside, John,].-- [Oxf. c.1720].-- (4⁰)

Held by: Oxford


Notes: With a portrait of Thomas Burnet.
Price from imprint: Price One Shilling.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3878, no. 02).


ESTC citation no.: T144772

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Rice University (Houston, Texas); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); Washington State University (Vancouver, Washington); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Wilder, M. A. (late Fellow of Pembroke College) Rector of St. Aldate's, Oxon / [Wilder, John,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, near East-Gate, for the author, [1720?].-- [4],434p. ; 8°
  Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2783, no. 13).
  ESTC citation no.: T127351
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); College of William and Mary (Williamsburgh, Virginia); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Mark's Church (Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

The following books will be sold by Charles Combes : bookseller in Oxford, at the following prices / [Combes, Charles,].-- [Oxford, 1720?].-- 16p. ; 8°
  Notes: Drop-head title. First line of text: "Hospiniani opera, 4 vol. Geneva 1669 [with price in three columns]".
  ESTC citation no.: N47403
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Historiæ naturalis sciagraphia / [by J. Bobart].-- Oxon 1720.-- (8°)
  Held by: Oxford

A new map, shewing the counties, Hundreds, etc., within twenty miles round Oxford. Newly corrected with additions ... By ... B. Cole.-- Oxford, [1720?]
  Held by: British Library

Oratio dominica.-- [Oxford?, 1720?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
  Notes: "O Pater, excelsos habitans super omnia cœlos,"
  A new Latin verse translation of the the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed and the Ten Commandments, by Robert Pitt, A.M.
  Printed in two columns, with double rule used to form a cruciform division of the sheet, the Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed being printed above the crossbar.
  ESTC citation no.: T190010
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Leeds Record Office (Leeds, England)]

A paraphrase on the XXXIVth chapter of Isaiah, in blank verse. By John Fisher of Wadham-College, Oxon / [Fisher, John].-- Oxford Printed by Leon. Lichfield, 1720.-- 8 p. ; 4°
  Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 487 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17013, no. 03).
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 487 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17013, no. 03).
  ESTC citation no.: T300086
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

  Notes: ESTC citation no.: N65076
  Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]
A scheme of discipline with statutes intended to be established by a royal charter for the education of youth in Hart-Hall in the University of Oxford / [Hart-Hall (University of Oxford)].-- [Oxford?] : Printed in the year, 1720.-- 34,4p. ; 2º

Notes: With an appendix.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 429. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14999, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T198039
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.]

A specimen of an essay for to find out and ascertain the true or original reading of the Hebrew text : in all places where it now differs, either from the Septuagint version, or from the Samaritan Pentateuch. By Edward Wells, D.D. Rector of Cotesbach in Leicester-Shire / [Wells, Edward,].-- Oxford : printed for William Wells Bookseller in Oxford, 1720.-- [14],15,1[p. ; 4º

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10263, no. 05).
ESTC citation no.: T181215
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]


Notes: ESTC citation no.: N71724
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand)]

Thesaurus linguæ Romanæ & Britannicae, tam accuratè congestus, ut nihil pene in eo desiderari possit, quod vel Latine complectatur amplissimus Stephani Thesaurus, vel Anglice, toties aucta Eliotæ Bibliotheca / opera & industria Thomæ Cooperi Magdalenensis. ... Accessit Dictionarium historicum et poeticum propria vocabula viorum, mulierum, sectorum, populorum, urbi, montium, & caeterorum locorum complectens, & in his jucundissimas & omnium cognitione dignissimas historias.-- Impressum Londini. [i.e. Oxford ? : L. Lichfield ?] , 1587. [i.e. ca. 1720?].-- [1720] p. ; fol

Notes: Title page faked; actual place and date of publication and printer's name conjectured by STC.
The first leaf is blank.
"The ornament with the woman's head on the title page appears to be identical to, but much more worn than, that on Aa1v and other pages of STC 26132. The name 'Nicholas Bestney' printed in 2 founts on the title page perhaps imitates MS. inscription on the title page from which this is copied." --STC.
Dummy Ownership inscription dated 1721 -- ESTC.
Dummy Reproduction of the original in the Bodleian Library.
Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1944. 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm
(Early English books, 1475-1640; 208:01).
Held by: Oxford
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Albion, a poem / [Theobald, John,].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1720 [1721].-- 51,1[p. ; 8º

Notes: Dedication signed: John Theobald.
An answer to a scandalous pamphlet: entitul'd The present state of the Free-School at Witney in the county of Oxford, &c. By John Goole / [Goole, John.,]. -- Oxford : printed for Stephen Fletcher, and are to be sold by J. Knapton and Will. Meadows, booksellers in London, 1721. -- 20p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 482 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16851, no. 05).

ESTC citation no.: T192320

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]


Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1400, no. 21).

ESTC citation no.: T6618

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2276, no.23).


ESTC citation no.: T98892

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Berkshire County Library Reading Library (Reading, England); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Graduate
Theological Union (Berkeley, California); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Suffolk Record Office (Bury St. Edmunds, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)


Notes: Gentleman in the city = John Arbuthnot.
Sometimes attributed to Martin Strong and John Keill.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5634, no. 11).
ESTC citation no.: T60038

Maxims translated from a book intitled L'homme de cour: or, the courtier. -- [Oxford?, 1721?].-- 36p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Drop-head title.
Sometimes attributed to P. B. Du Bois.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 557, no. 16).
ESTC citation no.: T71119

The personality and divinity of the Holy Ghost prov'd from scripture : ... A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on St. Matthias-Day, Feb. 24th 1716/7 ... By William Stephens / [Stephens, William,].-- The second edition.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Sam. Wilmot: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, W. and J. Innys, and J. Roberts, London, 1721.-- [4],36p. ; 8⁰
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T43889
Notes: ESTC citation no.: N24567
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)]

Useful reflections on several subjects : suited to the present times: each chapter beginning with a diverting fable; to which is added a proper moral: with curious observations from the best histories. Done into English, from a French manuscript, by P. B. Du-Bois / [Du-Bois, P. B.].-- [Oxford] : Printed for the author, and are to be sold by Anth. Peisley, and Will. Wells, in Oxford, 1721. -- [2],1,[17],264p. ; 8°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 557, no. 15).
ESTC citation no.: T71094
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]
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[2 bookseller's catalogues] / [Fletcher, Stephen.].-- Oxf. [c.1722].-- (8°)
Held by: Oxford

An account of the Charity School in Oxford : maintain'd by the voluntary subscriptions of the Vice-Chancellor, heads of houses, and other members of the University, for seven years last: viz. from the feast of Saint Michael 1715. to the feast of St. Michael 1722 / [Charity School (Oxford, England)].-- [Oxford? : s.n., 1722?].-- 7,[1]p. ; 4°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7885, no.05).
ESTC citation no.: T194223
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Articles of visitation and enquiry concerning matters ecclesiastical: exhibited to the ministers, churchwardens, and side-men, of every parish within the diocese of Oxford, at the triennial visitation of the Right Reverend Father in God John by divine permission Lord Bishop of Oxford / [Church of England. Diocese of Oxford.].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1722.-- 8p. ; 4°
Bibliotheca selectissima: or a catalogue of curious books, contain'd in the library of the R Mr Benj. Baynes, late Fellow of University College in Oxford. ... To be sold by auction, in the Auction Room adjoyning to St. Mary's, on Thursday the 25th of Octob. 1722.-- [Oxford, 1722].-- [2],42p. ; 8°

Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale: of J. Knapton, and W. Meadows booksellers in London."

ESTC citation no.: N43266
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Four-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 316. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11037, no. 27).

ESTC citation no.: T29753
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: ESTC citation no.: T34751
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Dublin Honourable Society of King's Inn (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins
School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Anonymous. By William Holder.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 418. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14615, no. 16).
ESTC citation no.: T191944
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Notes: Anonymous. By Phanuel Bacon.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1531, no. 38).
ESTC citation no.: T91065
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Guildhall Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, Ohio); University of Leeds Brotherston Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Sydney, Fisher Library (Sydney, NSW, Australia.); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

The nature, possibility and certainty of miracles set forth : ... A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Sunday, Decemb. 24th 1721. By John Conybeare / [Conybeare, John,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for S. Wilmot: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. Wyat, W. Innys, and J. Roberts, London, 1722.-- 32p. ; 8⁰
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T39705
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford,
Poematum ... pars prima, contienens de Arte poetica libros tres, Bucolica et Epistolam ad Joannem Mathaeum Gibertum. Edidit Thomas Tristram, A.M. ... Pars secunda. Bombycum libri duo, Scacchia ludus, et carmina diversi generis / [Vida, Marco Girolamo,].-- Oxonii, 1722.-- 2 v. in 1 : ill, port ; 8vo

Held by: Glasgow


Notes: Two issues of this work appeared in Oxford in 1722 under the title: 'Tertullian's Prescription against hereticks; and the apologeticks of St. Theophilus Bishop of Antioch to Autolycus against the malicious calumniators of the Christian religion, ..'.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10303, no. 28).


ESTC citation no.: T195208

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Vols. 1-3 were published in London in 1693, 1697 and 1698 respectively and are listed in Wing. Vols. 4 and 5 were published in London in 1703 and 1708 respectively and are catalogued separately in ESTC. Vols. 1-4 are entitled 'Sermons preach'd on several occasions'.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 326. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11377, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: N24360

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Jesus College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Union Theological Seminary (Richmond, Virginia)]
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At a meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses [&c. Order forbidding tradesmen to allow credit to undergraduates above five shillings without official approval, and warning inn-keepers against serving drink to undergraduates] / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxf.] (1723).-- (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford

... De causis et signis acutorum et diuturnorum morborum, libri quatuor. De curatone acutorum et diuturnorum morborum libri quatuor. Cum MSS. duobus, Harleyano, et Vaticano, contulit: novamque versionem dedit, Johannes Wigan, A. M....

Accedit, præfatio: dissertations in Aretæum; variæ lectiones: notæ et emendationes: tractatus de Ionicâ Aretæi dialecto: lexicon / [Aretaeus the Cappadocian].-- Oxonii, 1723.-- fol

Notes: Greek and Latin texts.

Held by: Glasgow


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5575, no. 20).

ESTC citation no.: T34752

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Harvard University Andover-Harvard Theological (Cambridge, Massachusetts); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Thomas Plume's Library (Maldon, England); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut); York Minster Library (York, England)]

The great folly and danger of a Christian's setting his affection on things on earth : with proper signs and observations whereby he may examin [sic] himself in this matter; ... To which is added an exhortation to sobriety, chastity, and meekness; ... Chiefly for the use of country people, both husbandmen and tradesmen.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for A. Peisley: and also sold by J. Knapton, W. Taylor, W. Meadows, and T. Combes, in London, 1723.-- [8],31,[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 465 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16249, no. 05).

ESTC citation no.: T186748

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

K lēmentos pros Korinthious epistolē e protē : = Clementis ad Corinthios epistolæ prior. Ex laceris reliquiis vetustissimis exemplaribus bilbiothecæ regiæ, eruit, lacunas explevit, Latinè vertit, & notis brevioribus illustravit / [Clement I,Pope,].-- Oxonii : Excudebat Johannes Lichfield, 1723.-- [22],76,[46]p. ; 4⁰

Notes: The first five words of title are transliterated from the Greek.

Second epistle of Clement to the Corinthians is not by Clement, but by an anonymous author.

ESTC citation no.: N54158

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Union Theological Seminary (Richmond, Virginia)]
The lawfulness and obligation of the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, shewn in a discourse betwixt a minister and a gentleman, his parishioner. Publish'd for the Satisfaction of all those, who by a late Act of Parliament are requir'd to take the said Oaths, or else to Register their Names and Estates. By a lover of truth and peace / [Lover of truth and peace.].-- The second edition, with some alteration.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Ant. Peisley, and are to be sold by J. Knapton, and W. Meadows, Booksellers in London, [1723].-- 19,[1]p. ; 8º

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7506, no.10 )
ESTC citation no.: T84454

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: ESTC citation no.: N61520
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England)]


Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.
Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 316. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11034, no. 25).
ESTC citation no.: T41676

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Kent State University (Kent, Ohio); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Hertford College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent’s Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); San Antonio College (San Antonio, Texas); Thomas Plume's Library (Maldon, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 339. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11832, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T17982
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Dr. William's Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Hertford College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A rational account of the weather: shewing the signs of its several changes and alterations, together with the philosophical reasons of them. Collected not only from the common observations, but chiefly from some of the most approv'd authors, the most celebrated Philosophers, and the most judicious Naturalists of this and former Ages, as Dr. Halley, Dr. Mead, Dr. Woodward, Dr. Lister, Dr. Grew, Dr. Robinson, Mr. Dryden, Mr. Derham, Mr. Morton, Mr. Handley, Dr. Connor, Lord Bacon, Mr. Boyle, Mr. Ray, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Plot, Mons. Ozanam, Mons. Paseal, Seigneur Malpighius, Gassendus, Bartholin, Hippocrates, Aristotle, Pliny, Aratus, Virgil, Horace, Lucan, Seneca, and Varro. By John Pointer, M. A. Chaplain of Merton College in Oxford, and Rector of Slapton in Northampton-Shire / [Pointer, John.,]. -- Oxford : printed by L. L. for S. Wilmot: sold also by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, D. Midwinter, W. and J. Innys, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, W. Taylor in Pater-Noster-Row, W. Mears near Temple-Bar, and J. Roberts in Warwick-Lane, London, 1723. -- [12],76p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7765, no.03).
ESTC citation no.: T1891
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Louisiana State University in Shreveport (Shreveport, Louisiana, United States,); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin - Preussischer Kulturbesitz (Berlin, Germany,); Trinity College, Watkinson Library (Hartford, Connecticut); University of California, Berkeley, Main (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon)
The rival politicians: or, the biter bitten. A fable, betwixt a lion, a wolf, and a fox.-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for Sam. Wilmot, Bookseller: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, in St. Paul's Church yard, W. Meeres without Temple-Bar, and J. Roberts in Warwick-Lane, London, [1723].-- 21,[3]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: With a half-title and a final advertisement leaf.
Price from imprint: Price Six Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5623, no. 7).
ESTC citation no.: T114660
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1987. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2501, no. 42).
ESTC citation no.: N21642
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Dr. William's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Suffolk Record Office (Bury St. Edmunds, England); Trinity College, Watkinson Library (Hartford, Connecticut); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Useful reflections on several subjects: suited to the present times: each chapter beginning with a diverting fable; to which is added a proper moral: with curious observations from the best histories. Done into English, from a French manuscript, by P. B. Du-Bois / [Du-Bois, P. B.].-- The second edition.-- [Oxford] : Printed for the author, and are to be sold by Anth. Peisley, and Will. Wells, Booksellers in Oxford, 1723.-- [2],1,[17],264p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group.
2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 332. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11615, no. 10).
ESTC citation no.: T216108
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
Bibliotheca selectissima : or a catalogue of curious books, among which are many of the fathers in Greek and Latin of the best editions: and most of the classick authors, ... Likewise a choice collection of divinity, history, philosophy, poetry, physic, &c. To be sold by auction, in the Auction Room adjoyning to St. Mary's, on Monday the 16th of Novemb. 1724.-- [Oxford, 1724].-- [2],18p. ; 8°

Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale: of J. Knapton, and W. Meadows booksellers in London.".

ESTC citation no.: N43546

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Britannia Romana : or Roman antiquities in Britain, viz. coins, camps, and publick roads. Being a full Account and Explanation of the Roman Coins found in Britain at different Places and divers Times, all of which put together making very near a compleat Series, from Julius Caesar down to Valentinian III. With particular Observations on those Coins that bear relation to the Affairs of Britain. Also a particular Delineation of all the several Sorts of Roman Roads, and the Places where the Romans had their Camps and Stations, during the Time of their Abode here in Britain for the Space of 500 Years. To which is prefix'd a Map of the said Roads and Camps in the several Counties in Britain. Also a large Preface, shewing the Usefulness of ancient Coins and Medals, in relation to History, Poetry, Sculpture, Painting, and Architecture: The Way to know genuine from counterfeit Coins: The Reason of the Romans burying so much Coin here in Britain: And the Time when they did so. Also the Manner of making their several Sorts of Roads and Camps here. To which is added (by way of Digression) a short Account of the Antiquities of Oxford, in relation both to the University and City, shewing that it was a very considerable Place even in the Time of the Romans. Also a List of those Roman Emperors and Generals that came in Person, or were sent hither, and the several Conquests they made here. By John Pointer, M. A. Chaplain of Merton College in Oxford, and Rector of Slapton in Northampton-Shire / [Pointer, John,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield for Anth. Peisley, and are to be sold by J. Knapton, J. Wyat and W. Meadows booksellers in London, [1724].-- [20],55,[5]p.,plate : map ; 8°

Notes: In this edition p.[15] is unsigned, and p.35 is signed E2.

Price from imprint: Price One Shilling.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6035, no. 07).


ESTC citation no.: T106415

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Harvard University Graduate School of Business, Baker (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]

Notes: 'De fontium fluviorumque' has separate pagination.
ESTC citation no.: T88906
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); Ohio State University (Columbus, Ohio); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); University of Arizona (Tuscon, Arizona); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Oklahoma (Norman, Oklahoma); University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Medicine (Madison, Wisconsin); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

"<GÅncologia>, sive, Epigrammatum Graecorum ex bangoligia, editâ, MS. Bodleianâ, aliisque autoribus delectus. In usum scholaæ Westmonasteriensis / [Anthologia Graeca.].-- Oxon. 1724.-- (8⁰)
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7477, no.10 )
ESTC citation no.: T126713
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: A reply to the work by Anthony Collins.
ESTC citation no.: T42791
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Dr. William's Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England)]
Bibliotheca selectissima: or a catalogue of curious books, among which are many of the fathers in Greek and Latin of the best editions: ... To be sold by auction, in the Auction Room adjoyning to St. Mary's, on Monday the 8th of March, 1724/5.-- [Oxford, 1725].-- [2],18p. ; 8°

Notes: Catalogues could be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale and of J. Knapton, and W. Meadows in London.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 391. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13668, no. 18).

ESTC citation no.: T185183
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

By order of Mr. Vice-Chancellor / [University of Oxford,].-- [Oxford, 1725?].-- 1 sheet ; 1°

Notes: Respecting the cleansing of the streets of the City and suburbs of Oxford.

ESTC citation no.: T147778
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]


Notes: L. L. in the imprint = Leonard Lichfield.
There is no price at the foot of the titlepage; a variant has the price at the foot of the titlepage.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2252, no. 3).

ESTC citation no.: T78890
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Congregational Library (London, England); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Kent State University (Kent, Ohio); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Miami (Miami, Florida); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Collegium Reginense. [Ground Plan.] G. Williams delin. et ex.-- [Oxford?], 1725

Notes: [With MS. Additions]
Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library
The Jewish philosophers encounter'd and confuted: In a sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, by a late member of the said university / [Collis, Thomas,].-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year 1725.-- 31,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: A late member of the said university = Thomas Collis.

Attribution from Halkett & Laing, NUC.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5533, no. 25).

ESTC citation no.: N46571

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Hebrew-Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion (Cincinnati, Ohio); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); York Minster Library (York, England)]


Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.

Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 338. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11804, no. 21).

ESTC citation no.: T28156

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); York Minster Library (York, England)]


Notes: ESTC citation no.: N5016

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New
The necessity and benefit of confirmation: A sermon preach'd at West-Cowes-Chapel, in the Isle of Wight, on Sunday, Aug. 15. 1725. For the farther instruction of young persons desirous of, and shortly to be Confirm'd. By John King, M. A. Late of Queens-College, Oxon / [King, John,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, and sold by S. Wilmot, R. Clements, and A. Peisley, 1725. -- [23,]1p. ; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: Price Three-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6477, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: N41649

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England)]

A new ecclesiastical history of the seventeenth century: containing an account of the controversies in religion; the Lives and Writings of Ecclesiastical Authors, an Abridgment of their Works, And a Judgment on their Style and Doctrine: also A Compendious History of All Affairs Transacted in the Church. Volume the first. Written in French by Lewis Ellies Dupin, Doctor of the Sorbon, And Regius Professor of Philosophy. Translated, and illustrated with additional annotations, by Digby Cotes, M. A. Principal of Magdalen-Hall, And Publick Orator of the University of Oxford / [Du Pin, Louis Ellies,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for T. Combes, at the Bible and Dove in Pater-Noster-Row, London; and A. Peisley, Bookseller in Oxford, 1725. -- [16],184;292,[18]p. ; 2°

Notes: With a chronological table.

Books V-VII have separate pagination and register.

No more published.


ESTC citation no.: T80626

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bates College (Lewiston, Maine); Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Christ's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Corpus Christi College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cork University College Boole Library (Cork, Republic of Ireland); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (Evanston, Illinois); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford
The personality and divinity of the Holy Ghost prov'd from Scripture : and the Ante-
Nicene Fathers. A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on St. Matthias-
Day, Feb. 24th 1716/7 In which also Mons. Le-Clerc's Charge on the Fathers, as holding the Unity of the Divine Essence to be a
Specifical one, is shown to be groundless. By William Stephens, M. A. Late Fellow of Exeter College in Oxford. Publish'd at the Request of Mr. Vice-Chancellor / [Stephens, William,].-- The third edition.--
Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for Sam. Wilmot, Bookseller: and are to be sold by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock,
W. and J. Innys, in St. Paul's, and J. Roberts, in Warwick-Lane, London, [1725].-- [4],36p. ; 8°
Notes: Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth
Century ; reel 5575, no. 21).
ESTC citation no.: T43890
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University
Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England);
Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College
(Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina);
Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New
York, New York, United States.); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern
Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's
Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford,
England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford,
England; University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California);
University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Westminster Abbey (London,
England/(County Greater London), United Kingdom.); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester,
England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); York Minster Library
(York, England)]

Practical discourses on the nature, properties, and excellencies of charity : above all the gifts and graces of
the Holy Spirit, As They are Described in the 13th Chapter of the First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians.
To which is prefix'd, a visitation sermon, By way of Introduction to them, with an appendix subjoin'd,
containing some farther Discourses, suitable to the Subject, and necessary for the Present Times. By
Matthew Hole, D. D. Rector of Exeter College, Prebendary of Wells, and Vicar of Stokegursey in
Somersetshire / [Hole, Matthew,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield for the author, 1725.--
[12],357,[3],150,6p. ; 8°
Notes: With a list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth
Century ; reel 5815, no. 08).
ESTC citation no.: T105225
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society (Taunton, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); Trinity College (Hartford, Connecticut, United States.); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); Whitchurch, Rector's library (Whitchurch, England); York Minster Library (York, England)]

Proposals for printing by subscription a treatise of Lucian, entitled <GPw's@ dei istorian sugrafein.> / [Reynolds, William master of Exeter sch.].-- [Oxf. 1725].-- (4°)

Notes: [With a specimen leaf].
Held by: Oxford

The several heterodox hypotheses, concerning both the persons and the attributes of the Godhead : ... A sermon preach'd at the visitation ... held in the Church of St. Andrew in Plymouth, on Friday, August the 28th 1724. By William Stephens / [Stephens, William,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for S. Wilmot and sold by J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, W. and J. Inny's, and J. Roberts, London, 1725.-- [8],35,[1]p. ; 8°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T47996
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Exeter Cathedral (Exeter, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Harvard University Andover-Harvard Theological (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Norwich Cathedral (Norwich, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Hertford College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Wesley Theological Seminary (Washington, District of Columbia); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); York Minster Library (York, England)]

The surest guide to eternity : or, a body of divinity, extracted out of the writings of the Old and New Testament: and Digested under proper Heads, In Words of Scripture only. In eight parts. By George Kenwrick, Master of Arts, of Wadham-College, Oxon / [Kenwrick, George,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for the author, [1725].-- [8],7,[9],376p. ; 8°
Notes: With a list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 354. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12356, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T192882
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales)]

To the vice-chancellor, doctors, and proctors ... of the University of Oxford, the humble petition of Dositheus abbot of the monastery Pantocrator on mount Athos [for charitable assistance to the monastery] / [Dositheus abbot.].-- [Oxf.] (1725).-- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford

Visitation sermon, Aug. 28th, 1724 / [Stephens, Wm., Vicar of St. Andrews, Plymouth.].-- Oxford, 1725.-- [1 v.] ; (8vo)

Held by: Cambridge

1726 – Context – 6

[The advertisement of a reward offered for the apprehension of J. Minn, charged with murder] / [Minn, John.].-- [Oxf. 1726].-- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford


Notes: ESTC citation no.: N47373

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

Extracts out of charters, statutes, and injunctions relating to Oriel College, and particularly to the Provost's late claim to a negative voice in elections of scholars / [Oriel College. University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1726].-- 23,[1]p. ; 4°

Notes: Drop-head title.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1467, no. 22).


ESTC citation no.: T99395

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Liber dictus petra scandali : in quo continentur I. Historia initii schismatis inter duas ecclesias orientalem sc. & occidentalem; ... II. Parænesis, adhortatio ad servos domini, ut caveant ... zizania, ... Anno Æræ Christianæ 1721 / [Gagnier, Jean.].-- [Oxoniae : Anno 1726. Impensis dicti Patriarchæ, & cura J. Gagnier], [1726].-- [284]p. ; 8°

Notes: Anonymous. Attributed to Jean Gagnier.

Titlepage is on a verso and the imprint appears in M.S.

ESTC citation no.: N55200

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

The natural immortality of the soul asserted : and proved from the Scriptures, and first fathers: in answer to Mr. Dodwell's Epistolary discourse, in which he endeavours to prove the soul to be a principle naturally mortal. By ... Thomas, Lord Bishop of Waterford / [Milles, Thomas.].-- The second edition..-- Oxford : printed for Anth. Peisley, and are to be sold by J. Knapton, J. Wyat, R. Knaplock, W. and J. Innys, W. Meadows, B. and C. Motte, and T. Combes, booksellers in London, 1726.-- [8],xxiv,[6],504p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N40517
A sermon [on Ps. xciii. 5] preach'd at St. Helen's in Abingdon, April 2d 1726, on the occasion of opening an organ: and a sermon [on Mark iv. 28] preach'd before the University of Oxford ... May 15th 1726 / [Stockwell, Joseph.]-- Oxf. (1726).-- (8°)

Held by: Oxford

False imprints

Sibylla capitolina: Publ ii Virgilii Maronis poe mati on; int erpretat i on e t nos i illustratum a S. L / [Daudé, Pierre . ]-- Oxonii [i.e. Amsterdam]: e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1726.-- [4],92p. ; 8°

Notes: S. L. = P. Daudé.
Printed in Amsterdam (titlepage Vignette signed by B. Picart).
A cento from Virgil directed against the Bull Unigenitus of Clement XI.
Weller = pr. in the Hague
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2822, no. 4).
Held by: Oxford

1727 – Context – 8

An after-Commendation of the New-Lutheran's answer / [Holloway, Benjamin,].-- Oxford: printed by Leon. Lichfield, near East-Gate, 1727.-- 30p. ; 8°

Notes: Anonymous. By Benjamin Holloway.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 12042, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T192159
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Bibliotheca antiqua & moderna: seu præstantium in varia facultate & lingua librorum catalogus: Being a collection of valuable books, ... Collected by a learned divine lately deceased. Which will begin to be sold on the of this instant at Mr. Cha. Combes's bookseller in Oxford, ... Catalogues may be had of Mr. J. Knapton, Mr. T. Combes, Mr. C. Rivington, Mr. Motte, booksellers in London, and at the place of sale / [Combes, Charles,].-- [Oxford]: Printed by L. Lichfield, Oxford, [1727?].-- [2],28p. ; 8°

Notes: A blank was left after "to be sold on the" and "of this instant", to be filled out in MS.
ESTC citation no.: N47075
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

An essay on Pope's Odyssey : in which some particular beauties and blemishes of that work are considered. In two parts / [Spence, Joseph,].-- [Oxford]: Printed for S. Wilmot, Oxford; and sold by J. and J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. Wyatt, D. Midwinter [and 5 others in London], 1727.-- [12],156;[12],216p. ; 12°

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9119, no.03).
Johannis Anstis ad Librum anglicè scriptum, cui titulus, The case of founders kinsmen &c. Latinè responsio. In quæ genere Henrici Chichele, olim Archiepiscopi Cantuar. ... et jus consanguineorum, non decimo cognationis gradu terminari, multis argumentis ostendit / [Anstis, John,].-- [Oxford?, 1727?].-- 64p. ; 4°

Notes: Attributed to John Anstis 'the elder'.

Drop-head title.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 475 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16616, no. 11).

ESTC citation no.: N47087

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England)]

Orders made for the better regulation of the Oxford stage-coaches to London ... 23d ... Feb. 1727 / [University of Oxford,.].-- [Oxf.] (1727).-- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford


Notes: With a final leaf of advertisements for Samuel Wilmot. A variant does not have the price at the foot of the titlepage.

Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. Filmed against deleted t43841. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1423, no. 51).

ESTC citation no.: T43840

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Magdalene College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Library Company of Philadelphia
A plain and full instruction in the principles and doctrines of the Christian religion: (being the abstracts of a course of lectures on the church-catechism) ... By Samuel Adams, D.D / Revised ed. -- Oxford: Printed by L. Lichfield, for Anth. Peisley, and are to be sold by J. Knapton, J. Wyatt R. Knaplock. W. Meadows, B. and C. Motte, and T. Combes, booksellers in London, 1727. -- [8], 116 p.; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N62695
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England)]

A sermon [on Psalm xcv. 5] preach'd ... in Abingdon, April 2d, 1726 ...: and a sermon [on Mark iv. 28] preach'd before the University of Oxford ... May 15, 1726 / [STOCKWELL, Joseph, Rector of Solyhull, Warwickshire.] -- Oxford, [1727]. -- 8°

Held by: British Library
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At a general meeting of the Vice-Chancellor, heads of houses, and proctors of the University of Oxford, on Monday, Dec. 2d. 1728 / [University of Oxford.] -- [Oxford?, 1728]. -- 1 sheet; 1/2°

Notes: Signed: Edw. Butler Vice-Chancellor.
ESTC citation no.: T82595
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England)]

At a meeting of the vice-chancellor, heads of houses ... 20th of May ... 1728 / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxf.] (1728). -- (s.sh.)

Notes: [Order to inn-keepers 'to maintain good order'.].
Held by: Oxford

[Begin.] By order of mr. vice-chancellor. Whereas by the following statute. [Order relating to the provision of a scavenger in each parish of Oxford. Followed by the statute] Of the government of the streets / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxf. 1728?]. -- (s.sh.)

Held by: Oxford

A catalogue of curious books, both ancient and modern: in most faculties, with many of the classick authors. To be sold by auction, in the Auction Room adjoining to St. Mary's, on Monday the 21st of October 1728. -- [Oxford]: Printed by L. Lichfield, Oxford, [1728]. -- [2], 30 p.; 8°

Notes: "Catalogues are to be had of Anth. Peisley, and at the place of sale. Of Mr. J. Knapton, and Mr. W. Meadows, booksellers in London.".
Held by: British Library

Eighteen Sermons on several occasions, etc. (One-and-twenty Sermons on several occasions.) / [NECOLIN, Thomas].-- Oxford, 1720-28.-- 2 vol. 8º
Notes: Vol. 2 is of the second edition.
Held by: British Library

Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9293, no.03).
ESTC citation no.: T184346
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

[Notice by the vice-chancellor requesting tutors to guard their pupils against 'blasphemous notions'] / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxf.] (1728).-- <Dec. 2d. 1728.> ; (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford

One and twenty sermons on several occasions : The second edition. By Thomas Newlin, ... Volume the second / [Newlin, Thomas].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for Anthony Peisley, and are to be sold by James and John Knapton, Robert Knaplock, William Innys, William Meadows, T. Combes, B. and C. Motte, in London, 1728.-- v.2 ([8],398,[2]p.) ; 8º
Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.
ESTC citation no.: T153677
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Niedersachische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Göttingen, Germany); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales)]

Notes: A reissue of the first edition, with a different titlepage.
With a final advertisement leaf.
Price from imprint: Price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2476, no. 3).
ESTC citation no.: T43842
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); Free Library of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Longmeadow Historical Society (Longmeadow, Massachusetts); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Delaware (Newark, Delaware); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: A variant has "Price Six-Pence" at foot of titlepage.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6688, no.15 )
ESTC citation no.: T45913
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina.); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Essex Institute (Salem, Massachusetts); Kent State University (Kent, Ohio); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

To Mr. President, the Fellowes, and Schollers of St. Johns Colldege in Oxon : Mr. President, with the Fellowes and Schollers, I haue mee recommended unto you even from the bottome of my hearte, desyringe the Holye Ghoste maye bee amonge you untill the ende of the worlde, and desyringe Almightye God that euerye one of you maye loue one another as brethren; .. / By mee Sir Thomas White Knighte, ... .-- [Oxford] : [s.n.], [1728].-- Single sheet ([1] p.) ; fol
Notes: Although notionally by White, in fact by Holmes, who became president of St. John's College, Oxford, in 1728. "As president of St John's he had printed, so that it might be given to every scholar on entry, the last letter of Sir Thomas White, founder of the college, in which he urges the fellows to live at peace with each other and bids them take a copy of yt for my sake"-- DNB.
A copy at the Bodleian Library, Oxford, is dated 1728 in MS by Richard Rawlinson.
Not listed in ESTC.
Two variants, with differing borders and with type slightly reset. This variant has a border of crosses; "m" in mercye on final line of text is below first "e" in "mee" on line above; "y" in mercye on final line is below "a" in "that" on line above.
Explicit: Written the 27. of Ianuarye, 1566. I desyre you all to praye to God for mee that I maye ende my life with patience, and that he may take me to his mercye.
Verso is blank.
A week's conversation on the plurality of worlds / by Monsieur Fontenelle ; translated from the last Paris edition, wherein are many improvements throughout; and some new observations in several discoveries which have been lately made in the heavens, by William Gardiner.-- 2nd ed, to which is added, Mr. Secretary Addison's Oration, made at Oxford, in defense of the new philosophy.-- Oxford : Curl, 1728.-- x, 200 p : frontis ; 17 cm

Notes: Translation of: Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes.

Signatures: A⁸, B-I¹², K⁴.

Held by: Sheffield
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Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9720, no.02).


ESTC citation no.: N3204

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Mary's Parish Library--Hatfield Broad Oak (Hatfield, England); Yale University, Divinity Library (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Notes: Price from imprint: Price Sixpence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11833, no. 11).
ESTC citation no.: T60255
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Cambridge University Library includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); College of William and Mary (Williamsburgh, Virginia); Congregational Library (London, England); General Theological Seminary, Saint Mark's Library (New York, New York, United States.); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Library of Virginia University (London, England); Manchester Central Library (Manchester, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Union Theological Seminary (New York, New York); University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas)]

The divine right of prerogative royal. A sermon / [Stubs, Philip].-- 2nd ed..-- Oxf. [1729].-- (8º)

Held by: Oxford

Fifteen sermons preach'd upon several occasions, most of them before the University, on the following subjects: The happiness of a religious life [&c.] / [Wilder, John].-- Oxf. [1729].-- (8º)

Held by: Oxford
The gradual advances, and distinct periods of divine revelation: in the several ages of the world: more particularly in opposition to the infidelity of Mr. Woolston. Being the substance of a sermon preach'd at Magdalene College in Oxford, on Christmas-Day, in the year 1728. By Thomas Bowles, B. D. Fellow of the said College, Vicar of Brackley in Northamptonshire, and Chaplain to the Right Honourable Sir Paul Methuen, Treasurer of His Majesty's Housshold / [Bowles, Thomas.,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, 1729.-- [4],36p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 354. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 12362, no. 22).

ESTC citation no.: N1443
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California)]

Grammatical exceptions: or, some observations upon the alterations of Late Years made in Our accidence and Latin grammar, being an enquiry into the reasonableness and necessity of them. Recommended to be carefully and candidly Perused by all School-Masters, and their Assistants, as well as to all private Tutors, by James Gibson, Curate of Wootton-Underwood, Bucks, and sometime School-Master of Bray in Berks.-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for the author: and sold by A. Peisley, Bookseller in Oxford, 1729.-- [2],viii,42p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 8746, no.02).

ESTC citation no.: T186545
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

An help for the right understanding of the several divine laws and covenants: Whereby Man has been oblig'd thro' the several Ages of the World to guide himself in order to Eternal Salvatiion. Wherein the most important Points of Religion are explain'd and set in a true Light. Chiefly design'd for the Benefit of young Students in Divinity, but very Useful to be perus'd by all Religious Persons, in order to their Right Understanding of God's most Gracious as well as most Just Dealings with All Mankind, from the Creation to the End of the World. In two parts. By the Rev'd Dr Edw. Wells, late Rector of Cotesbach in Leicestershire, and Bleachly in Bucks / [Wells, Edward.,].-- Oxford: printed at the Theater for Will. Wells Bookseller in Oxford: and sold by Ja. Knapton, Ch. Rivington, in St Paul's Church-Yard, and Jos. Hazard at the Bible in Stationers Court, Booksellers in London, 1729.-- [8],247,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 9325, no.02).

ESTC citation no.: T116209
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Derry and Raphoe Diocesan Library (Londonderry, Northern Ireland); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Lancaster University Library (includes Priory Church Collection, Cartmel) (Lancaster, England); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); St. Mark's Church (Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario)]


Notes: ESTC citation no.: T109729

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4313, no. 17).

ESTC citation no.: T27137

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]
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Notes: Parallel Italian and English texts.

Translated by P. B. Du-Bois.

The verso of sig. A6 and the recto of B1 are both numbered 1.

P.134 misnumbered 143.

Titlepage in red and black.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 8659, no.03).


ESTC citation no.: T120257

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Columbia University (New York, New York); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford,

Notes: Parallel Italian and English texts.
Translated by P.B. Du-Bois.
The verso of sig. A6 and the recto of B1 are both numbered 1.
P.134 misnumbered 143.
Titlepage in red and black.
Reproduction of original from the British Library.
Held by: Leeds

The Bedfordshire garland: in three parts : I. How a knight's son married his father's cook-maid unknown to his parents. II. How when they came to know of it, the old knight got his son to ride a journey with him, ... III. The knight's son returning home and not finding hi wife, went ... and finding his wife a slave, brought her to England.-- [Oxford] : Printed for Josiah Eustace at Oxford, [1730?].-- 8p. : ill. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 429. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15000, no. 20).
ESTC citation no.: T197024
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A catalogue of books: consisting of divinity, history, physick, law, &c. which will be sold ... on Wednesday, the 25th day of November, 1730; at Anthony Peisley's bookseller, in St. Mary-Hall-Lane, Oxon / [Peisley, Anthony].-- [Oxford] : Printed by L. Lichfield, Oxford, [1730].-- [2],14p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43899
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

A companion to the altar / [by W. Vickers].-- Oxf. [c.1730].-- (8°)
Held by: Oxford


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 315. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10997, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: N9739
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

Opera omnia Graece et Latine, in duo volumina distributa; cum notis et emendationibus ... [variorum] adiunctis insuper veterum scholis; et prolegomenis Sopatri Apameensis, ab erroribus ut plurimum repurgatis. Graeca, cum MSS. codicibus
... collata recensuit, et observationes suas adjecit Samuel Jebb. [Aristides]. -- Oxonii, 1722-1730. -- 2 v; 4to

Notes: Greek and Latin text.
Held by: Glasgow

Oxford stage-coaches ... The stage begins on ... March 30th 1730 [an announcement by A. Moor and others] / [Oxford stage coaches.]. -- [Oxf.] (1730). -- (s.sh.)
Held by: Oxford

The present state of the new buildings of Queens College in Oxford: With an ichnography of the whole, and cuts of the several parts of the said buildings engraved / [Queen's College. University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxford?, s.n., 1730]. -- [2],6p.,plates : ill.; 4°
Notes: Dated at end: Queens College, Dec. 21. 1730.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 10063, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T143009
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

With an additional engraved titlepage, with the imprint: printed for Jno. Baskett.
Pp.[349]-445 contain 'Private devotions' with its own titlepage.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 7113, no. 02)
ESTC citation no.: T52452
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [A.K. Bell Library (Perth, Scotland, United Kingdom); Bowdoin College (Brunswick, Maine); British Library (London, England); London Institution (London, England); University of Colorado (Boulder, Colorado); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota)]
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The compleat works in verse and prose / of George Waldron, gent., late of Queen's college, Oxon. -- [Oxford?] : Printed for the widow and orphans, 1731. -- xvi, 296, 191 p. incl. pl.; 41 cm; fol
Notes: Signatures: a-d² A-4E² *A-3B².
Dedication signed by the widow, and editor, Theodosia Waldron.
An edition of 110 copies printed.
The poems include Latin verse: the prose has separate paging. "A description of the Isle of Man" was first issued separately in 1726; and again in 1744 under title: The history and description of the Isle of Man. cf. also the Manx society's publications, v. 11, 1865.
Contents: Miscellany poems.--Tracts political and historical: A persuasive oration to the people of Great Britain to stand up in defense of their liberty and religion. Oratio in nativitatem ... Regis Georgii.
Oration spoken at the Mug-House, on ... the anniversary of His late Majesty's accession. The soldier's hard case. A description of the Isle of Man.

Held by: Leeds


Notes: Attributed to John Davys.

11 June was the accession day of George II.

Price from imprint: Price 6d.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6165, no. 07).

ESTC citation no.: T33860

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (Evanston, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Les fantomes et Le jaloux comedies italiennes traduites en françois / [Bentivoglio, Ercole,].-- A Oxford : [s.n., MDCCXXXI. [1731].-- [8],397,[7]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: A translation of Ercole Bentivoglio's 'I fantasmi' and 'Il geloso'.

Parallel Italian and French texts; the Italian text in verse, with a prose translation in French by Jean Fabre.

With a list of subscribers.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 271, no. 3).


ESTC citation no.: T139149

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England)]

A miscellany of poems by several hands. Publish'd by J. Husbands, A. M. Fellow of Pembroke-College, Oxon.-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, near the East-Gate, In the Year MDCCXXXI. [1731].-- [148],195,[3],197-270p. ; 8⁰

Notes: With a list of subscribers.

Includes a translation into Latin verse of Pope's 'Messiah' by Samuel Johnson, which is his earliest known published work (pp. 111-117).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2116, no. 2).


ESTC citation no.: T99465

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington, New Zealand); Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury University (Canterbury, New Zealand); Cornell
Observations on Mr. Chubb's Discourse concerning Reason: wherein his attempt to prove, that reason either is, or ought to be, a sufficient guide in matters of religion, is consider'd and his arguments are shown to be frivolous and inconclusive / [BLISS, Anthony.]-- Oxford : London; Samuel Wilmot, [1731.]-- pp. 78. 8º

Held by: British Library

The Reverend Mr. Williams, Rector of Llanddetty's discourse : preach'd at St. Paul's Covent-Garden, on St. David's day, March 1, 1731. before the Society of Antient Britons / [Williams, Walter, Rector of Llanddetty.]-- [Oxford?] : printed in the year, 1731. -- [4],15,[1]p. ; 4º

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1693, no. 47).

ESTC citation no.: T44875

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England)]

A vindication of those who take the oath of allegiance to his present Majestie from perjurie, injustice, and disloyalty, charged upon them by such as are against it : wherein it is evidently shewed that the common good of a nation is what is primarily and principally respected in an oath, and therefore when the oath is inconsistent with that, the persons who have taken it, are absolved from it ...

In a letter to a Non-Juror ... -- [Oxford]: printed [by Lichfield], in the year 1731.-- [2], 1ix, [1], 80p. ; 18.7cm. ; 8vo. pi1A-G\4 H[2],\2 A-K\4

Notes: Drophead title: The oath of allegiance vindicated, by Mr. Hearne, now a non-juror. The preface and responsibility for the unauthorised publication of Hearne's juvenile essay, written ca. 1700, is attributed by Hearne to John Bilstone. Hearne attributes the printing to Lichfield in Oxford, see his Remarks and collections, Oxford, 1921, v. 11, p. 477. The essay was addressed to Francis Cherry.

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Vocabularium sacrum Græco-Latinum : Or a vocabulary in which are contain'd all the words of the Greek Testament together with their Latin translation. By---- J. C. master of the grammar-school in L--. For the use of schools / [J. C., master of the grammar-school.].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1731.-- [4],63,[1]p. ; 8º
A catalogue of the library of the Revd John Bell, M.A: late Fellow of Queens College, Oxon, and vicar of Sparsholt in Berks. Consisting of some hundreds of volumes, in most Parts of Literature. The Books in general are in Good Condition, mostly Gilt or Letter'd. And will begin to be sold by auction on Wednesday, Octob. 25. 1732. at the auction-room adjoining to St. Mary's Church, Oxon. by Thomas Tebb, Bookseller. The Books to be View'd Two Days before the Sale, as Monday and Tuesday. Catalogues to be had Gratis of the Widow Fletcher Bookseller in High-Street, And of James Fletcher Bookseller in the Turl, both in Oxon / [Tebb, Thomas.]-- [Oxford : s.n., 1732].-- [2],20p. ; 8⁰


ESTC citation no.: T187679
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The doctrine of God's justice and mercy, in visiting sins, and conferring blessings, upon a nation : explain'd. A sermon preach'd before the corporation of the city of Oxford on the 29th of May, 1732. By Tipping Silvester, M.A. and Fellow of Pemb. College, Oxon / [Silvester, Tipping.,]-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield for the Widow Fletcher bookseller in the High-Street: and sold by Mr. Thurlburn bookseller in Cambridge. Mr. Roberts and Mr. Rivington booksellers in London. Mr. King in Westminster-Hall, and Mr. Leake bookseller in Bath, [1732?].-- [2], 38 p. ; 4⁰

Notes: With a half-title.
Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : UMI, 1998. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. (Early English books; Tract supplement ; B7.2[226.f.13[17]]).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 381. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13307, no. 03).

ESTC citation no.: T34794
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library and Archives Canada (Ottawa, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Eighteen sermons on several occasions : By Benjamin Gatton, Vicar of Dinton in Buckinghamshire / [Gatton, Benjamin.].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, for the author, 1732.-- [8],366p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9601, no.02).

ESTC citation no.: T140336
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Extraordinary and particular vows consider'd : as not necessary under the Mosaick, or expedient under the Christian Institution. A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, on Sunday in the afternoon,
November the fifth, 1732. By Tipping Silvester, M. A. And Fellow of Pemb. College, Oxon / [Silvester, Tipping,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, and sold by the widow Fletcher, and William Wells Booksellers in the High-Street: and by Mr. Thurlburn Bookseller in Cambridge. Mr. Rivington and Mr. Roberts Booksellers in London. Mr. King in Westminster-Hall, and Mr. Leake Bookseller in Bath, 1732.-- [4],22p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6512, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: T33928

The masque of Acis and Galatea : As it is to be performed at the musick room in Oxford / [Gay, John,].-- [Oxford?, 1732?].-- 12p. ; 8°

Notes: The libretto only, by John Gay.
ESTC citation no.: N34922

1733 – Context – 10

Catalogus librorum in omni ferè scientia & facultate præstantium : Or, a catalogue of scarce and valuable books, ... which will begin to be sold cheap ... on Monday the 22d of October 1733. At Anthony Peisley['s in] St. Mary-Hall-Lane / [Peisley, Anthony,].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, [1733].-- [2],33,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N52891

Cynnyg tuag wneuthur yr wybodaeth o grefydd yn hawdd i'r dealltwriaeth iselaf. ... gan Edward Synge / [Synge, Edward,].-- Rhydychen : argraffwyd gan Leon. Lichfield, 1733.-- 130p. ; 12°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T213513


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 490, no. 7).

ESTC citation no.: T94792

Notes: A reissue of 'Sedition. A poem. To which are added, I. An hymn to the moon. II. The oyster woman', London, 1733.
ESTC citation no.: T169903

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Honold Library (Claremont, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Oxonía depicta sive Collegiorum et aularum in inclyta Academia Oxoniensi ichnographica : orthographica & scenographica delineatio LXV tabulis 'neis expressa da Guilielmo Williams cui accedit uniuscujusque collegij aul'que notitia / [[Williams, Guilielmo,].-- [Oxford] : Published by the author, [1733].-- [66] plates, ([63] folding) ; 2⁰

Notes: In its present state the work consists of 66 unnumbered etched and engraved plates.
Plate [I] is the title-plate.
The concept of the present work was to produce an updated version of David Loggan's 'Oxonía illustrata' (1675), although it is unclear whether the impetus came from Oxford University or from the Welsh artist and engraver William Williams. The work seems to have been born in the early 1720s, and by the end of 1726 Williams had begun work and was ready to issue a prospectus.
ESTC citation no.: N72326

Piscatio : Or, angling. A poem. Written originally in Latin by S. Ford, D. D. And Inscrib'd to Arch-Bishop Sheldon. Translated from the Musæ anglicanæ, by Tipping Silvester, M. A. Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxon / [Ford, Simon,.]-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield: and are to be sold by the widow Fletcher, Bookseller in the High-Street; and by Mr. Thurlburne, Bookseller in Cambridge, 1733.-- [4],23,[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: With a half-title.
'Price six-pence' on the titlepage.
A variant lacks the price.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10042, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: T109297
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Rice University (Houston, Texas); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Connecticut (Storrs, Connecticut); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A sermon preach'd at the Cathedral Church of Hereford : ... on Wednesday, September 6th, 1732. By George Coningesby / [Coningesby, George,.]-- Oxford : printed for Leon Lichfield, for Richard Clements, and are to be sold by J. J. and P. Knapton, and Charles Rivington, London, 1733.-- [4],32p. ; 4⁰

Notes: With a half-title.
The same setting of type was also printed using an 8⁰ imposition.
ESTC citation no.: N37315
A sermon preach'd at the Cathedral Church of Hereford : ... on Wednesday, September 6th, 1732. By George Coningesby / [Coningesby, George,].-- Oxford : printed for Leon Lichfield, for Richard Clements, and are to be sold by J.J. and P. Knapton and Charles Rivington, London, 1733.-- [4],32p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Half-title: 'Church-musick vindicated; and the cause of its dislike enquired into. A sermon, &c.'.

The same setting of type was also printed using a 4⁰ imposition.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 383. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13372, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T45924

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Congregational Library (London, England); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Trinity College Library (Oxford, England)]

A treatise of warm bath water, and of cures made lately at Bath in Somersetshire, plainly proving that it is more probable to cure diseases by drinking warm mineral waters, and bathing in them, than in cold mineral waters. By John Quinton, M.D. Volume I / [Quinton, John,].-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCXXXIII. [1733]-34. -- 2v. ; 4⁰

Notes: The title of the second volume, dated 1734, is: 'A treatise of warm bath water, in which is more than two hundred cures made at Bath in Somersetshire, by bathing, pumping, and drinking the waters. .. '.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2062, no. 2).


ESTC citation no.: T89514

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England (County Oxfordshire), United Kingdom.); Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society (Taunton, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]


ESTC citation no.: N35786

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of Houston (Houston, Texas)]

1734 – Context – 4

Catalogus librorum præstantium : Or, a catalogue of valuable books: contain'd in the library of the Revd Mr. Ward, ... Which will begin to be sold cheap ... on Friday the 1st of November 1734, At Anthony Peisley's inSt. Mary-Hall-Lane / [Peisley, Anthony,].-- Oxford : printed for Leon. Lichfield, [1734].-- [2],30p. ; 8⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N52892

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]
A treatise of warm bath water, and of cures made lately at Bath in Somersetshire, plainly proving that it is more probable to cure diseases by drinking warm mineral waters, and bathing in them, than in cold mineral waters. By John Quinton, M.D. Volume I / [Quinton, John.].-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCXXXIII. [1733].-- 2v. ; 4⁰

Notes: The title of the second volume, dated 1734, is: 'A treatise of warm bath water, in which is more than two hundred cures made at Bath in Somersetshire, by bathing, pumping, and drinking the waters. '..'

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2062, no. 2).


ESTC citation no.: T89514

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England (County Oxfordshire), United Kingdom); Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society (Taunton, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

1735 – Context – 5

Catalogus librorum in omni literarum genere insignium : Or, a catalogue of valuable and curious books, collected by the Revd Dr. John Hammond, ... which will be sold ... at James Fletcher's ... Decemb. the fifteenth, 1735 / [Fletcher, James.].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, [1735].-- [2],18p. ; 8⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43915

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The masque of Acis and Galatea / [Gay, John.].-- Oxford : printed and sold by L. Lichfield, 1735.-- [1],132p. ; 8⁰

Notes: The libretto only, by John Gay.

ESTC citation no.: N64259

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A proper answer to a late abusive pamphlet entitled, The Winchester converts : In a Letter to the Author. By a Member of the University / [Ayscough, Francis.].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield, for Anthony Peisley, and sold by J. J. and P. Knapton in Ludgate-Street, W. Meadows in Cornhill, and A. Dod. near Temple-Bar. London, 1735.-- [2],60p. ; 8⁰

Notes: A member of the University = Fancis Ayscough.

'The Winchester converts' is attributed to D'Blossiers Tovey and erroneously to Thomas Tovey.

Price from imprint: Price One Shilling.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1095, no. 07).


ESTC citation no.: N12139

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey...
Twelve ariettis or ballads, and two cantatas. Composed by William Hayes. -- Oxford: printed in the year, 1735. -- [8], 16 leaves, 17-23, [1] p. : engr. music; 8 ⁷⁄₈" Notes: Engraved throughout apart from the preface and list of subscribers which are in letterpress.

ESTC citation no.: T167440

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

The winchester converts: or, a full and true discovery of the real usefulness and design of a late right seasonable and religious treatise, entitled, A plain account of the nature and end of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. In three dialogues / [Tovey, D'Blossiers,]. -- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for James Fletcher, and sold by T. Cooper, at the Globe, in Pater-Noster-Row. London, 1735. -- [2], 78 p.; 8 ⁷⁄₈" Notes: Anonymous. By De Blossiers Tovey.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 3154, no. 07).

ESTC citation no.: T52549

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University, Candler School of Theology (Atlanta, Georgia); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Texas (Austin, Texas)]

1736 – Context – 5

A charge to the clergy within the archdeaconry of Bedford: In which are some remarks concerning the late Application of the Dissenters for a Repeal of the Test-Act. Deliver'd at a Visitation Held at Ampthill, April 30th, 1736. To which is prefix'd a former charge, containing some Animadversions on the Growth of Infidelity, and the Means to be used in Opposing the Same, as far as relates to the Clergy of the Establish'd Church. By John Dudley, M. A. Archdeacon of Bedford. Publish'd at the Request of the Clergy / [Church of England. Archdeaconry of Bedford. Archdeacon (1731-1745: Dudley)]. -- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, near East-Gate: and are to be sold by A. Peisley and Mary Fletcher Booksellers in Oxford: T. Osborne in Gray's-Inn, and J. Roberts in Warwick-Lane, London, 1736. -- 52 p.; 4º Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 2102, no.35).

ESTC citation no.: T11765

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

'Francisci Junii Francisci filii Etymologicum Anglicanum' was published in 1743.
ESTC citation no.: N37654
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

A sermon preach'd at the opening of the new church of St. Swithin : in Worcester, on Thursday, Febr. 19th, 1735-6. By the Revd Samuel Dennis, M. A. Late Rector of that Parish. Publish'd at the Request of many Gentlemen of the said City, who were present on that Occasion / [Dennis, Samuel,].-- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, near East-Gate, for Samuel Mountfort bookseller in Worcester, 1736.-- [4],19,[1]p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10857, no. 15).
ESTC citation no.: T45955
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); College of William and Mary (Williamsburgh, Virginia); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Notes: A reissue of 'Sermons on several subjects. The sixth volume. ..', Oxford, 1722, with a cancel titlepage.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 8681, no.02).
ESTC citation no.: T183398
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: Dedication signed: Anthony Whistler.
With a half-title.
ESTC citation no.: T89936
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University College of Swansea Library (Swansea, Wales)]

1737 – Context – 5

Notes: A translation of Ercole Bentivoglio's 'I fantasmi' and 'Il geloso'. Parallel Italian and French texts; the Italian text in verse, with a prose translation in French by Jean Fabre.
With a list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 473 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16545, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T190761
Poems on several subjects: By William Hardy, a poor groom in Oxford 1737 / [Hardy, William, groom in Oxford]. -- [Oxford?, 1737]. -- 28p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 429. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15000, no. 29).

ESTC citation no.: T203478

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Poems upon various occasions: Written for the entertainment of the author, and printed for the amusement of a few friends, prejudic'd in his favour / [Shenstone, William]. -- Oxford : printed by Leon. Lichfield near East-Gate, 1737. -- vii,[1],69,[1]p. ; 8⁰


Titlepage in red and black.

Dedication dated: April 29th, 1737.

There are variant forms of the imprint, with and without a colon after Oxford.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3465, no. 21).

ESTC citation no.: T55604

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Proposals for printing by subscription, Ἡσίωδου τοῦ Ἀσκραίου τα χειρισκομένα: Hesiodi Ascriei quæ extant. Cum notis variorum, ... observationes suas, & indicem locupletissimum adjectit Thomas Robinson / [Hesiod.]. -- [Oxford?, 1737?]. -- 4p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Drop-head title.

Subscriptions were taken in by: Mr. Knapton, Mr. Knaplock, Mr. Innys, Mr. Dunoyer [in London], Mr. Wilmot at Oxford, and Mr. Crownfield at Cambridge.

The work was published in Oxford at the Sheldonian Theatre in 1737.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10303, no. 27).


ESTC citation no.: T199757

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A spiritual, but real union and communion of the worthy receiver with God, through Christ and his Holy Spirit, by means of the holy sacraments, asserted and prov'd: in a discourse, ... preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Sunday the 23d of November, 1735. Occasion'd by a book, intitl'd, A plain account of the nature and end of the sacrament of the Lord's supper. By Peter Du-Bois / [Du-Bois, P. B.]. -- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, and are to be sold by James Fletcher: and S. Austen, London, 1737. -- [4],99,[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: 'A plain account of the nature and end of the sacrament of the Lord's supper' is by Benjamin Hoadly, Bishop of Winchester.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 428. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14947, no. 04).

ESTC citation no.: T178309
   Notes: Compiled by John Wesley.
   ESTC citation no.: N9007
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Wesley Theological Seminary (Washington, District of Columbia)]

   ESTC citation no.: T204901
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Lambeth Palace Library (London, England)]

Oxford, the seat of the muses : a poem by James Heany, ... To which are added some original pieces by the same hand; with a preface, giving some account of the author / [Heany, James.].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, for the author, and sold by him at Mr. Tubb's, and by Mr. Broughton, 1738.-- [8],14p. ; 4°
   Notes: ESTC citation no.: N42104
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

   Notes: ESTC citation no.: N36831
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]

To the minister of the parish of [blank] Sir, being desirous to obtain as particular a knowledge of the state of my diocese, ... I send you the following questions: ... Tho. Oxford / [Church of England. Diocese of Oxford. Bishop (1737-1758 : Secker)].-- [Oxford?, 1738].-- 7,[1]p. ; 4°
   Notes: Drop-head title.
   The bishop of Oxford's request is dated at foot: May 30. 1738.
   ESTC citation no.: T211066
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Histoire critique de Manichée et du manicheisme : Par M. de Beausobre / [Beausobre, Isaac de,].-- Amsterdam [i.e. Oxford?] : chez J. Frederic Bernard, 1734-39.-- Zv. ; 4°
   Notes: Volume two is dated 1739.
   With a titlepage vignette on volume one representing the Sheldonian theatre in Oxford: printed in Oxford for sale in Amsterdam?
In honorem legis oratio, latina lingua. Scripta ab honorabili Richardo Verney, barono Willoughby de Broke / [Willoughby de Broke, Richard Verney, Baron,].-- [Oxford?], 1739.-- 7,[1]p. ; 4°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 321. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11220, no.16 ).

ESTC citation no.: T114881
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Just publish'd : a True Relation of The Case of George Griffin. With a vindication of my self from the aspersions cast on me on that account: together with some remarks on the fracture, discover'd by Mr. Nourse and Mr. Woods, jun. By Samuel Glass, surgeon / [Glass, Samuel,].-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, near East-Gate, MDCCXXXIX [1739].-- 28p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 367. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12813, no. 08).


ESTC citation no.: T125802
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England)]

1740 – Context – 7


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7885, no.06).


ESTC citation no.: T194392
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A compendious and rational institution of the Latin tongue, with a critical dissertation on the Roman classics, in a chronological order. By Thomas Bowles, D.D / [Bowles, Thomas,].-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCXL. [1740].-- [8],116p. ; 8°

Notes: With a subscription list.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2587, no. 8).


ESTC citation no.: T84410
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Eton College Library (Eton, England); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, England); National University of Ireland, University College Galway (Galway, Republic of Ireland); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England);]
Notes: Imprimatur dated: July 16. 1740.
With a final list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1051, no. 2).
ESTC citation no.: T104969
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Brighton Central Library (Brighton, England); British Library (London, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); St. Barnabas' College (books transferred to oSFU) (Belair, South Australia, Australia.); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); Thomas Plume's Library (Maldon, England)]

Descripicio peninsulæ Arabum / [Abū al-Fida Ismāʾīl ibn 'Ali,].-- [Oxford, 1740].-- 72p. ; 2º
Notes: Drop-head title.
The first part of an edition of the Geography of Abū Al-Fidā, by Ismāʾīl ibn 'Ali, containing the whole of the description of Arabia and the first few pages of that of Egypt.
No more published.
Parallel Arabic and Latin texts.
Edited with a Latin translation and notes by J. Gagnier.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6626, no.03 )
ESTC citation no.: T153851
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Göttingen, Germany.); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Israel in Egypt : an oratorio. By Mr. Handel.-- Oxford : printed and sold by Leon. Lichfield, near East-Gate; and by William Cross, at his musick-shop, opposite the New-Inn, [1740?].-- 12p. ; 4º
Notes: Part I entitled "The lamentation of the Israelites for the death of Joseph".
Price from imprint: price Six-Pence.
ESTC citation no.: T37433
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]
1742 – Context – 8

A brief history of the principles of Methodism: Wherein The Rise and Progress, together with the Causes of the several Variations, Divisions, and present Inconsistencies of this Sect are attempted to be traced out, and accounted for. By Josiah Tucker, M.A. Vicar of All Saints, and one of the Minor Canons of the College of Bristol / [Tucker, Josiah,].-- Oxford : printed for James Fletcher: and sold by J. Rivington in St Paul's Church-Yard, London; and the booksellers at Bristol, MDCCXLII. [1742].-- 51,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10852, no. 10).

1742 – Context – 8

A description of the painting of the Theatre in Oxford. -- Oxford : printed by Leonard Lichfield, 1742.-- 1 sheet ; 1°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T230283

1742 – Context – 8

Genuine and secret memoirs relating to the life and adventures of that Arch Methodist, Mr. G. W--fi-d: likewise, critical and explanatory remarks upon that inimitable piece, intitled, God's dealings with the Rev. Mr. Whitefield: Wherein is likewise prov'd (by his own Words) That he has had pretty large Dealings also with Satan. The Whole Interspersed with Observations Instructive and Humourous. Collected and published by a gentleman o Oxford, for general information. And Necessary to be had in all Families, as a Preservative against Enthusiasm and Methodism / [Gentleman of Oxford.].-- Oxford : printed for the author, MDCCXLII. [1742].-- [2],85,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: G. W--fi-d = G. Whitefield.

Price from imprint: price One Shilling.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6444, no. 02).

1742 – Context – 8

1742 – Context – 8

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 311. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10852, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: N19131

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand)]
A sermon preached before the worshipful the mayor, and corporation of the city of Hereford, In The Parish-Church of St. Peter, on Monday, Oct. 4. 1742, being the Day of the Mayor's Admission to his Office. Publish'd at the united Request of Mr. Mayor and the Gentlemen then present. By George Coningesby D.D. Vicar of Bodenham in Herefordshire / [Coningesby, George,].-- Oxford : printed for James Fletcher in the Turle; and sold by J. Knapton and J. Rivington in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London; and E. Wilde and J. Hunt at Hereford, [1742].-- [4],16p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 315. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10997, no. 07).

Vocal and instrumental musick, in three parts : Containing, I. The overture and songs in the masque of Circe. II. A sonata or trio, and songs of different kinds, ... III. An ode, being part of an exercise perform'd for a Bachelor's Degree in Musick. The whole compos'd by William Hayes, B.M / [Hayes, W.(William),].-- Oxford : Sold by the author, at his house near Hertford College, 1742.-- [2]p. : engr.music ; 2°

Notes: Engraved throughout apart from the letterpress titlepage.

Vocal and instrumental musick, in three parts : Containing, I. The overture and songs in the masque of Circe. II. A sonata or trio, and songs of different kinds, ... III. An ode, being part of an exercise perform'd for a Bachelor's Degree in Musick. The whole compos'd by William Hayes, B.M / [Hayes, W.(William),].-- Oxford : Sold by the author, at his house near Hertford College, 1742.-- [2]p. : engr.music ; 2°

Notes: Engraved throughout apart from the letterpress titlepage.

Vocal and instrumental musick, in three parts : Containing, I. The overture and songs in the masque of Circe. II. A sonata or trio, and songs of different kinds, ... III. An ode, being part of an exercise perform'd for a Bachelor's Degree in Musick. The whole compos'd by William Hayes, B.M / [Hayes, W.(William),].-- Oxford : Sold by the author, at his house near Hertford College, 1742.-- [2]p. : engr.music ; 2°

Notes: Engraved throughout apart from the letterpress titlepage.
1743 – Context – 4

Ethicæ compendium Accedit appendix de jurisprudentia / [Zouch, Richard,]. -- Oxonii: [s.n.], MDCCXLIII. [1743]. -- [4],45,[1]p. ; 12°
Notes: Taken from 'Elementa Jurisprudentiae' by Richard Zouch.
ESTC citation no.: T146915

Methodism and enthusiasm fully display'd : viz. authentick memoirs relating to the life, travels and adventures of Mr. G. W—fi—d, from his birth to the present time, likewise, critical and explanatory remarks upon that inimitable piece, intitled, God's dealings with the Rev. Mr. Whitefield: wherein is likewise prov'd (by his own words) that he has had pretty large dealings also with Satan. ... Published at the expence of a Society of gentlemen, for publick benefit.-- The second edition, corrected.-- Oxford : printed and sold there, and by M. Cooper, London, 1743.-- [2],85,[1]p. ; 8°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T172771

Taken out of the London Evening-Post. Edinburgh, June 9. Last Sunday the Right Honourable the Lord Provost, and magistrates of this city, caus'd to be publish'd in all the churches here, that all the begging poor, that had any title to the town's charity, should attend upon them, ... that they might be inroll'd, in order to be taken into the charity work-house, which is to be open'd on Monday the 20th instant, ... I heartily wish the magistrates and clergy of Oxford may act ... as those of Edinburgh have done.-- [Oxford, 1743].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
Notes: Turned chain lines.
ESTC citation no.: T225507

Tres oratiunculæ habitæ in domo convocationis Oxon / [King, William,]. -- [Oxford?, 1743].-- 6,8,8,8p. ; 4°
Notes: The advertisement to the reader is dated: "CAL. DEC. MDCCXLIII." [i.e. 1st Dec., 1743] Anonymous. By William King.
Each section has a divisional titlepage and separate pagination.
Speeches given on the occasions of the degree of D.C.L. being conferred upon James, Duke of Hamilton; George Henry, Earl of Lichfield; and John, Earl of Orrery.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 19).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 19).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 19).

ESTC citation no.: T221197

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Free Library of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church,
Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); Wigan Central Library (Wigan, England)]

1744 – Context – 6

Aditus ad templum, or the path-way to church: ... A new-year’s gift to the parishioners of Hampton-Poyle and South-Weston, in the county of Oxford. By their Rector John Hunter, B.D / [Hunter, John,].-- Oxford : printed for the author, 1744. -- 24p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 467 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16311, no. 03).

ESTC citation no.: T192102

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A catalogue of choice and useful books, in all parts of learning: ... which will be sold ... on Tuesday the [blank] of March 1744, ... By John Barret, bookseller, opposite All-Souls College / [Barrett, John,].-- [Oxford?, 1744].-- 32p. ; 8⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43724

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

A catalogue of the library of the reverend Mr. Robert Parkes : M.A. late fellow of Pembroke-College. Which will begin to be sold on Monday, March 12. 1743-4. In his rooms in the said college; and continue till all are sold. ... Catalogues are to be had gratis at Mr. Clement’s, bookseller, at Leon. Lichfield's, printer, in Coach and Horses Lane, and at Mr. Edward Robert's porter of Pembroke-College.-- Oxford : printed by L. Lichfield, [1744].-- 23,[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N53644

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 399. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13932, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T30662

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6690, no.10 )

ESTC citation no.: T4240

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]
Chronological tables of the world : commencing wth. the creation and ending with the nativity of Jesus Christ, comprehending ye space of 3950 years digested into ye same methd. with ye chronological tables of Col. W. Parsons, by the Reverend Mr. Adam Blandy, ... To which ar added, the characters of the high priests, emperours, kings, judges, &c, mention'd in ye tables. By William Blandy / [Blandy, Adam,].-- Second edition. -- [Oxford] : Printed for and sold by Edw. Broughton Oxon. And Mess: Knapton London, [1745?].-- 62 leaves,table ; obl.8°

Notes: Engraved throughout.
ESTC citation no.: N28590
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [GROLIER CLUB (NEW YORK, NEW YORK); MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY (BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS); OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (COLUMBUS, OHIO); OXFORD UNIVERSITY BODLEIAN LIBRARY (INCLUDES THE VICAR'S LIBRARY, ST. MARY'S CHURCH, MARLBOROUGH) (OXFORD, ENGLAND); UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, WILLIAM ANDREWS CLARK MEMORIAL (LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6936, no.18 )
ESTC citation no.: T35078
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY (ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND); BRITISH LIBRARY (LONDON, ENGLAND); CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY (INCLUDES SIR GEOFFREY KEYNES COLLECTION, BRITISH & FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY, & PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL) (CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND); HARVARD UNIVERSITY ANDOVER-HARVARD THEOLOGICAL (CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS); HUNTINGTON, ART COLLECTIONS AND BOTANICAL GARDENS (SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA); JOHN RYLANDS UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF MANCHESTER (INCLUDES NORTHERN CONGREGATIONAL COLLEGE) (MANCHESTER, ENGLAND); LAMBETH PALACE LIBRARY (LONDON, ENGLAND); NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND (INCLUDES ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, ABERDEEN COLLECTIONS) (EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND); OXFORD UNIVERSITY BODLEIAN LIBRARY (INCLUDES THE VICAR'S LIBRARY, ST. MARY'S CHURCH, MARLBOROUGH) (OXFORD, ENGLAND); OXFORD UNIVERSITY WORCESTER COLLEGE LIBRARY (OXFORD, ENGLAND); THE LILLY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF INDIANA (BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA); UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (NEW YORK, NEW YORK); UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, SPENCER RESEARCH (LAWRENCE, KANSAS); UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI (COLUMBIA, MISSOURI); YALE UNIVERSITY, BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT (NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT)]

Ethices compendium : a viro cl. G. Langbænio, (ut fertur) adornatum: et nunc demum recognitum & emendatum; ... Accedit Methodus argumentandi Aristotelica ad akribeian mathematicam redacta. Disposuit ... Johannes Hudsonus, S.T.P / [Langbaine, Gerard,].-- Oxonii : impensis S. Parker, 1745.-- [4],74,30p. ; 12°

Notes: 'Methodus argumentandi aristotelica' has separate pagination; the register is continuous. "Akribeian" is transliterated from Greek.

ESTC citation no.: T194409
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); OXFORD UNIVERSITY BODLEIAN LIBRARY (INCLUDES THE VICAR'S LIBRARY, ST. MARY'S CHURCH, MARLBOROUGH) (OXFORD, ENGLAND); OXFORD UNIVERSITY ORIEL COLLEGE (OXFORD, ENGLAND); UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (URBANA, ILLINOIS)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5817, no. 03).

ESTC citation no.: T145385

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); University of Arizona (Tucson, Arizona); University of Hull Brynmor Jones Library (Hull, England); University of King's College (Halifax, Nova Scotia); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: A translation of 'Dialogus cum Tryphone'.

With a subscribers' list.

ESTC citation no.: N51724

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]


Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 316. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11034, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T39706

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keys Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Harvard University Andover-Harvard Theological (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Trinity College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Mark's Church (Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Ordo mundi probat deum.-- [Oxford?], 1744/5.-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: Latin verse, beginning "Ante mare et terram, et vasti curvamina coeli".

With another Latin verse - "Non recte statuit Malebranchius de effectu Malaciae in praegnantibus".
Dated at foot: In comitiis prioribus Feb.28, 1744-5.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 444 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15524, no. 04).
ESTC citation no.: T43413
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group.
2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 316. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11034, no. 11).
ESTC citation no.: T44134
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); Brigham Young University Lee Library (Provo, Utah); British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (Evanston, Illinois); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Kent State University (Kent, Ohio); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Harris Manchester College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Notes: Drop-head title.
Dated at head: Cuddesden, Sept. 8. 1745.
Includes the text of a letter from John Potter, Archbishop of Canterbury calling for the clergy to show their loyalty to George II during the invasion of England by the Young Pretender.
ESTC citation no.: T221267
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Lambeth Palace Library (London, England)]

1746 – Context – 8

Notes: Editor's dedication signed: M.J.G. Dupre, i.e. Monsieur J.G. Dupré.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4391, no. 15).
M. T. Ciceronis sententiae duæ de iis honore augendis, qui periculum vitae adierunt Reipub. causa / [Cicero, Marcus Tullius.]-- Oxonii : [s.n.], MDCCXLVI. [1746].-- 16p. ; 8°

Notes: Edited by Edward Bentham.
There is an advertisement on p. 4; variant: there is no advertisement on p. 4.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 308. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10756, no. 10).

Mukhtaṣar Miṣr 'Abd al-laṭīf ... Abdollatiphi historiæ Ægypti compendium / [ʿAbd al-laṭîf],-- [Oxford, 1746?].-- 96p. ; 8°

Notes: The first six words of the title is transliterated from the Arabic.
Parallel Latin and Arabic text.
A translation by Thomas Hunt of 'Abd al-laṭîf's work known as 'Abdollatiphi historiæ Ægypti compendium': "From Dr. Sharpe's prolegomena to [Thomas] Hyde's works, it would seem that the translation was actually completed. It remained unpublished, however" (DNB).
Thomas Hunt issued in 1746 'Proposals for printing by subscription, Abdollatiphi historiæ Ægypti compendium'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 394. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13768, no. 27).

ESTC citation no.: T144559
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Taylor Institution Library (Oxford, England); Private Collections (United Kingdom & Ireland); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Oregon, Knight (Eugene, Oregon)]
The toy-shop : a dramatick satire. As it is acted at Covent-Garden / [Dodsley, Robert,].-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker, and W. Jackson, [1746?].-- 31,[1]p. ; 8⁰
With a cast list.
ESTC citation no.: N47809
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]

The trial of Charles the First, King of England : before the High Court of Justice: begun Jan. 20, in the 24th year of his reign, and continued to the 27th. To which is prefixed, the Act of the Commons of England, assembled in Parliament, for erecting a High Court of Justice, for the Trial of his Majesty; also the Journal of the said Court, as it was read before the House of Commons. With additions, by J. Nalson, Doctor of the Civil Laws / [Charles I,King of England,].-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson. To be delivered gratis to the Customers to the Oxford Weekly Flying Journal, [1746?].-- 92p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Delivered gratis to the customers of the 'Oxford Weekly Flying Journal'.
The 'Oxford Weekly ..' was published 1746-1749.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 344. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 12009, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T175812
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

1747 – Context – 3

Drop-head title.
ESTC citation no.: T113828
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Redwood Library and Athenaeum (Newport, Rhode Island)]

A general and true history of the lives and actions of the most famous highwaymen, murderers, pirates, &c. Interspers'd with several remarkable trials of the most notorious malefactors, at the Sessions-House in the Old Baily, London, &c. By Capt. James Macklecan / [Defoe, Daniel,].-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson, 1747-48.-- 2v. ; 8⁰
Notes: In fact chiefly selections from 'A general history of the robberies and murders of the most notorious pyrates .. by Capt. Charles Johnson', i.e. Daniel Defoe.
Vol. 1 is dated 1747 and vol. 2 1748.
At end of vol. 1 "The end of the first volume".
Issued in parts, vol. 1 having 30 parts and vol. 2 with own part numbering, having 28 parts.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 405. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14162, no. 05).
The mock doctor: or, the dumb lady cur'd. A comedy. Done from Moliere. As it is acted at all the theatres / [Molière,].-- The fifth edition. With additional songs and alterations.-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson, 1747.-- 36p. ; 8â°
  Notes: Adapted by Henry Fielding from Molière’s 'Le médecin malgré lui'.

1748 – Context – 12

An apology for those gentlemen who have seceded from Queen's-College, and are desirous of a liceat migrare to another.-- [Oxford, 1748].-- 4p. ; 2°
  Notes: Drop-head title.
  Dated: May 20, 1748.
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 379. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13254, no. 46).

  Notes: Includes a subscription list.
  Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6920, no.02).

Articles of visitation and enquiry concerning matters ecclesiastical: exhibited to the church-wardens, and side-men of every parish within the diocese of Oxford, in the year of our Lord 1748. To which are prefixed, the oaths ... and some directions concerning presentments / [Church of England. Diocese of Oxford,.].-- [Oxford?, 1748].-- 8p. ; 4°
  Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6476, no. 04).
An authentick narrative of the original, establishment, and progress, of the Inquisition in Italy, Spain, and Portugal. With the efforts used by the Church of Rome, to establish this tyranny.-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker, and W. Jackson. And given gratis to the constant customers to the Oxford Flying Weekly Journal and Cirencester Gazette, [1748?].-- 39.[1]p. ; 8⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N16149

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas)]


Notes: Drop-head title.
First line of text: "XXXIX articuli Ecclesiæ Anglicaæ, textibus sacr. script. & patrum pri-".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 463 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16190, no. 09).
ESTC citation no.: T204376
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland)]

The case of Queen's College, Oxford, in regard to some late irregularities of several of its younger members / [Queen's College. University of Oxford,].-- [Oxford?, 1748].-- 4p. ; 2⁰

Notes: Drop-head title.
Dated at end: Queen's Coll. 1748.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7156, no.06).
ESTC citation no.: T186633
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A further vindication of those gentlemen who have endeavoured to obtain a liceat migrare from Queen's-College, Oxford.-- [Oxford, 1748].-- 4p. ; 2⁰

Notes: Drop-head title.
Dated at end: June 3. 1748.
ESTC citation no.: N48289
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England)]

A general and true history of the lives and actions of the most famous highwaymen, murderers, pirates, &c. Interspers'd with several remarkable trials of the most notorious malefactors, at the Sessions-House in the Old Baily, London, &c. By Capt. James Macklecan / [Defoe, Daniel,].-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson, 1747-48.-- 2v. ; 8⁰
Notes: In fact chiefly selections from 'A general history of the robberies and murders of the most notorious pyrates .. by Capt. Charles Johnson', i.e. Daniel Defoe.
Vol. 1 is dated 1747 and vol. 2 1748.
At end of vol. 1 "The end of the first volume".
Issued in parts, vol. 1 having 30 parts and vol. 2 with own part numbering, having 28 parts.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 405. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14162, no. 05).
ESTC citation no.: T226195
The history of the surprizing rise and sudden fall of Masaniello, the fisherman of Naples, who in the space of four days raised 150,000 people in arms; and in Two Days more made himself Governor, or King of Naples. Containing very exact and impartial accounts of the whole tumults and insurrections that happened there in the Month of July 1647. by Reason of the Tax laid upon Fruit, and other burthensome Taxes.-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson. To be delivered gratis to the Customers to the Oxford Weekly Flying Journal, [1748?].-- 104p. : ill. ; 8°

Notes: "Compiled .. from Giraffy, the count of Modena, Midon" and others (preface).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 330. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11529, no. 08).


ESTC citation no.: N18120

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]


Notes: Cautioning him against favoring the Pretender.

With a half-title.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 322. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11256 , no.14 ).

ESTC citation no.: T67474

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Jesus College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Manchester Central Library (Manchester, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Trinity College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); St. Louis University (St. Louis, Missouri, United States.); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Barbara, Main (Santa Barbara, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Whitchurch, Rector's library (Whitchurch, England)]

Southampton; a poem : Inscrib'd to a lady. By a gentleman of Oriel-College, Oxford / [Freeman, Byam.].-- Oxford : printed by Leon. Litchfield, for William Hayes, 1748.-- 14p. ; 4°

Notes: A gentleman of Oriel-College, Oxford = Byam Freeman (Foxon).

With a half-title.
The starry speculum: being an ephemeris of the celestial motions of the planets, for the year of human redemption, 1748. Containing The Planets Diurnal Motions, both in Longitude, Latitude, and Declination; their Aspects and Configurations one with another. The Solar Ingresses, and Eclipses of the Luminaries, with many other Tables and Things; calculated for the Latitude of 51° 32'. The like not Extant. By John Sharp, Student in the Celestial Sciences. -- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, for the author, and sold by the booksellers in town and country, 1748. -- 64p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 2646, no. 07).


ESTC citation no.: T122463
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

1749 – Context – 10

An address to the Worshipful Company of Barbers in Oxford: occasioned by a late infamous libel, intituled, The barber and the fireworks, a fable, highly reflecting on one of the honourable members. By a barber / [Barber.].-- Oxford: [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCXLIX. [1749].-- 12p.; 4°

Notes: "Supposed to be wrote by Web, the barber" (Foxon).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 1636, no. 20).


ESTC citation no.: T20513
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Medicine (Madison, Wisconsin); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

No peace for the wicked: or wars broke out in the city. -- Oxford: printed in the year, 1749. -- 1 sheet; 1/2°

Notes: Verse - Draw near, ye sober citizens; - Description of a fracas involving Alderman Benn at a lord-mayor's banquet.

ESTC citation no.: N50978
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey)]

The orders and statutes of the Ashmolean Museum. -- [Oxford, 1749]. -- 1 sheet; 1°

Notes: "At a meeting of the Visitors the 22d. of May MDCCXLIX. .. ".

ESTC citation no.: T144893
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

The Oxford flying weekly journal, and Cirencester gazette. -- [Oxford] [England]: printed by R. Walker, and W. Jackson, at the New Printing-Office near Carfax Conduit, in the High-Street; where advertisements of a moderate length are [taken] in at two shillings and sixpence each: advertisements are also taken in by Mr. Hill, printer in Cirencester. ... , -- v.: ill.; 2°

Notes: Imprint from colophon; imprint lacks date.
Note below imprint that advertisements are also taken in by: Henry Pace, book-binder in Gloucester.
Some issues dated according to Lady Day dating.
Printed in three columns; text begins with factotum initial.
Includes Scottish, country and London news, with excerpts from the London Gazette, shipping news from Liverpool, a weekly summary of foreign affairs, stock prices, brief poetry selections, and advertisements--some illustrated with small cuts.
No other issue known; extent of publication conjectured from mentions in other newspapers (cf. Cranfield).
ESTC citation no.: P2504
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Peleus and Thetis : a masque. Written by the late Lord Lansdowne, and set to musick by Mr. Hayes / [Lansdowne, George Granville, Baron,].-- [Oxford? : s.n., 1749?].-- 8p. ; 8°
Notes: Drop-head title.
First published as a masque in George Granville, Lord Lansdowne's 'The Jew of Venice'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7580, no.01).
ESTC citation no.: T62181
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

The sacred oratorio : As performed at the Theatre in Oxford / [Jennens, Charles,].-- [Oxford?] : Printed in the year, MDCCXLIX. [1749].-- 12p. ; 4°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 325. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11372, no.19 ).
ESTC citation no.: N38336
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University King's College (Cambridge, England (County Cambridgeshire), United Kingdom); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Samson: an oratorio : As performed at the theatre in Oxford / [Hamilton, Newburgh,].-- [Oxford?] : Printed in the year, 1749.-- [2],24p. ; 8°
Notes: Adapted from Milton's 'Samson Agonistes' by Newburgh Hamilton.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4160, no. 10).
ESTC citation no.: T81486
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois)]

Thirteen sermons preached before the University of Oxford : By John Bilstone, M. A. Chaplain of All-Soul's College, and Vicar of Hannington, Wilts / [Bilstone, John,].-- Oxford : printed for the author, MDCCXLIX. [1749].-- [6],v-vi,ix-xxviii,[4],263,[1]p. ; 8°
Notes: With a list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 5784, no. 01).
ESTC citation no.: T135316

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Bridgnorth parochial library (Bridgnorth, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Timothy Evans, hat-maker, from St. Clements, near Oxford, is removed next door to the King's-Arms, in the High-Street, oppsiote [sic] All-Saints-Church, Oxford; where all gentlemen and ladies may be serv'd / [Evans, Timothy].-- [Oxford, 1749].-- 1 sheet ; obl.1/8°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: T205244
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Shakespeare Birthplace Trust (Stratford-upon-Avon, England, U.K.)]

The trimmer trimm'd : or the washball and razor used to some purpose. By a real barber / [Real barber.].-- [Oxford?] : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCXLIX. [1749].-- 15,[1]p. ; 4°
Notes: Verse.
A reply to 'Verse.
An address to the worshipful company of barbers', 1749.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 1343, no. 51).
ESTC citation no.: T51726
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

1750 – Context – 32

Notes: The libretto only, by John Gay.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1990. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 4252, no. 05).
ESTC citation no.: N32913
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Harvard University [Cambridge, Massachusetts]]

Notes: Excerpts from John Burton's 'Remarks on Dr. King's speech', 1750, collected, arranged, and translated by William King.
Text is in four columns, English and Latin.
Burton criticized King's speech at the opening of Radcliffe's Library on April 13, 1749 (DNB).
Appendix II. ad Stat. Tit. X. Sect. II. [section mark]. 7: De statis delegatis pro academiâ; privilegiis tuendis et conservandis / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxford?, 1750?].-- 4p. ; 4â°

Notes: Drop-head title.
The section mark in the title is printed as a double s.
ESTC citation no.: N43989
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England)]

[Blank form for certifying cattle hides and corpses free of disease].-- Oxford Printed by L. Lichfield ...; [ca. 1750].-- 1 sheet
Notes: Printed on one side of the sheet only
Caption title
Dated "175"
ESTC citation no.: T300044
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A book of psalmody: containing instructions for young beginners, after as plain and familiar a manner as any yet extant. To which is added a collection of psalm-tunes with select portions adapted to each tune, together with anthems, hymns and canons; the whole composed for three and four voices.-- [Oxford]: Collected, engrav'd and printed, by Michael Beesly, and sold by Edward Doe, Oxford, by Thomas Price, Gloucester, and by John Edmund at Winchester, [1750?].-- [150] p. : engr.music ; obl.12â°
Notes: Contains both engraved and letterpress material.
ESTC citation no.: N28670
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts)]

The Catholick doctrine concerning the union of the two natures in the one person of Christ stated and vindicated: A sermon preached at the triennial visitation of the Rt. Rev. Father in God, John, Lord Bishop of Oxford; held at Witney, on Tuesday, July 21, 1719. ... By William Stephens / [Stephens, William].-- The third edition. -- Oxford: printed for J. Barrett, 1750. -- 32p. ; 8â°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 473 (The Eighteenth Century; reel 16535, no. 07).
ESTC citation no.: T184442
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A description of the gardens of Lord Viscount Cobham, at Stow in Buckinghamshire.-- The eighth edition, corrected and enlarg'd. ...-- Oxford: printed by L. Lichfield, and sold by Samuel Waysey, in Stow, 1750.-- [6],26p. ; 8â°
Notes: Sometimes attributed to B. Seeley.
ESTC citation no.: T151145
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Gottingen, Germany).]
Elogium famæ inserviens Jacci Etonensis, sive gigantis; or, the praises of Jack of Eton, commonly called Jack the Giant: collected into Latin and English metre, after the manner of Thomas Sternhold, John Hopkins, John Burton, and others. To which is added A dissertation on th Burtonic style. By a Master of Arts / [King, William,].-- Oxford : printed for S. Parker; and sold by W. Owen, London, 1750.-- viii,96p. ; 8â°

Notes: A Master of Arts = William King.
Jack the Giant = John Burton.
Parallel English and Latin verse.
ESTC citation no.: T32623
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Eton College Library (Eton, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Massachusetts Historical Society (Boston, Massachusetts); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); Stanford University (Stanford, California); Trustees of the Chatsworth Settlement Devonshire Collection (Bakewell, England); University of British Columbia (Vancouver, British Columbia); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, Main (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

The gentleman and lady's pocket companion for Oxford : Being an account of the curiosities, and what is most worthy of observation in the university, and in each of the colleges. To which is prefixed, Correct lists of the Chancellors, High-Stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Professors, Lecturers, &c. of the University.-- The third edition corrected and enlarged. -- Oxford : printed for R. Clements, near the Theatre, [1750?].-- x,82p. ; 12â°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10375, no. 23).
ESTC citation no.: T193970
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cork University College Boole Library (Cork, Republic of Ireland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Iera Biblia tes palaias te kai laomes diathekes : metaphrasthenta ek ton archetypon. -- Hen hoxonio [Oxford] : Hetupothe di hepimeleias thoma tou Kombiou, tupotheiou tes hakademias dapane tes Herographikes Hetairas pros diadosin tou theiou logou ein tei ten bretannian kai ta alla ethne a w n, [1750?]-- 1 v. ; 12â°

Notes: The title reads in English: The Holy Books the Old and New Testaments, translated from the archetypes.
Not in Darlow and Moule

**Date of publication conjectured by cataloguer.**

ESTC citation no.: N472643

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [College de Rimouski (Rimouski, Quebec, Canada)]


Notes: Anonymous. By Henry Aldrich.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 394. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13787, no. 01).

ESTC citation no.: N52027

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, ST. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]


Notes: The titlepage, 'The gamut or scale of musick' and the scores are engraved; the dedication and introduction to psalmody are in letterpress.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5456, no. 03).  

ESTC citation no.: T161006

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales)]

The London merchant : or, the history of George Barnwell as it is acted at all the theatres. By Mr. Lillo / [Lillo, George,].-- The 10th edition. With great additions and improvements by the author.-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson and given gratis to the constant customers to the Oxford flying weekly journal and Cirencester gazette, [1750?].-- 63,[1]p. ; 8â°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N33978

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia)]

The masque of Acis and Galatea : As it is performed at the theatre in Oxford / [Gay, John,].-- [Oxford?, 1750?].-- pp.1-12 ; 4â°

Notes: The libretto only, by John Gay.

With a half-title.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 482 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16861, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T177394

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, ST. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Matteaux Solomon, the famous and most surprising ballance-master on the slack-wire, has been intreated by several gentlemen and ladies (in order to oblige those who are desirous of seeing his performances) to exhibit on Wednesday the 21st inst. at six-pence each; after which he will remove to Abingdon / [Solomon, Matteaux,].-- [Oxford?, 1750?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°

Notes: "He may be spoke with at the sign of the Bell, in the Corn-Market, Oxford".

ESTC citation no.: T172699

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Warwickshire Record Office (Warwick, England)]
Menalcas. A pastoral. And the choice of Hercules, an opera.-- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson, 1775.-- 8,4p.; 8°

Notes: Second pagination sequence = 'Choice of Hercules'.
Date of publication untraced.
ESTC citation no.: N67694
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California)]

Miscellanies in prose and verse : By Mary Jones / [Jones, Mary,].-- Oxford : printed; and delivered by Mr. Dodsley in Pall-Mall [London], Mr. Clements in Oxford, and Mr. Frederick in Bath, MDCCCL. [1750].-- vi,[1],x,liv,[1],405,[1],p. ; 8°

Notes: With a list of subscribers.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6819, no.10 )
ESTC citation no.: T115196
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Auckland Public Library (Auckland, New Zealand); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Columbia University (New York, New York); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Louisiana State University in Shreveport (Shreveport, Louisiana); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Michigan State University (East Lansing, Michigan); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Newport Central Library (Newport, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University University College Library (Oxford, England); Pennsylvania State University Pattee Library (University Park, Pennsylvania); Perkins School of Theology (SMU) (Dallas, Texas.); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Rice University (Houston, Texas); San Antonio College (San Antonio, Texas); Stanford University (Stanford, California); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of Arizona (Tucson, Arizona); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, North Carolina); University of Oregon, Knight (Eugene, Oregon); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University Walpole Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

The passions, an ode : Written by Mr. Collins. Set to musick by Doctor Hayes / [Collins, William,].-- [Oxford?, s.n., 1750?].-- 8p.; 8°

Notes: The concluding lines are rewritten by the Earl of Lichfield.

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N38257

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Includes a specimen, paginated 1, in Latin and a plate.

'Nummorum antiquorum scrinis Bodleianis' was published in Oxford in 1750.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 376. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13146, no. 19).

ESTC citation no.: T149639

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]


Notes: Also issued in: 'Essays moral and miscellaneous', Oxford, 1754.

Verse.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1339, no. 21).


ESTC citation no.: T82116

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 473 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16539, no. 03).

ESTC citation no.: T173812

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Delaware (Newark, Delaware); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]
Some queries from the public spirited cobler of Hampton-Wick: (who, in spite of all opposition from a very great man, recovered to the people their right to a way thro' a very great park) in which are considered some queries from a cobler of Woodstock, and are recommended to ... the honest freeholders in the county of Oxford / [Public Spirited Cobler of Hampton-Wick.].-- [Oxford?, 1750?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4"
University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Washington (Seattle, Washington); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England)


Notes: Drop-head title.
ESTC citation no.: N41045
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England)]

Science: an epistle : on it's decline and revival. With a particular view to the seats of learning, and a virtuous, philosophical life. By J. Fortescue, D.D / [Fortescue, James,].-- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher in the Turl; and sold by M. Cooper and W. Owen in London, and J. Leake at, Bath, MDCCCL. [1750].-- iv,36p. ; 4â°

Notes: Also issued in: 'Essays moral and miscellaneous', Oxford, 1754.
Verse.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1339, no. 21).
ESTC citation no.: T82116
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 473 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16539, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: T173812
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of Delaware (Newark, Delaware); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Three original poems : being the posthumous works of Pendavid Bitterzwigg, Esq; to which is added, the very remarkable last will and testament of that well-known author / [Berkenhout, John,].-- Oxford : printed for T. Carnan in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and may be had of the booksellers at York, Leeds, and Wakefield, [1750?].-- viii,[1],47,[1]p. ; 8â°

Notes: Pendavid Bitterzwigg = John Berkenhout? - Dated at end: 'November, anno. dom. 1750.'
Braces in title.
Price from imprint: price One Shilling.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5837, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T591
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Free Library of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Leeds Central Library (Leeds, England); Oxford University All Souls College Crodington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England);
England); University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, Ohio); University of Kentucky (Lexington, Kentucky); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); York Minster Library (York, England)

   A circular letter.
   ESTC citation no.: T221606
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Lambeth Palace Library (London, England)]

To the worthy freemen of the city of Oxford. In Mr. Austin's mayoralty came on the election of a high steward. The chamber at that time would have usurped the right of election.-- [Oxford?, 1750?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â€°
   Notes: Place and date of publication untraced.
   Title includes first lines of text.
   ESTC citation no.: N65575
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.)]

Turnus and Drances : being an attempt to shew, who the two real persons were, that Virgil intended to represent under those two characters / [Beare, William,].-- Oxford : printed for W. Owen, London; and sold by Sackville Parker, Oxford, 1750.-- 30p. ; 8â€°
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2004. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 399. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13955, no. 10).
   ESTC citation no.: T147141
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Hull Central Library (Hull, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, Louisiana); Manchester Central Library (Manchester, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Göttingen, Germany.); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Whereas application hath been formerly made to the Dean and chapter of Christ-Church, that a room in the Castle in Oxford might be consecrated as a chapel : and converted to the use and benefit of one of Trinity College; and ... the application was by them rejected, ... Yet Thomas Horde ... hath thought it lawful ... to invade the rights of the Dean and chapter ... Therefore for their just vindication, this paper was ordered to be printed; whereby the Dean absolutely disowns his consent unto, and disclaims the trust, Mr. Horde would impose upon him / [Christ Church (Oxford, England)].-- [Oxford, 1750?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â€°
Notes: At foot: "To shew my contempt of this ridiculous paper of theirs, I have ordered a second edition thereof to be printed at the charge of me Tho. Horde".

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10585, no. 17).


ESTC citation no.: T192516

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

1751 – Context – 9

At a meeting of the Visitors of the Museum in the University of Oxford: this day at Christ-Church College in the said University, it was agreed as follows: I. That those who have formerly paid admission fees for the use of books / [Ashmolean Museum.].-- [Oxford, 1751].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â„°

Notes: Dated at head: November 6. 1751.

ESTC citation no.: T144682

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The desireableness of peace, and the duty of a nation upon the recovery of it: A sermon preach'd before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Tuesday, April 25. 1749. ... By Thomas Fothergill / [Fothergill, Thomas.].-- The second edition.-- Oxford: printed at the Theatre for Richard Clements, and sold by J. and J. Rivington, London, 1751.-- 36p. ; 8â„°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N30940

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana)]

The English poems collected from the Oxford and Cambridge verses on the death of His Royal Highness Frederick Prince of Wales. -- Edinburgh [i.e. Oxford]: printed for Hamilton Bruce [i.e. W. Jackson], MDCCLI. [1751].-- 183,[1]p. ; 12â„°

Notes: The imprint is false; printed at Oxford by William Jackson.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6334, no. 05).


ESTC citation no.: T56626

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College Library (Oxford, England); St. Andrews University Library (St. Andrews, Scotland); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand); University of Waterloo (Waterloo, Ontario)]

A genuine account of the most horrid parricide committed by Mary Blandy, spinster, upon the body of her father Mr. Francis Blandy, Gent. Town-Clerk of Henley upon Thames, Oxfordshire. Containing The several Incidents that happened from the Time she received the poisonous Powder from her Lover, the Hon. William Henry C-n, to the 5th of August, when she first administer'd some of it to her Father in Water-Gruel; and from that Time to the 14th of the same Month, when he expir'd in the greatest Agonies. With
Copies of the Affidavits taken before the Mayor and Coroner, &c. Together With the Copy of a Letter she had wrote to Mr. C-n, which was intercepted by Mr. Littleton a few Days before Mr. Blandy's Death, which was read to him; and her Confession before the Magistrate. Also A Copy of her Commitment to Oxford Gaol, and her Behaviour to the present Time. Published by some of the Friends and Relations of the Family, in order to prevent the Publick from being any longer imposed on with fictitious Stories.-- Oxford : printed for and sold by C. Goddard, in the High Street: and sold in London by R. Walker, in the Little Old Bailey, and by all the Booksellers and Pamphlet-Sellers, [1751].-- 15,[1]p.,plate ; 4â°

Notes: Price from imprint: price Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1580, no. 32).


ESTC citation no.: N18107
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine Library (London, England)]

The humble petition of Paul Welles : of Cuddesden in the county of Oxford, sheweth, that in the year 1748 your petitioner was arrested by reason of his being bound for a debt of his unfortunate son, ... and thrown into Oxford goal, where he remained a prisoner till Octobe 1751 / [Welles, Paul.].-- [Oxford?, 1751?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4â°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 21).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 21).

ESTC citation no.: T198081
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Ode for music, as performed at the Theatre in Oxford, on the second of July, 1751 : Being the anniversary appointed by the late Lord Crew, Bishop of Durham, for the commemoration of benefactors to the University. By Tho. Warton / [Warton, Thomas.].-- Oxford : printed for R. Clements and J. Barrett; W. Thurlbourne in Cambridge; and R. Dodsley, London, [1751].-- 11,[1]p. ; 4â°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1227, no. 25).

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1345, no. 53).

ESTC citation no.: T41927
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University College of Wales, Hugh Owen Library (Aberystwyth, Wales); University of Iowa (Iowa City, Iowa); University of Otago Central
Science; a poem: (in a religious view) on its decline and revival. With a particular regard to the mission of Moses, and the coming of the Messiah / [Fortescue, James,].-- Oxford: printed for J. Fletcher in the Turl; and sold by M. Cooper and W. Owen in London; and J. Leake at Bath, MDCCCLI. [1751].-- [2],iii,[1],21,[1]p.; 4â°

Notes: Anonymous. By James Fortescue.
Also issued as part of: 'Essays moral and miscellaneous', Oxford, 1754.
With a half-title.
A variant has a comma after "poem".

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 8480, no.02).

ESTC citation no.: T83319

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Free Library of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: Edited by Christopher Smart, with contributions from him and others.
Title pages engraved.
First monthly number has individual title page, with title repeated as caption at head of first page of text; later numbers have caption titles only.

Microfilm. V. 1-2 (1750-1751). Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International. 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm. (Early British Periodicals; reel 226).


Vol. I has some pagination errors.
Collected volumes lack chronological designation.
Vol. I includes a continuously paged supplement.
Each volume has subject and poetry indexes.
Collects monthly issues of: The student, or the Oxford monthly miscellany (Jan.-June 1750); and The student, or the Oxford and Cambridge monthly miscellany (July 1750-July? 1751).

ESTC citation no.: P1979

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); California State Library-Sutro (San Francisco, California); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Carleton College (Northfield, Minnesota); College of William and Mary (Williamsburgh, Virginia); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Dalhousie University (Halifax, Nova Scotia); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Indiana University (Bloomington, Indiana); National Institute of Education (Washington, District of Columbia); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England (County Oxfordshire), United Kingdom.); Oxford University Keble College (Oxford, England); Oxford University
Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Pierpont Morgan Library (New York, New York); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Rice University (Houston, Texas); Smith College (Northampton, Massachusetts); Stanford University (Stanford, California); State University of New York at Stony Brook Library (Stony Brook, New York); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Tulane University (New Orleans, Louisiana); United States Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); United States Naval Academy Nimitz (Annapolis, Maryland); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); University of California, Santa Cruz, Main (Santa Cruz, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Washington (Seattle, Washington); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England)

Utopia: containing an impartial history of the manners, customs, polity, government, &c. of that island. Written in Latin by Sir Thomas More, ... And interspersed with many important articles of secret history, relating to the state of the British nation. Translated ... by Gilbert Burnet, ... To this edition is added, A short account of Sir Thomas More's life and trial: ... The whole revis'd, ... by Thomas Williamson, Esq / [More, Thomas, Sir.].-- Oxford : printed for J. Newbery, London, 1751.-- xxv [i.e. xxxii],vi,168,[8]p. ; 12â°

Notes: P.xxxii misnumbered xxiv.
With four final advertisement leaves.
ESTC citation no.: T85448
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Brighton Central Library (Brighton, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cleveland Public Library (Cleveland, Ohio); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Dalhousie University (Halifax, Nova Scotia); Duff House (Dunimarle Library) (Banff, Scotland, Scotland.); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Kent State University (Kent, Ohio); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); New York Historical Society (New York, New York, United States.); New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Ohio State University (Columbus, Ohio); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); San Antonio College (San Antonio, Texas); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of Florida (Gainsville, Florida); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia)]
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Bibliotheca curiosa: A catalogue of near ten thousand [sic] volumes, consisting of several libraries lately purchased, particularly that of Temple Stanyan ... Which will be sold cheap, ... by J. Fletcher in the Turl, Oxford, on Tuesday, June 30. 1752. Catalogues may be had gratis at the place of sale, and of Messieurs Rivington ... London / [Fletcher, James.].-- [Oxford, 1752].-- [2],78p. ; 8°

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N32168
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts)]

The case of Miss Blandy: consider'd as a daughter, as a gentlewoman, and as a Christian. With a particular reference to her own narrative. By an impartial hand / [Impartial Hand.].-- Oxford : printed for R. Baldwin, at the Rose in Paternoster Row. MDCCLII. And sold by the booksellers of Oxford, [1752].-- 26p. ; 8°
A letter from an Hutchinsonian to his friend, relating to a remarkable prophecy lately fulfilled.-- Oxford : printed for J. Barrett; and sold by R. Baldwin, at the Rose in Pater-Noster Row, London, [1752].-- 22p. ; 8°

Notes: Price from imprint: price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1983. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 804, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T99519

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University,Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Memoirs of several ladies of Great Britain, who have been celebrated for their writings or skill in the learned languages arts and sciences. By George Ballard of Magd. Coll. Oxon / [Ballard, George,].-- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, for the author, MDCCCLII. [1752].-- xvii,[1],472,[2]p. ; 4°

Notes: Pp.ix-xvii comprise a list of subscribers.

With a final leaf of corrections and additions.

An unnumbered dedication leaf has been inserted between Pp.240 and 243.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 4498, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T94574

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Bryn Mawr College, Canaday Library (Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, U.S.); California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, California); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Canterbury Cathedral Library (Includes the Mendham Coll. Law Society books from London, & Canterbury Corporation Archives) (Canterbury, England); Carnegie-Mellon University (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania); City of London Polytechnic Library (includes Fawcett Society Collection) (London, England); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia); Essex Institute (Salem, Massachusetts); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Library of Virginia (Richmond, Virginia); Louisiana State University in Shreveport (Shreveport, Louisiana); Manchester Central Library (Manchester, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); Michigan State University (East Lansing, Michigan); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Newberry
A new treatise on the globes : or an attempt to explain in an easy and new method the diurnal phænomena of the earth and heavens / [Hutchins, Richard,].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1752.-- [4],51,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: Anonymous. By Richard Hutchins; the Lambeth Palace Library copy has a dedication leaf following the titlepage signed in MS.: Rich. Hutchins D.D. ..

ESTC citation no.: T206036

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]


Notes: Actually a bifolium.

A table of those receiving degrees.

ESTC citation no.: N55695

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Poems upon several occasions.-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed In The Year. MDCLII. [1752].-- vi,ix-xviii,189,[1]p. ; 8°

Notes: "Most of the following pieces were wrote by a young gentleman of great worth .. and had he liv'd, would no doubt have made a shining figure." (p.iv). Text continuous despite pagination; p. x numbered 10.

First poem entitled: "An irregular ode on the marriage of Miss H-------," and begins: "Diana weep, in mournful sighs complain".

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1988. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3055, no. 2).
Proposals for printing by subscription: 4000 Copies of the Characters of Theophrastus, With a Strictly Literal Translation of the Greek into Latin, According to the Specimen hereto annexed; and With Notes and Observations on the Text, In English: For the Benefit of Hertford College. By R. Newton, D.D. and Principal / [Theophrastus.].-- Oxford : printed; and this specimen to be had of R. Clements and J. Fletcher, Booksellers in Oxford; and J. and J. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and W. Owen, at Homer's Head, near Temple Bar; and R. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall, London. At which Places Subscriptions are taken in, [1752].- 26p ; 8⁰

Notes: Half-title: '1 January 1752. The New-Year's gift of the principal of Hertford College to his society, being one of the publick lectures by him read .. '.
'The characters of Theophrastus' was published in 1754.
Price from imprint: Price of the Specimen Six-Pence.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 323. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11275, no.23 ).

The sacred oratorio: set to music by Mr. Handel / [Jennens, Charles,].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1752. -- 12p. ; 4⁰

Notes: ESTC citation no.: N63157

Notes: Drop-head title.
First line of text: "Xenophontis memorabilium Socratis dictorum libri IV, græcè & la.".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7690, no.10).
The election magazine; or The Oxfordshire register. Being a compleat collection of all the pieces in prose and verse lately published, in favour of the old and new interest; and not inserted in any other collection. Together with several very curious and interesting originals never before printed. Containing, I. Six Original Letters, between J. L. Esq; and the Rev. Mr H. II. News Boys, News! or the Electioneering Journal, No. I. III. More and more News, or the Electioneering Journal, No. II. IV. The Rump Worthies: Or the New Interest Supporters in their true Colours. V. The Deddington Blues; or the Rump Rumped. VI. The Chipping-Norton Procession. A Fragment. VII. The Kidlington Canvass; or the Members in the Mud. VIII. A Tale of Chaucer's moderniz'd. Adapted to Pimp L-. IX. A Song for the Freeholders in the New Interest. X. The Bear at Oxford to the Lion at Henley. XI. The truest Blue that never Stains. XII. A Poetical Address to the Freeholders of Oxfordshire. XIII. Journal of a True Blue Parson for a Week. XIV. Epigram. XV. The Round-Head reviv'd. XVI. A Health for the True Blues. XVII. The Jolly Knight's Declaration to his Constituents. XVIII. Litchfield Blues invited to the Oxford Races. A new Song. XIX. Answer to the Invitation: Another new Song. XX. To the Honest Electors of Oxfordshire. A new Christian Ballad, &c. &c. &c.

Appendix. XXI. A Hue and Cry after the Greens.--Oxford: printed for W. Owen, near Temple-Bar, London; and sold by all the booksellers in Oxford, MDCCLIII. [1753].--63,74-78p.; 8°

Notes: With advertisements on the verso of the title-page.
Pp.64-73 omitted in pagination but text and register continuous.


Hymn to the Virgin Mary. Set to music by Baron D'Astorga.---Oxford, 1753?].---7,[1]p.; 8°

Notes: Often, probably wrongly, attributed to G. Benedetti da Todi.
Title from half-title.
Parallel English and Latin texts.
Without the music.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 10437, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T99418
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); William Salt Library (Stafford, England); Yale University Walpole Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Jackson's Oxford journal.---[Oxford, England]: Printed by W[illiam]. Jackson in the High-Street, Oxford: .... Advertisements are taken in by the printer of this paper and the men who carry it; and by R[ichard]. Baldwin, at the Rose in Pater-noster-Row, London, [1753].---v.: ill.; 2° (44-56 cm.)

Notes: Imprint from colophon.
Initial year of publication from dates of issues.
Early numbers have ornamental headpiece on p.[1], showing the Oxford skyline in the background; later issues lack the headpiece but bracket the title with small cuts.

Printed in three columns, later in four on larger sheet.

Some advertisements have small cuts.

Description based on: Saturday, September 22, 1753. Numb. 21; title from caption.

No. 2 constitutes first issue of this title.

With occasional supplements: Jackson's Oxford journal extraordinary.

ESTC citation no.: P2085

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England (County West Midlands ), United Kingdom.); Brown University (Providence, Rhode Island, United States.); Cambridge University Corpus Christi College (Cambridge, England, United Kingdom.); Honnold Library (Claremont, California, United States.); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Notes: Caption title.

Year of publication from date of issue.

Some advertisements have small cuts.

Succeeded two mock newspapers published by the Whig and Tory interests respectively during a heated election campaign in April 1753. Cf. Cranfield.

No more published.

This title appeared in response to: News, boys, news! Or the electioneering journal. and: News, boys, news! Or, the electioneering journal with improvements. Title later became: Jackson's Oxford journal.

ESTC citation no.: P2084

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

News, Boys, News! More and more news! : Or, The electioneering journal with improvements.-- Oxford [England : s.n., 1753].-- 1 v. ; 8⁰
Notes: Title from caption.
Place of publication from end of text; year from date of issue.
A satirical mock newspaper published by the Tory interest in a current election. It was preceded by a Whig effort, and then succeeded by a genuine newspaper which continued to publish. Cf. Cranfield.
No more published.
Preceded by a Whig "newspaper" a fortnight earlier: News, boys, news! Or, The electioneering journal.
ESTC citation no.: P6617
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [State Library of Ohio (Columbus, Ohio)]

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55650
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Oxfordshire. A calendar of the prisoners for felony and misdemeanours, in the castle goal in Oxford, March 7th, 1753 / [Oxfordshire (England)].-- [Oxford, 1753].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
Notes: ESTC citation no.: N43806
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts)]

Oxfordshire in an uproar : or the election magazine. Containing a series of original letters between persons of eminence in each party; Many Interesting Pieces of Wit and Humour; a Variety of Occasional Essays, Songs, Poems, &c. The Whole carefully collected, and digested in proper Order; and not to be met with but in this Magazine.-- Oxford : printed for W. Owen, near Temple-Bar, London; and sold by the booksellers in town and country, [1753?].-- 74[i.e.64]p. ; 8°
Notes: Includes: 'News, boys, news! More and more news! Or, the electioneering journal with improvements. Wednesday, April 25, 1753'.
P.64 misnumbered 74.
Price from imprint: price One Shilling.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6743, no.14 )
ESTC citation no.: T128633
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Columbia University (New York, New York); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Queen's University (Kingston, Ontario); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England)]

A pocket companion for Oxford : Containing, an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges, the gardens, statues, busts, pictures, and all other curiosities, in the university. With an Historical Account of the Foundation of the Colleges, their History, and present State. To which is prefix'd, Correct Lists of the Chancellors, High-Stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Professors, Lecturers, &c. With perspective views of Radcliffe's Library, Magdalen College new building, New College from the Garden,

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2455, no. 02).


ESTC citation no.: T99793
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Miami University (Oxford, Ohio); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: Signed on p.[4]: Fowler Comings. Hertford College, Apr.5.1753.
Includes: 'Mr. Comings, unwilling to take any step which might be judg'd disrespectful to the principal, sent him the state of the case now offer'd to the publick, with the following letter.', Oxford, 1753.

ESTC citation no.: N36701
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

This day, in pursuance of an advertisement for a general meeting, to nominate proper candidates to represent the county of Oxford in the ensuing Parliament ... Lord Parker and Sir Edward Turner were proposed.-- [Oxford, 1753].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰

Notes: Dated: Oxford, 15 February 1753.

ESTC citation no.: T175539
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxfordshire County Record Office (Oxford, England)]

Threnodia: or, an elegy on the unexpected and unlamented death of the M. of B. : faithfully done into modern English from the genuine manuscript in the Grubstreet Vatican. And now publish'd, together with the original proeme, and annotations. By Jo. Freinshemius / [Freinshemius, Jo.].-- Oxford : printed for W. Lumm, and Kit. Robbson; and sold by the booksellers in town and country., MDCCLIII. [1753].-- 16p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Johannes Freinshemius is a pseudonym.
The imprint is fictitious.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3719, no. 05).

ESTC citation no.: T50313
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); University of North Texas (Denton, Texas); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

To the gentlemen, clergy, and freeholders of the county of Oxford. ... we take the liberty ... of requesting the honour and favour of your votes and interest in our behalf / [Parker, Thomas Parker, Viscount,].-- [Oxford?, 1753].-- 1 sheet ; 1/8⁰

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 379. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13254, no. 33).
The union: or select Scots and English poems.-- Edinburgh [i.e. Oxford] : printed for Archibald Monro & David Murray [i.e. William Jackson], M.DCC.LIII. [1753].-- [8],144p. ; 8°

Notes: Compiled and edited by Thomas Warton.
In this edition the first page of contents, sixth line from bottom ends: Centle- [sic].
The imprint is false; printed in Oxford by William Jackson.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1430, no. 28).


Notes: A gentleman of Oxford = Thomas Williamson.
A reissue of the sheets of the 1751 edition with a new titlepage.
P.xxxii misnumbered xxiv.
With four final leaves of advertisements.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9607, no.07).


ESTC citation no.: T8389
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington, New Zealand); British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Dalhousie University (Halifax, Nova Scotia); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Inverness Public Library (Inverness, Scotland); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland); Michigan State University (East Lansing, Michigan); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); Private Collections (United Kingdom & Ireland); Rice University (Houston, Texas); Stanford University (Stanford, California); University of Arizona (Tuscon, Arizona); University of Delaware (Newark, Delaware); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Oregon, Knight (Eugene, Oregon); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England)]

Notes: Edited by William Thompson.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 9372, no.03).


ESTC citation no.: T140513

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Connecticut College Library (New London, Connecticut); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington, District of Columbia); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Longleat House (Warminster, England, United Kingdom.); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois); Nottingham University Library (Nottingham, England); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Pretoria State Library (Pretoria, South Africa); San Antonio College (San Antonio, Texas); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); St. Andrews University Library (St. Andrews, Scotland); Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin - Preussischer Kulturbesitz (Berlin, Germany.); Stanford University (Stanford, California); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University College of Swansea Library (Swansea, Wales); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.); University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft Library (Berkeley, California); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library (Los Angeles, California); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of London King's College London Library (London, England); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Oregon, Knight Library (Eugene, Oregon); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich Library (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Sydney, Fisher Library (Sydney, NSW, Australia.); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); University of Toronto, Library (Toronto, Ontario); Washington State University (Vancouver, Washington); Wayne State University (Detroit, Michigan); Yale University Center for British Art (New Haven, Connecticut)]

1754 – Context – 21

The characters: of Theophrastus, with a strictly literal translation of the Greek into Latin, and with notes and observations on the text, in English: for the benefit of Hertford College. By the late R. Newton, D.D. and Principal / [Theophrastus.].-- Oxford: printed; and to be had of R. Clements and J. Fletcher, Booksellers in Oxford; and J. and J. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; W. Owen, at Homer's Head, near Temple Bar; and R. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall, London, MDCCCLIV. [1754].-- XII,268p.; 8s.5

Notes: Translated by Richard Newton.

A prospectus for this work was issued in 1752 with the title 'Proposals for printing by subscriptions, 4000 copies of the characters of Theophrastus ..'.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 4470, no. 10).

Notes: Price from imprint: price Six-Pence.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 5229, no. 10).


ESTC citation no.: T35531

Held by: British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); National Library of Scotland (includes...

Notes: Anonymous. By Edward Rowe Mores. Consists of plates with a letterpress titlepage and "Admonitio". Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 333. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11632, no. 03). ESTC citation no.: T211651 Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Trinity College Library (Oxford, England); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas)]


Notes: Dated at foot of p. 36: A L'Hyvreuse Guernsey, 1r. aouest 1750. The final leaf contains a list of "superviseurs" since 1650, the last (for 1754) being named as William Le Merchant de L'Hyvreuse. An appendix was printed in Oxford in 1755. Title from drop-head title on p. 1. Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 375. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13109, no. 31). ESTC citation no.: T202129 Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Judas Macchabæus : A sacred drama. As performed at the theatre in Oxford / [Morell, Thomas,].-- Oxford : printed in the year, 1754.-- 16p. ; 8â”°

Notes: The words only, to the oratorio composed by Handel. Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 445 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15571, no. 04). ESTC citation no.: T188426 Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Trinity College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

Notes: The words only, by Thomas Morell, to the oratorio composed by Handel.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 16205, no. 08).

ESTC citation no.: T188541


A letter to a friend: Sir, you express your astonishment at the decline of the old interest in the county of Oxford, and desire some explanation.--[Oxford?, 1754].--1 sheet; 1/2 2/₃°.

Notes: Concerns the Oxfordshire contest in the general election of 1754.

ESTC citation no.: N62484

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana)]


Notes: With a list of subscribers.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 11885, no. 01).


ESTC citation no.: T131270

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Amsterdam Universiteitsbibliothek (Amsterdam, Netherlands.); British Library (London, England); Bryn Mawr College, Canaday Library (Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, U.S.); Cambridge University Christ's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Corpus Christi College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University St. John's College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); Essex County Library Saffron Walden Library (Essex, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); House of Lords Library (London, England); Indiana State University (Terre Haute, Indiana); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Library Company of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); McGill University Library (Montreal, Quebec); Michigan State University (East Lansing, Michigan); Morrb Library (Penzance, England); Newport Central Library (Newport, Wales); Niedersachsen Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Göttingen, Germany.); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Plymouth Central Library (Plymouth, England); Rice University (Houston, Texas); Sheffield Central Library (Sheffield, England); Society of Antiquaries Library (London, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); The National Trust

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55649
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

The Oxfordshire garland. Being a new dialogue : between a turner and a twister. To be sung to some tune.-- [Oxford, 1754].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: Verse - "A turner and a twister".
Concerns the Oxfordshire election of 1754.
ESTC citation no.: N42132
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

The Oxfordshire health : or the freeholders loyalty. To a new tune.-- [Oxford, 1754].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: Verse - "A wood and a " (i.e. "A [Sir James] Dashwood and a [Philip Wenman, 6th Viscount Wenman]"").
Concerns the Oxfordshire election of 1754.
ESTC citation no.: N42131
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Political arithmetick, or the old and new interest numbers. April 23, 1754 the poll was closed at the election for the county of Oxford ... when the numbers were as follows / [Oxfordshire (England)].-- [Oxford, 1754].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 444 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15513, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T222591
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Notes: With an index.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 31).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17065, no. 31).
ESTC citation no.: T198377
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1895, no. 04).


ESTC citation no.: T99422

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom.); University of Colorado (Boulder, Colorado); Yale University Center for British Art (New Haven, Connecticut)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1529, no. 15).


ESTC citation no.: T2150

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Harvard University Houghton Library (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); New York Academy of Medicine (New York, New York); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Oregon, Knight (Eugene, Oregon); University of Texas (Austin, Texas); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

A song, for the Oxfordshire freeholders. -- [Oxford?, 1754].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°

Notes: "Tho' clubs in abundance of places are known".

An exhortation to vote for Thomas Viscount Parker and Sir Edward Turner in the Oxfordshire election of 1754.

ESTC citation no.: T142736

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England)]

To the copyholders or customary tenants of the County of Oxford. -- [Oxford, 1754?].-- 1 sheet ; 2â°

Notes: Broadside warning of the penalties for election fraud; possibly relating to the general election of 1754 which was fiercely contested. With vertical chain lines.

ESTC citation no.: N53929

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.)]
To the customary freeholders of the county of Oxford. Whereas a mean artifice has been made use of to deprive you of giving your votes at the present election. -- [Oxford?, 1754]. -- 1 sheet ; 2â°

Notes: Title includes opening words of the text.
Concerns the Oxfordshire election of 1754.
ESTC citation no.: N53938
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.)]

A true blue song : upon true blue paper. -- [Oxford?, 1754?]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: Verse - "Freeholders appear,"
Probably a campaign song dating from the parliamentary election of 1754 in which Dashwood and Wenman were candidates for Oxfordshire.
ESTC citation no.: N47354
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

Whereas the long continuance and contagion of the small pox, (from which by God's blessing we seem at length to be freed) hath of late been highly prejudicial and detrimental to the University and city of Oxford: I do ... intreat every regular physician ... that they will not ... attend, or prescribe for any persons ... who shall desire ... to be innoculated with the small pox / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxford, 1754]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/4â°
Notes: Signed: Geo. Huddesford, Vice-Chan.
ESTC citation no.: T194140
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Whereas there is great reason to apprehend, that the intermixing of gownsmen in the great concourse expected in this city at the county election, on Wednesday next, cannot but be attended with manifest danger of mischief and insult to their persons - the Vice-chancellor think it necessary / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxford, 1754]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Dated: April 15, 1754.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 482 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 16857, no. 17).
ESTC citation no.: T230340
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.)]

1755 – Context – 20

Advice to a young student : With a method of study for the first four years / [Waterland, Daniel,]. -- The second edition, corrected... -- Oxford : printed in the year MDCCLV, and sold by Richard Clements, near the Theatre, [1755]. -- [7],10-34p. ; 8â°
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 325. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11355, no.06 ).
ESTC citation no.: T68677

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 426. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14881, no. 11).
ESTC citation no.: T217323

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Notes: ESTC citation no.: T186662

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

The case stated on both sides : Lord H---sb----h's state of the Ox----dsh---e el------n. ... Sir Ch--s M--rd--nt's state of the O----dsh---e el------n. -- [Oxford?, 1755?]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/4º
Notes: Concerns the Oxfordshire election of 1754 and the dispute between Lord Wenman, Sir James Dashwood and Lord Parker and Edward Turner.

Lord H---sb----h = Lord Hillsborough, Sir Ch--s M--rd--nt = Sir Charles Mordaunt.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14937, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T199590

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.)]

A catalogue of books : To be sold On Wednesday the 26 Day of February, 1755. And the following days, At a Room belonging to Mr [blank] in the Parish of [blank] Magdaler Oxford. Being a Choice collection Late belonging to Roger Bourchier, Of Worcester-College, deceased. Attendance will be given from Ten in the Morning, 'till Four in the Afternoon, during the Sale. - The lowest Price is set to each Book. N. B. The Numbers omitted in the Catalogue, are either Duplicates of, and at the same Price with, the preceding Number, or Six-Penny Books, of which there will be a Catalogue at the Place of Sale. Catalogues to be had at the Place of sale. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1755]. -- [2],45,[1]p. ; 8º
Notes: The date and whereabouts of the auction have been left blank for MS. insertion.

The auction was held on Wednesday the 26th of February, at a room belonging to Mr Coxhead in the parish of St. Mary Magdalen.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 343. (the Eighteenth Century ; reel 11992, no. 21).

Notes: Braces in title.
Price from imprint: price 1s 6d.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 7676, no.04).

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 3970, no. 04).

Inscriptiones citieæ : sive in binas alias inscriptiones Phoenicias, inter rudera citii nuper repertas, conjecturæ / [Swinton, John,].-- [Oxford, 1755?].-- 7-70p. ; 4â€”
Notes: Anonymous. By John Swinton.
Drop-head title.
Catchword on p.70: turn.
Only pp.7-70 published?
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel; 35mm. Unit 317. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11087, no. 04).
ESTC citation no.: T130833
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Israel in Egypt: an oratorio. Set to musick.-- [Oxford?, 1755?].-- 8p. ; 4°
Notes: Libretto only.
ESTC citation no.: N53808
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Jesus College (Oxford, England)]

Notes: A translation of 'Dialogus cum Tryphone'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17048, no. 03).
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2007. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 488 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 17048, no. 03).
ESTC citation no.: N7929
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Nottingham University Library (Nottingham, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pusey House Dr. Pusey Memorial Library (Oxford, England); St. John's and Trinity Colleges Kinder Library (Auckland, New Zealand); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); Wesley College (Bristol, England)]

The king and the miller of Mansfield: a dramatic tale. As it has been acted at all the theatres. With explanatory notes / [Dodsley, Robert,].-- Oxford : printed by R. Walker and W. Jackson, [1755?].-- 28p. ; 8°
ESTC citation no.: T154963
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia)]

The orations of Aeschines against Ctesiphon and Demosthenes de Corona. Translated from the original Greek, and illustrated with notes, historical and critical. By Andrew Portal, Lecturer of St. Helen's, in Abingdon, Berks, and Usher of the Free Grammar School / [Aeschines.].-- Oxford : printed for the author, and sold by Mr. Fletcher, Bookseller, in the Turl, Oxon. and Mr. Withers, Bookseller, in Fleet-Street, London, MDCCLV. [1755].-- xvi,408p. ; 8°
Notes: With a list of subscribers.
P.316 correctly numbered.
Variant: p.316 misnumbered 310.
Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55648
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Oxfordshire, to-wit. At the general quarter sessions ... holden at Oxford, in [1755, this proclamation was issued to] ... justices of the peace, and other persons authorized to put in execution the laws ... relating to the distressd horn'd cattle / [Oxfordshire. Court of Quarter Sessions]. -- Oxford?] [s.n., [1755]. -- 1 sheet
Notes: Signed: By the court, Diston
Printed on one side of the sheet only
Caption title
ESTC citation no.: T300112
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Political arithmetic: or, the old and new interest numbers. -- [Oxford?, 1755?]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: Also published as 'Political arithmetick'.
Concerns the county of Oxford's election of Wenman and Dashwood to Parliament in 1754.
ESTC citation no.: N39869
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Special Collections (Los Angeles, California); Warwickshire Record Office (Warwick, England)]

Political arithmetick : or The Old and New Interest Numbers. April 23, 1754. The Poll was closed at the Election for the County of Oxford, which began the 17th, when the Numbers were as follows, viz. For Lord Viscount Wenman, - 2033 Sir James Dashwood, Bart. - 2014 Sir Edward Turner, Bart - 1890 Majority for Lord Wenman against Lord Parker 114 against Sir Edward Turner 143 Majority for Sir James Dashwood against Lord Parker 95 against Sir Edward Turner 124 The next Day, being the 24th, the Sheriff declared the Numbers, and a Majority in Favour of Lord Wenman and Sir James Dashwood; but a Scrutiny being demanded, the same began the 9th of May, and ended the 30th of the same Month, when the Sheriff thought fit to make a Double Return / [Oxfordshire (England)]. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1755]. -- 1 sheet ; 1/2â°
Notes: The text refers to the House of Commons hearing concerning the 1754 parliamentary election for the county of Oxford, under the date 23 April 1755.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 310. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10836, no. 53).

Notes: With a final advertisement leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 6131, no. 09).

ESTC citation no.: T224049

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut, United States.]

The sacred oratorio: As performed at the Theatre in Oxford / [Jennens, Charles,]. -- [Oxford?] : Printed in the year, 1755. -- 12p. ; 8â°

Notes: The libretto only; the words selected from the Bible by Charles Jennens.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Connecticut : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 373. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 13047, no. 05).

ESTC citation no.: T224209

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England)]

A sermon in two parts. Preached on the first of April, 1750: being the fourth Sunday in Lent, ... On occasion of the late earthquakes; ... By Andrew Portal / [Portal, Andrew,]. -- Oxford : printed for the author; and sold by J. Fletcher; and C. Withers, London, [1755?]. -- 2],17[ie 33],[1]p. ; 8â°

Notes: Pp.25-33 misnumbered 9-17.

ESTC citation no.: T54430

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia)]

A clear and comprehensive view of the being, nature, and attributes of God: formed Not only upon the Divine Authority of The Holy Scriptures, but the solid Reasonings and Testimonies of the Best Authors, both Heathen and Christian, which have writ upon the Subject. With practical inferences, remarks, and exhortations, for the more effectual revival of true piety and religion, which in this degenerate Age of Infidelity and Licentiousness, is but too much wanted. The second edition, with large additions. By Joseph Smith, D. D. Provost of Queen's College, Oxon; Prebendary of St. Paul's; and Rector of St. Dionys, London / [Smith, Joseph,]. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, sold by the booksellers of Oxford and Cambridge; J.
Brindley, in New-Bond-Street; R. and J. Dodsley, in Pall Mall; B. Dod, in Ave-Mary-Lane; and M. Cooper, in Pater-Noster-Row, London, M.DCC.LVI. [1756].-- [4],x,291,[3]p. ; 8°
   Notes: P. 291 as thus; a variant has this misprinted 283.
   With a final errata leaf.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3304, no. 03).
   ESTC citation no.: T98915
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Durham Cathedral Library (Durham, England); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Lambeth Palace Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan)]

A copy of such part of Mr Viner's last will and testament, as relates to the University of Oxford / [Viner, Charles,].-- [Oxford?, 1756?].-- [4]p. ; 4°
   Notes: Drop-head title.
   Presumably published shortly after the author's death in 1756. The text itself is dated 29 December 1755.
   The author wills his books to the University, to be disposed of and the money "thereby to be applied, .. to .. the .. establishing a professorship of the common law".
   Another edition is paginated.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 372. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12995, no. 03).
   ESTC citation no.: T221993
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

   Notes: ESTC citation no.: N31003
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California)]

An essay on ways and means for raising money for the support of the present war : without increasing the public debts. Inscribed to the Right Honourable George Lord Anson, ... By F. F / [Fauquier, Francis,].-- London : printed for M. Cooper, 1756.-- [8],iv,35,[1]p. ; 8°
   Notes: F. F. = Francis Fauquier.
   Dated at end: London, Sept. 18.
   With a half title.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 456 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15952, no. 07).
   ESTC citation no.: T63897
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); Boston Athenaeum (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Brown University (Providence, Rhode Island); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Colonial Williamsburg, Inc. (Williamsburgh, Virginia); Columbia University (New York, New York); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Harvard University Graduate School of Business, Baker (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore,
Maryland); Johns Hopkins University, John Work Garrett (Baltimore, Maryland); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Purdue University (West Lafayette, Indiana); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Rutgers, State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, New Jersey); Smith College (Northampton, Massachusetts); Society of the Cincinnati (Washington, District of Columbia); The Lilly Library, University of Indiana (Bloomington, Indiana); Trustees of the Chatsworth Settlement Devonshire Collection (Bakewell, England); United States, Library of Congress (Washington, District of Columbia); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Leeds Brotherton Library (includes most of Cathedral Coll. from Ripon) (Leeds, England); University of Michigan, William L. Clements (Ann Arbor, Michigan); University of Pennsylvania Van Pelt-Dietrich (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); University of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)

Extracts from Mr. Viner's last will / [Viner, Charles,].-- [Oxford?, 1756?].-- [4]p. ; 4°
   Notes: Drop-head title.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 426. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14882, no. 10).
   ESTC citation no.: T219581
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Joshua : A sacred drama. As it is perform'd at the Theatre in Oxford. Set to musick by Mr. Handel / [Morell, Thomas,].-- [Oxford] : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCLVI. [1756].-- 16p. ; 4°
   Notes: Anonymous. By Thomas Morell.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1314, no. 34).
   ESTC citation no.: T29196
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

   Notes: The libretto only, by Thomas Morell, to the oratorio composed by Handel.
   ESTC citation no.: N51462
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

A letter to the reverend Mr. G. Watson : occasioned by his sermon on Aaron's intercession, and Corah's rebellion, preached before the university of Oxford. -- [Oxford?], [1756?].-- 4p. ; 12°
   Notes: A reply to: Watson, George. Aaron's intercession, and Korah's rebellion considered.
   ESTC citation no.: N54986
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Regent's Park College (includes Baptist Union Library) (Oxford, England); Private collection (South Australia.)]

A new version of the Paradise lost : or, Milton paraphrased. In which the measure and versification are corrected and harmonized; ... and the faults of which the author stands accused by Addison, and other of
the criticks, are removed. With annotations on the original text, ... By a gentleman of Oxford / [Green, George Smith,].-- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, and sold by R. Baldwin, 1756.-- 50p. ; 8°

Notes: A gentleman of Oxford = George Smith Green.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 393. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13750, no. 04).

ESTC citation no.: T177319

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Observations on the ancient and present state of the islands of Scilly, and their importance to the trade of Great-Britain : In a letter to the Reverend Charles Lyttelton, ... By William Borlase / [Borlase, William,].-- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson. Sold by W. Sandby, and R. Baldwin, London; Mess. Fletcher, Clements, and Parker, in Oxford; [and 2 others each in Bath, in Exeter and in Cornwall], 1756.-- [4],140p.,V plates : ill.,map ; 4°

Notes: With a half-title.

Plate 2 is imposed on p.19.


Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2006. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 456 (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15930, no. 02).

ESTC citation no.: T144116

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington, New Zealand); Birmingham Central Libraries (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Emmanuel College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Pembroke College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Queens' College (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Camden Libraries (London, England); Columbia University (New York, New York); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Devon and Exeter Institution Library (Exeter, England); Dr. Williams's Library (London, England); Dublin Honourable Society of King's Inn (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Exeter Central Library (Exeter, England); Exeter University Library (includes Crediton Parish Lib.) (Exeter, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Guildhall Library (London, England); Harvard University Graduate School of Business, Baker (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Hounslow Libraries Chiswick Area Library (includes Brentford Public Library Collection) (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); London School of Economics British Library of Political and Economic Science (London, England); Manchester, Chetham's Library (Manchester, England); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, Wisconsin); Morrab Library (Penzance, England); National Library of Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Natural History Museum (London, England); New York Public Library (New York, New York, U.S.); Niedersachische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (Gottingen, Germany); Oxford University All Souls College Cordington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University New College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Wadham College (Oxford, England); Reading University Library (Reading, England); Senate House Library, University of London (London, England); Southampton University Library (Southampton, England); St. Andrews University Library (St. Andrews, Scotland); St. Deiniol's Library (Hawarden, Wales);...
Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55647
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

A pocket companion for Oxford : Containing, an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges, the gardens, Statues, Busts, Pictures, the Hieroglyphicks at Magdalen College, and all other Curiosities, in the University. With an Historical Account of the Foundation of the Colleges, their History, and present State. To which is prefix'd, correct lists of the chancellors, high-stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Professors, Lecturers, &c. With Perspective Views of Radcliffe's Library, Magdalen College New Building, New College from the Garden, Peckwater Square, and the inner Quadrangle of All-Soul's College.-- A new edition, with additions..-- Oxford : printed for R. Clements , near the Theatre ; and sold by R. Baldwin, in Pater Noster-Row, London, 1756.-- viii,107,[1],4p.,plates ; 12⁰
Notes: 'The collection of Greek marbles, statues, bustos &c' has separate pagination at end.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 349. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 12194, no.08).
ESTC citation no.: N20540
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Columbia University Teachers College (New York, New York); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario); Newport Central Library (Newport, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. Edmund Hall (Oxford, England); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.);]

Notes: Attributed to John Vivian.
On the gift of a further portion of the Arundel Marbles to the University in 1755.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 321. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11229, no. 04).
ESTC citation no.: N11633
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Duke University (Durham, North Carolina); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey); University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, North Carolina); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand);]
A reply to Dr. Huddesford's Observations relating to the delegates of the press: With a narrative of proceedings of the proctors With Regard to their nomination of a delegate, April 28, 1756 / [Buckler, Benjamin,].-- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year M.DCC.LVI. [1756].-- 35,[1]p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Anonymous. By Benjamin Buckler.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3168, no. 16).

ESTC citation no.: T59393

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.)]

The sacred oratorio: As performed at the Theatre in Oxford / [Jennens, Charles,].-- [Oxford?] : Printed in the year, 1756.-- 12p. ; 4⁰

Notes: The libretto only; the words selected from the Bible by Charles Jennens.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 433. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15148, no. 25).

ESTC citation no.: T198065

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 7771, no.15).

ESTC citation no.: T1227

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

To the Reverend and worshipful the heads of the respective colleges and halls of the University of Oxford / [University of Oxford. Convocation.].-- [Oxford : s.n., 1756].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰

Notes: Dated and signed at foot: July 3. 1756. G. Huddesford, vice-can. Oxon.
An announcement of the arrangements for "the solemnity of commemorating the benefactors of the university, .. the Convocation will be held in the Theatre, ..".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 312. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10907, no. 06).


ESTC citation no.: T150175

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
An accommodation of the matters in dispute, concerning the delegacy of the press: having (in the present condition of the University printing-house) been thought extremely desirable, it was some time ago declared, by the present Vice-Chancellor, that he would be ready to relinquish the negative power claimed by himself and his predecessor / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxford, 1757]. -- 4p.; 4°

Notes: Title from opening words of text.
Dated on p.2: March 30, 1757.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 328. (the Eighteenth Century; reel 11466, no. 01).


ESTC citation no.: N31001

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Honnold Library (Claremont, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Drop-head title.
First line of text: "Xenophontis Oratio de Agesilaö Rege, Hiero, Reipublicae Lacedæmo-".
ESTC citation no.: T142035

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Carmina quadragesimalia, ab Ædis Christi: Oxon. alumnis composita, et ab ejusdem Ædis baccalaureis determinantibus in schola naturalis philosophiæ publice recitata. -- Glasgæ [i.e. Oxford]: impensis A. et J. Henderson [i.e. William Jackson], 1757. -- 2v.; 12°

Notes: The register is continuous.
The imprint is false; printed in Oxford by William Jackson.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century; reel 3392, no. 11).

ESTC citation no.: T99783

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Aberdeen University Library (Aberdeen, Scotland); Birmingham University Library (Birmingham, England); British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Glasgow University Library (Glasgow, Scotland); Liverpool University Library (Liverpool, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Newcastle Central Library (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England); Nottingham University Library (Nottingham, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); St. Bride Printing Library (London, England); The National Trust (Swindon, England, United Kingdom); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, Indiana); University of Otago Central Library (Otago, New Zealand); University of Western Ontario (London, Ontario); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Seeley G. Mudd Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Catches, glees and canons, for three, four and five voices: compos'd by Dr. Hayes. -- [Oxford?] : Printed for the author, 1757. -- [8],42p.: engr.music; obl.2°

Notes: Engraved throughout, apart from the preface which is in letterpress.

ESTC citation no.: T163033
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Boston Public, Main (Boston, Massachusetts); British Library (London, England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Oriel College (Oxford, England); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England)]

The country parson's advice to his parishioners: of the younger sort. Explaining what they are to believe, and do, in order to be saved / [Holmes, William,]. -- Oxford : printed: sold by Daniel Prince, 1757. -- 52p. ; 12°

Notes: The country parson = William Holmes, Dean of Exeter.
ESTC citation no.: N27756
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]

Indexes to Mr. Viner's General abridgment of law and equity / [Viner, Charles,]. -- [Oxford, s.n., 1757]. -- xv,[1],482,[8]p. ; 2°

Notes: With a final list of subscribers to the abridgment.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2864, no. 22).
ESTC citation no.: T137942
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Law (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Maryland State Law (Annapolis, Maryland); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Merton College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England (County Oxfordshire), United Kingdom); Trinity College Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); University of British Columbia (Vancouver, British Columbia); York Minster Library (York, England); York University Law Library (North York, Ontario)]

Observationum medicinalium fasciculus / [Meric, Dr.,]. -- Oxonii : apud Fletcher & Prince; Cantab. apud Merrill et Londini, apud Whiston & White, [and five others in London], [1757?]. -- vi,18p. ; 4°

Notes: Attributed to Dr. Meric.
With a half-title.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 437. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15294, no. 24).
ESTC citation no.: T41886
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Law (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Maryland State Law (Annapolis, Maryland); Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University St. John's College (Oxford, England); Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); U.S. National Library of Medicine (Bethesda, Maryland); Yale University Walpole Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]


Notes: J. C. Prof. Reg. = William King.
A mock criticism by King of his own speech, parodying the Latin style of Robert Jenner, Regius Professor of civil law.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1610, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: N10608
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Trinity College (Cambridge, England); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National
Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); New York Historical Society (New York, New York); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England); Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)


Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55646
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 6445, no. 24).
ESTC citation no.: T107506
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England)]

To the Reverend Doctor Randolph : Vice Chancellor of the University of Oxford / [Blackstone, William, Sir,].-- [Oxford : s.n., 1757].-- 32p. ; 4⁰

Notes: Signed at the end: W. Blackstone, and dated 21 May, 1757.
A letter on the inefficiency of the university press.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1997 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 9543, no.01).
ESTC citation no.: T57089
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Harvard University Houghton (Cambridge, Massachusetts); National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth, Wales); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Lincoln College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Bristol Arts and Social Sciences Library, Special Collections (Bristol, England, United Kingdom.); University of California, Los Angeles, William Andrews Clark Memorial (Los Angeles, California)]

1758 – Context – 44

An account of the annual sums, payable out of the several estates, by way of modus, in lieu of tythes, viz. Upper Heyford township. -- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 44p. ; 8⁰

Notes: Title from drop-head title and opening of text.
Drop-head title on p. [3]: 'The first day's sale, Monday, November 13, 1758.'.
ESTC citation no.: T219086
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
   Notes: Possibly related to the convocation of 1758.
   ESTC citation no.: N50873
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

A catalogue of useful and valuable books in various languages and faculties : ... which will be sold ... Wednesday, May 3, 1758. at the shop late Mrs. Fletcher's in the High-Street, Oxford. Catalogues to be had gratis at the place of sale, and at J. Fletcher's in the Turle / [Fletcher, James].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- [2],42p. ; 8°
   Notes: ESTC citation no.: N44279
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England)]

City of Oxford, October 10th, 1758. Whereas divers robberies have been lately committed, in and near this city; and information having been given to the Mayor, several suspected places have been search'd : and the following goods found therein, supposed to be fraudulently or feloniously obtained / [Oxford (England : City)].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4°
   Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 392. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13715, no. 28).
   ESTC citation no.: T194142
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The comparison of Mr. Viner's will with the resolutions of convocation, and the statutes now formed thereupon, doth not faithfully state the will. -- [Oxford?, 1758].-- [2]p. ; 1/4°
   Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
   Dated at head: July 3d, 1758.
      In this edition the first line of text is: "The comparison of Mr. Viner's Will with the Re-".
   ESTC citation no.: N55083
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

The comparison of Mr. Viner's will with the resolutions of convocation, and the statutes now formed thereupon, doth not faithfully state the will. -- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°
   Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
   Dated at head: July 3d, 1758.
   ESTC citation no.: N43999
   Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Copies of the opinions of three very eminent and learned gentlemen, in regard to the construction of an university statute, having yesterday been printed and dispersed; it has been requested of another person, in this place, ... to throw together a few observations in vindication of the sentiments of his friends and himself upon this occasion. And this he has rather chosen to do in the form of an argument ... as a voter, ... For this reason he has declined subscribing his name to the following observations.-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 4p. ; 2°
   Notes: Dated at head: Oxford, 30 Dec. 1758.
   On the choice of a candidate to represent the University in Parliament.
   Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14936, no. 39).
The country clergyman's advice to his parishioners: explaining what they are to believe, and do, in order to be saved. Addressed chiefly to those who are of the younger sort / [Holmes, William]. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince; and sold by Benj. Dod, London, 1758. -- 59, [1] p.; 12°

Notes: The country clergyman = William Holmes, Dean of Exeter.

A doubt has arisen concerning the legality of the V. cr.'s. and proctors' voting in convocation promiscuously among the body of the masters / [University of Oxford]. -- [Oxford, 1758]. -- 1 sheet; 1/2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.

Dr Blackstone, finding himself personally charged in a late anonymous paper with having violated the statutes of the University, ... desires his nameless accusers to stand forth / [Blackstone, William, Sir]. -- [Oxford, 1758]. -- 1 sheet; 1/4°

Notes: Dated at foot: 22 Nov. 1758.


Notes: With a half-title.
An examination of the objections to the resolutions of the delegates of Convocation for settling the benefaction of the late Charles Viner, Esq.-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 4p. ; 2°

Notes: Drop-head title.
Dated at end: June 23, 1758.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 374. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13060, no. 33).
ESTC citation no.: T219702
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

The examiner and viewer appearing to be the same person, he is desired to remember; that he has * grossly mis-quoted ... the speech which so much offends him.-- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4°

Notes: Title taken from opening lines of text.
A convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 387. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13533, no. 59).
ESTC citation no.: T219825
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]


Notes: Drop-head title.
The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 387. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13531, no. 34).
ESTC citation no.: T204384
The gentlemen, who have involved themselves in a late unhappy affair, having been pleased to represent their proceedings as a matter of common form, and the words of it merely of course / [University of Oxford].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14936, no. 30).
ESTC citation no.: T220260

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

It being generally supposed that the members of Convocation lately consented that certain articles proposed to them by the delegates appointed on the business of Mr. Viner's benefaction, should be drawn up in the form of statutes; the members of that House are humbly requeste to consider the following queries.-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 374. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13060, no. 31).
ESTC citation no.: T219700

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

It has been confidently asserted, that the resolutions of the delegates relating to Mr. Viner's benefaction were finally confirmed by the majority of the convocation held the 13th of this month.-- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 4p. ; 2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.
The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Dated at end: June 30th., 1758.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 375. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13109, no. 35).
ESTC citation no.: T219821

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

It having been advanc'd as an indisputable corollary arising from a comparison of Mr. Viner's will with the resolutions of the delegacy, confirm'd by convocation, &c.-- [Oxford?, 1758?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.
The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 375. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13109, no. 34).
ESTC citation no.: T219811
The members of convocation are desired seriously to consider the following most decent, liberal, academical, and gentlemanlike, performance / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2º
Notes: Latin text, with one paragraph in English.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 394. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13768, no. 41).
ESTC citation no.: T220250

The members of convocation, who have not time to consider the many papers that have lately been dispers'd, are desired to peruse the comparison of Mr. Viner's will with the resolutions of convocation, and the statutes now formed thereupon / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford?], 1758.-- 1 sheet ; 1/4º
Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Dated at head: July 3d, 1758.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 319. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11137, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: N42675

The natural history of Cornwall : The air, climate, waters, rivers, lakes, sea and tides; of the stones, semimetals, Metals, Tin, and the manner of mining; The Constitution of the Stannaries; Iron, Copper, Silver, Lead, and Gold, found in Cornwall. Vegetables, Rare Birds, Fishes, Shells, Reptiles, and Quadrupeds: of the inhabitants, Their Manners, Customs, Plays or Interludes, Exercises, and Festivals; the Cornish Language, Trade, Tenures, and Arts. Illustrated with a new sheet map of the country, and twenty-eight folio copper-plates from Original Drawings taken on the Spot. By William Borlase, A. M. F. R. S. Rector of Ludgvan, and Author of the Antiquities of Cornwall / [Borlase, William,].-- Oxford : printed for the author; by W. Jackson: sold by W. Sandby, at the Ship in Fleet-Street London; and the booksellers of Oxford, MDCCLVIII. [1758].-- xix,[1],326,[2]p.,plates : map ; 2º
Notes: With a list of subscribers and a final leaf of errata.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2001. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 343. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11998, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: T139226

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]
Notice is hereby given, that, by the appointment and with the approbation of the Vice-Chancellor, the solemn lectures on the laws of England are to be read by Mr Viner's Professor in the History-School, ... till a school of municipal law shall be fitted up / [Blackstone, William, Sir,].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4°

Notes: Mr Viner's Professor = Sir William Blackstone.

Dated at head: Oxford, 21 October, 1758.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 374. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13060, no. 34).

ESTC citation no.: T219704

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55645
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Papers relating to the benefaction of the late Charles Viner, Esquire. -- [Oxford?, 1758].-- [2],ii,4,4p. ; 2⁰
Notes: Includes: 'A copy of such part of Mr Viner's last will and testament, as relates to the University of Oxford.'; 'Some doubts having arisen with regard to Mr Viner's intentions in some parts of his benefaction, . . .'; 'Resolutions of the delegates of Convocation for settling the benefaction of the late Charles Viner, Esquire: to be reported to the House of Convocation, on [blank] day the [blank] of June, 1758.'.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 426. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14882, no. 09).
ESTC citation no.: T219580
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A petition having been propos'd in the last Convocation to dispense with the scholars lately elected upon Mr. Viner's foundation for not attending their Professor ... in consideration of their having attended Dr. Blackstone previously to the settlement ... the members then present did almost unanimously reject this dispensation. But their motives for so doing have ... been called in question ... They therefore take this method of openly avowing them. -- [Oxford, 1758].-- 3,[1]p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Dated at end: November 20, 1758.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 374. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13060, no. 35).
ESTC citation no.: T219705
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

A poem on the Pomfret statues. To which is added another on Laura's grave / [Mytton, Thomas.].-- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince, MDCCCLVIII. [1758].-- 12p. ; 4⁰
Notes: Anonymous. By Thomas Mytton.
The Pomfret statues were a portion of the Arundel Marbles presented to Oxford University in 1755 by the Countess of Pomfret.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 3630, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T72088
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Rice University (Houston, Texas); University of Illinois (Urbana, Illinois); University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

A protest being a matter of common form and the words of it merely of course, it is presumed that nothing in the late intended protest, can be construed into a personal reflection either on the Vice-chancellor or proctors / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰
Notes: Title from opening lines of text.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.

The publishing of the late intended protest of the regent masters, with their names at length, tho it seemed to some at the very time to be done with no very good-natured design, was however considered by them in a humorous light. [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.

Queries humbly proposed to the members of convocation.-- [Oxford?, 1758?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

Queries submitted to the members of congregation and convocation.-- [Oxford?, 1758?].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2°

Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

A question having been started, with regard to the power of congregation in making or confirming statutes, it will not be judged improper to throw together a few hints upon that subject. [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 4p. ; 2°

Notes: Title from opening lines of text.

A reply to the examiner: At length there steps forth a gentleman, who graciously condescends to take some public notice of the objections which have been made to the resolutions of Mr. Viner's delegacy.-- [Oxford?, 1758?].-- 8p. ; 2°

Notes: Title from drop-head title and opening lines of text.
A convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 375. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13109, no. 36).

ESTC citation no.: T219822

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

The resolutions of Mr. Viner's delegacy having been lately dispersed in the several Common-rooms: some members of convocation think they have an undoubted right ... to lay before their brethren their sentiments on a matter of the utmost consequence to the University.-- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 3,[1]p. ; 2°

Notes: Title form opening lines of text.
Relates to the convocation called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 319. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11137, no. 04).


ESTC citation no.: N49506

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

A serious address to the members of convocation.-- [Oxford, 1758?].-- [2]p. ; 1/2°

Notes: On the internal affairs of the convocation called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

ESTC citation no.: N38228

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Short remarks on a paper dated June 30, 1758: The author sets out with an unfortunate mistake ... by quoting one of the conclusions that are drawn at the end of the late comparison of Mr. Viner's will.-- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 2p. ; 1/2°

Notes: Title after "1758" taken from opening lines of text.
A convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.

Dated at end: July 1st, 1758.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 375. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13109, no. 37).

ESTC citation no.: T219823

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Some considerations submitted to the members of convocation / [University of Oxford.]-- [Oxford, 1758?].-- 3,[1]p. ; 2°

Notes: Drop-head title.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14936, no. 34).

ESTC citation no.: T220274

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]
Some papers having been sent to the Vice-Chancellor on Saturday night, relating to Mr Viner's benefaction / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford], 1758.-- 1 sheet ; 1/8°
Notes: Mr. Viner = Charles Viner.
Dated: 5th June, 1758.
Announces the postponement of a convocation.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group. 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 316. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11038, no. 24).
ESTC citation no.: N36857
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Statuta & ordinationes factæ & stabilitæ per cancellarium magistros & scholares Universitatis Oxon, de prælectore, sociis & scholaribus in jure Anglicano intra eandem Universitatem fundatis & constitutis per virum spectatissimum Carolum Viner armigerum / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1758?].-- ivp. ; 2°
Notes: Drop-head title.
ESTC citation no.: N36859
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

That it may be the more readily apprehended what are : and what are not, the questions to be determined by convocation, on Monday the third of July, it has been judged proper to throw into one view the following comparison of Mr. Viner's will with the resolutions of the deleagacy, confirmed by convocation, and the statutes now formed upon some of those resolutions.-- [Oxford?, 1758?].-- 4p. ; 2°
Notes: The convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel ; 35mm. Unit 319. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11137, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: N52811
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England)]

Notes: Drop-head title.
Dated at end: Tackly, Dec. 26th, 1758.
Text in Latin and English.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14936, no. 32).
ESTC citation no.: T220268
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Notes: Each volume bears a different title.
Vol. 2: 'Dramatic and other poems'; Vol. 3: 'Praelectiones poeticae.'
Vol. 2 includes: 'Cymbeline. .. Altered from Shakespeare', London: printed for James Rivington
and James Fletcher, 1759, with separate pagination and register.

against deleted t127552. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 934, no. 01).

(The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1076, no. 01).

ESTC citation no.: T127555
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University
Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough
Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Dr. Williams's Library (London,
England); Folger Shakespeare (Washington, District of Columbia); Library Company of Philadelphia
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Marsh's Library (Dublin, Republic of Ireland); McMaster University
(Hamilton, Ontario); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections)
(Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Balliol College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Bodleian
Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford
University Pembroke College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Queen's College (Oxford, England);
Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County (Cincinnati, Ohio, United States.); Rice University (Houston, Texas); St Patrick's College Library
(Maynooth, Republic of Ireland); The Founders' Library, University of Wales Lampeter (Lampeter, Wales);
University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois)]

A view of the misrepresentations in the reply to the examiner : The argumentative part of the dispute
about the resolutions of the delegacy, their expediency, usefulness, and consistency with Mr. Viner's will,
shall have no share in the present paper.-- [Oxford?, 1758].-- 4p. ; 2⁰

Notes: Title includes opening words of text.

A convocation was called in 1758 in order to consider Charles Viner's benefaction to the
University of Oxford.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel
; 35mm. Unit 326. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11396, no. 04).


ESTC citation no.: N48543
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's
Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford,
England)]

The voters.-- [Oxford, 1758].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰

Notes: Verse - "Tis so! ---- some horrid plot is brewing ------".

Dated at head: June 3d, 1758.

Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson Gale, 2005. 1
reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14936, no. 33).

ESTC citation no.: T220273
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's
Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

1759 – Context – 36

[2 announcements of courses of lectures to be delivered at Oxford by the Vinerian professor of English
Held by: Oxford


Notes: Half title: Hogarth’s peregrination.
Text signed at end: E. Forrest [sic]. "Written by Ebenezer Forrest" -- Introduction.
"First published in 1759 ... An edition of 125 copies, of which 25 are specially hand-coloured" -- P.

[35].

Printed on double leaves.
ILL. on lining papers.
Edition of 125 copies, signed by Nick Savage and Michaela Kidney.
Held by: University of London - ULRLS

The alliance of religion and learning considered, a sermon / [Buckler, Benjamin.]. -- Oxf. 1759. -- (4°)
Held by: Oxford

The Alliance of Religion and Learning considered: a sermon, etc / [BUCKLER, Benjamin.]. -- Oxford : J. Fletcher, 1759. -- pp. 35. 8°
Held by: British Library

[Announcements of two courses, on elocution and on reading the Liturgy, to be given at Oxford] /
[Sheridan, Thomas]. -- (Oxf. 1759). -- <(May 16, 25, 1759).> ; (2 sh.)
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale, 2003. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 394. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13768, no. 39).
ESTC citation no.: T 220246
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar’s Library, ST. Mary’s Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

[Begin.] Copies of the opinions of three ... gentlemen [C. Pratt, R.B. Wilbraham and J. Morton] in regard to ... an university statute [De matricula Universitatis] having ... been printed [a reply]. -- (Oxf.) [1759]. -- 30 Dec. 1758. ; (fol.)
Held by: Oxford

[Begin.] Whereas there have been lately several riots / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxf.] (1759). -- <(May 17th 1759).> ; (s.sh.)
Notes: [Notice from the vice-chancellor and proctors of penalties for riotous behaviour].
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Authors name (pseudonym) appears on the divisional title page.
Held by: Durham

The convocation will shortly be moved to pass two new statutes, in order to amend and explain others at present in force / [University of Oxford.]. -- [Oxford, 1759?]. -- 4p. ; 4°
The country clergyman's advice to his parishioners: explaining what they are to believe, and do, in order to be saved. Addressed chiefly to those who are of the younger sort / [Holmes, William,].-- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince; and sold by Benjamin Dod, London, 1759.-- 59,[1]p. ; 12º
Notes: The country clergyman = William Holmes, Dean of Exeter.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2000. 1 reel; 35mm. Unit 319. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 11134, no. 16).
ESTC citation no.: T202212
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.)]

Held by: Durham

De arte rhetorica / [Aristotle,].-- Oxford: [s.n.], 1759.-- 8vo
Notes: Edited by J. Holwell.
Held by: Manchester

De personis, ex quibus constat magna congregatio sive convocatio magistrorum regentium et non regentium / [University of Oxford,].-- [Oxford, 1759].-- 2p. ; 1/2º
Notes: An amended version of 'Present draught. De personis, ex quibus constat magna congregatio, ..' published in the same year.
Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14937, no. 11).
ESTC citation no.: T221250
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

De Rhetorica libri tres. Accedunt notae et var. lectiones / [Aristotle,].-- Oxonii, 1759.-- 2 v ; 8vo
Notes: Greek text.
Held by: Glasgow

Notes: A Seatonian prize poem.
With MS.letters from Ann and Mary Orlebar inserted.
Held by: British Library

Dissertations, essays, and discourses, &c. in prose and verse : By Dr. Fortescue. Vol. I / [Fortescue, James,].-- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson; and sold by Mess. Dodsley, Owen, and Rivington and Fletcher in London; and J. Fletcher in Oxford, MDCCCLX. [1759].-- 2v. : ill. ; 8º
Notes: The imprint in vol. 2 reads: printed by William Jackson.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn.: Primary Source Media, 1999. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 10633, no. 02).
ESTC citation no.: N8882
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); County Greater London, United Kingdom]; Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Cornell University (Ithaca, New York); Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland); Newberry (Chicago, Illinois); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Exeter College (Oxford, England); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan); Yale University, Sterling Memorial (New Haven, Connecticut)]

<ΓÃristotélos@ Téchnys@ ἔτορικύς@ biblia tria> [ed. by W. Holwell] / [Aristoteles].-- Oxon. 1759.-- (8º)
Held by: Oxford

<ΓTà swzhoumena twn élegeiaxwn kai tinw twn lurikwn poiýtwn. Prostictionai kai skóliá tina> / [Sózomena.].-- <ΓΟxon.> 1759.-- (8º)
Notes: [Ed. by R. Chandler].
Held by: Oxford

<GTò tòû Ἐπίκτητου ἐγείρησιον>, ex ed. J. Upton. [Followed by] <ḠÔ tòû Úmnos@ Êí̇νos@ eis@ tôn Céon>/ [Arrianus, Flavius.].-- Oxon. 1759.-- (12º)
Held by: Oxford

<Xênofôntos@ Âpomynymoumátwn biblia d’@>. Xenophonis Memorabilium Socratis dictorum libros iv, Graece & Latine, cum motis integris Ernesti, aliorumque selectis. [Ed. by B Simpson. Followed by]
<Xênofôntos@ Swkrátou@ ápoloġia> / [Xenophon of Athens.].-- Ed. 3a, auctior.-- Oxon. 1759.-- (8º)
Held by: Oxford

Notes: "A postscript to Dr. Smith's Harmonies" was published in 1762.
With 14 final pages of index and XXVIII plates at the end to illustrate the text.
Held by: Durham

A letter to a late member of the U-y of O-d, with respect to the two explanatory statutes proposed to the C---------N.-- [Oxford?, s.n., 1759?].-- 47,[1]p. ; 8º
Notes: Dated at end: O----d, 1759.
Referring to statutes before the Convocation of the University of Oxford.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1986. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 2961, no. 06).
ESTC citation no.: T127722
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Edinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, Scotland); Huntington, Art collections and Botanical Gardens (San Marino, California); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Christ Church (Oxford, England); Oxford University Corpus Christi College
A letter to the Rev. Mr. Elliot, A.B. ... relating to his sermon, preached at Christ-Church, Spital-fields, on Sunday the 21st of January, 1759. And since published, entitled, Encouragement for sinners; or righteousness attainable without works / [Riland, John,].-- Oxford : printed for S. Parker: and sold by R. Baldwin, London, [1759].-- 48p. ; 8⁰
Notes: Signed: Academicus (i.e., John Riland); and dated: Oxford, April 18, 1759.
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15238, no. 20).
ESTC citation no.: T38318

[Messiah: an oratorio, as it is perform’d at the Theatre-Royal in Covent-Garden. [The words selected from Scripture by C. Jennens.] Set to musick by Mr. Handel.].-- [Another edition.] Messiah ... Oratorio as performed at the Theatre in Oxford.-- [Oxford,] 1759.-- 4º
Held by: British Library

Ode.-- [Oxford?, 1759].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰
Notes: A song - "Amidst a jarring world's alarms,\.
An ode to John, Earl of Westmorland, when he was installed as Chancellor of Oxford University in 1759: "To thee, O Fane! tho' thron'd in state,\.
ESTC citation no.: T183827
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, St. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Warwickshire Record Office (Warwick, England); Yale University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript (New Haven, Connecticut)]

The order of speakers in the Theatre at the installation of the Right Honourable the Earl of Westmorland, and the commemoration of the benefactors to the University, according to the institution of Lord Crewe / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1759].-- 1 sheet ; 1⁰
Notes: John Fane, Earl of Westmorland, was installed as Chancellor of Oxford University in 1759.
ESTC citation no.: T200400
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Warwickshire Record Office (Warwick, England)]

Notes: Actually a bifolium.
A table of those receiving degrees.
ESTC citation no.: N55644
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University All Souls College Codrington Library (Oxford, England)]

Performed at the installation (Tuesday, July 3, 1759) of the Right Honourable John Earl of Westmorland. Set to music by Dr. Hayes.-- [Oxford?, 1759].-- 1 sheet ; 1/2⁰
Notes: Song celebrating the installation of John Earl of Westmorland as Chancellor of Oxford University.
"Hark! hark! from ev'ry tongue loud accents rise;\.
ESTC citation no.: T183839

Notes: Printed in two columns, the second being headed: "Proposed amendments."

An amended version was published in the same year as 'De personis, ex quibus constat magna congregatio, ..'

Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 427. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 14937, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T221249

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Provision for eternity the best use we can make of a short and uncertain life : A sermon preached at St. Martin's church in the city of Oxford, before the Mayor and Corporation, on Sunday November the 4th, 1759. Being the day of the interment of Thomas Rowney, ... By John Bilstone / [Bilstone, John,].-- Oxford : printed for S. Parker; and sold by D. Prince; and J. Rivington, [London, 1759].-- [2],22p. ; 8°

Notes: Microfilm. Woodbridge, CT Research Publications, Inc., 1985. 1 reel ; 35mm. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1347, no. 10).

ESTC citation no.: T106411

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois); University of Kansas, Spencer Research (Lawrence, Kansas); University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri)]

A representation of the conduct of the proctors : with respect to the two explanatory statutes proposed by the Vice-chancellor to them and the heads of houses / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1759].-- 4p. ; 2°

Notes: Drop-head title.

Relating to the power of the University of Oxford to make statutes.

ESTC citation no.: T220244

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

Ta sózomena tôn elegeiakōn kai tinōn tōn lyrīkōn poiētōn. Prostihentai kai skolia tina. -- Oxonia : etei, 1759.-- [4],117,[23]p. ; 8°

Notes: The title and imprint are transliterated from the Greek.

With ten leaves of notes in Latin and a final errata leaf.

Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Thomson-Gale, 2005. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 434. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 15187, no. 06).

ESTC citation no.: T145883

Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [British Library (London, England); Cambridge University Library (includes Sir Geoffrey Keynes Collection, British & Foreign Bible Society, & Peterborough Cathedral) (Cambridge, England); Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts); John Rylands University Library of Manchester (includes Northern Congregational College) (Manchester, England); National Library of Scotland (includes St. Mary's College, Aberdeen Collections) (Edinburgh, Scotland); Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England); Oxford University Brasenose College Library (Oxford, England); Oxford University Hertford College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Magdalen College (Oxford, England); Oxford University Worcester College Library (Oxford, England); Winchester College Fellows Library (Winchester, England)]
The tablet of Cebes, or, A picture of human life : a poem, copied from the Greek of Cebes the Theban / by a Gentleman of Oxford.-- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher, 1759.-- 23,[1]p. ; 23 & 24cm (4to)
Notes: A translation of 'Kebētos Thēbaioi pinax', which is not in fact by Cebes.
Also available on microfilm. - Woodbridge, CT : Research Publications, Inc., 1985. - 1 reel ; 35mm.
- (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1495, no. 39) [For microfilm ask in Rare Books Room].
Translation attributed to Thomas Powys.
Held by: Cambridge

The Vinerian professor gives this public notice, that he proposes to begin his complete course of private lectures for the year ensuing on Wednesday the tenth day of October / [University of Oxford.].-- [Oxford, 1759].-- 1 sheet ; 1/4⁰
Notes: Vinerian professor = Sir William Blackstone.
Dated at head: Oxford, 18 June, 1759.
With a table: "Scheme of the course.".
Microfilm. Woodbridge, Conn. : Primary Source Microfilm, an imprint of Gale Group, 2002. 1 reel ; 35 mm. Unit 374. (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 13060, no. 37).
ESTC citation no.: T219708
Held by: English Short Title Catalogue [Oxford University Bodleian Library (includes The Vicar's Library, ST. Mary's Church, Marlborough) (Oxford, England)]

The world’s jewel: or, The Oxford book of short-hand ... To which is added, The school-master: or, The scholar instructed in the following useful learning, viz. I. Arithmetick ... II. Writing ... III. Figure-hand, etc / [SMART, Jonathan].-- Oxford: printed for the author, etc., 1759..-- Pages not numbered. 8⁰
Held by: British Library
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Herries, John.
Analysis of a course of lectures on the theory and practice of speaking,... By John Herries, A.M. To be delivered (by permission) at the Great-Room, at the Mitre, Oxford. To begin on Tuesday next, ... -- [Oxford?, 1760?]
8p. ; 4⁰.

Aristotle.
[Poetics.Greek]
Aristotelous peri poiētikēs. -- Oxonia : etei, 1760.
[12],107,[1]p. ; 12⁰.

University of Oxford.
An attempt to ascertain the true meaning of the first part of the statute De statutis & decretis in domo convocationis condendis & interpretandis; wherein the obligation of the restrictive clause relating to the Specialis Regis ipsius licentia, is considered. -- [Oxford, 1760]
2p. ; 1/2⁰.

University of Oxford.
The catalogue of graduates &c.in the University of Oxford, continued from October 10. 1747. to October 10. 1760. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1760?]
52,[4]p. ; 8⁰.

A catalogue of the several pictures,statues, and busto's, in the Picture Gallery at Oxford. -- Oxford : printed for N. Bull, and sold by him at the Picture-Gallery, MDCLXX. [1760]
16p. ; 8⁰.
[The second edition, with additions and amendments.]

Scrope, John, 1722 or 3-1777.
Charity better than knowledge: a sermon preached at the visitation held at Lacock in Wiltshire. May 23. 1760. By John Scrope, ... -- Oxford : printed at the theatre; sold by J. Fletcher, and D. Prince in Oxford; and J. Rivington, London, [1760]
[4],31,[1]p. ; 8°.

Randolph, Thomas, 1701-1783.

Bowles, Thomas, 1694-1773.

University of Oxford.
De personis, ex quibus constat magna congregatio, sive convocatio magistrorum regentium et non regentium. -- [Oxford, 1760]
2p. ; 1/2°.

Dodwell, William, 1709-1785.
[2],69,[1]p. ; 8°.

Keeling, Bartholomew, 1719 or 20-1778.
Eight discourses on the harmony of the three first evangelists, in their accounts of the behaviour of the malefactors crucified with our Blessed Lord: with An Improvement of several Arguments grounded upon their Narrative of Our Saviour's Crucifixion: and on the Alliance of Heresy with Deism, and of deism, and apostacy with the Blasphemy that shall not be forgiven: with reflections on the true Sense and Meaning, and pretended Right of private Judgement in Religion, and the Views of antient and modern opposers of the Church of God. By Bartholomew Keeling, M.A. Rector of Tifffield and Bradden, in Northamptonshire; and Chaplain to the Right Hon. Earl Temple. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister, for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by Mr. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and Mr. Walter, at Homer's Head, Charing-Cross, London, [1760?]
[4],244p. ; 8°.

University of Oxford.
Explicatio statuti de privilegiis Universitatis et civitatis simul non fruendi, tit. II. sect. 9. -- [Oxford, 1760]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
Methodus varias lectiones notandi, et res scitu necessarias describendi a singulis Hebraicorum codicum
MStorum Veteris Testamenti collatoribus, (a lectore scilicet atque scriptore) observanda. -- [Oxford,
1760?]

University of Oxford.
To obviate the mistakes of an explanatory paper sent to the common rooms on Monday last, ... --
[Oxford, 1760]
1 sheet ; 1/4°.

Wodhull, Michael, 1740-1816.
Ode to the Muses. By Mr. Wodhull. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher, in the Turl; and sold by Mess.
Payne and Cropley, in Pater-Noster Row, London, MDCLX. [1760]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
On the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament. Proposals having been publish'd last
January, relative to a collation of the Mss of the sacred Hebrew text; ... -- [Oxford, 1760]

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1760. ... --
[Oxford?, 1760]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
Proposals for collating the Hebrew manuscripts. It being the desire of several persons, very eminent in
learning, that the MSS of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament should be forthwith collated, and all their
various readings accurately publish'd; ... -- [Oxford?, 1760?]

University of Oxford.
Reasons for supposing that the Vicechancellor and proctors have affirmative as well as negative votes
in the House of Convocation. -- [Oxford, 1760?]
2p. ; 1/2°.

The subscribers to the collation of the Hebrew MSS, in 1760. -- [Oxford, 1760]

University of Oxford.
The two explanatory statutes, upon which the late proctors were indeed pleased to put their negative,
not wantonly, but because it was their duty, being now to be reconsidered; ... -- [Oxford, 1760]
2p. ; 1/2°.

Burton, John, 1696-1771.
University-Politicks. Or, the study of a Christian, gentleman, scholar, set forth in three sermons on the
King's inauguration before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's church. By John Burton D. D. Fellow of
Eton College. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher in the Turl, and sold by Hen. Payne in Pater-Noster-Row,
London, MDCLX. [1760]
The world's jewel: or, twelve golden receipts for family use, that have been lately purchased for twenty
guineas. ... To which is added, the compleat pattern drawer. ... Note, the prints alone are worth more
than the book sells for; ... -- Oxford : printed for and sold by J. Booth, 1760.
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Darkin, Isaac, d. 1761.
The authentic trial, and memoirs of Isaac Darkin, alias Dumas, capitally convicted for a highway-
robbery, near Nettlebed, before Mr. Baron Adams, at the Lent assizes at Oxford on Friday the sixth, and
executed for the same on Monday the 23d of March, 1761. Wherein are given, a faithful history of his life;
several original letters, among which are those that were the occasion of his being apprehended; his
capital conviction at Chelmsford; his conditional pardon,
and return from Antigua; the robbery of Lord Percival, and his acquittal at Salisbury; together with his
behaviour after his sentence at Oxford, and at the place of execution. -- Oxford : printed for R. Baldwin, in
Pater-Noster Row, London; and W. Jackson, in the High-Street, Oxford, [1761]
28 p. 2°.

Darkin, Isaac, d. 1761.
The authentic trial, and memoirs of Isaac Darkin, alias Dumas, capitally convicted for a highway-
robbery, ... and executed ... on Monday the 23d of March, 1761 ... a faithful history of his life; several
original letters ... -- Oxford : printed for R. Baldwin, London; and W. Jackson, Oxford, [17617]
28p. ; 2°.

Horne, George, 1730-1792.
The Christian King. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's on Friday, January
30. 1761. Being The Day appointed to be observed as the Day of the Martyrdom of King Charles I. By
George Horne B.D. Fellow of Magdalen College. -- Oxford : printed for S. Parker; and sold by John
Rivington in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London; and W. Mercer in Maidstone, MDCCCLXI. [1761]
32p. ; 8°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
De statu collationis hebraicorum codicum MStorum Veteris Testamenti, exeunte hoc anno MDCCCLXI.A
Benjaminino Kennicott, ... -- [Oxford?, 17617]

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1761. ... --
[Oxford?, 1761]

Hole, William, 1710-1791.
The ornaments of churches considered, with a particular view to the late decoration of the parish
church of St. Margaret Westminster. To which is subjoined, an appendix, containing, the history of the
said church; an account of the altar-piece, and stained glass window erected over it; a state of the
prosecution it has occasioned; and other papers. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson: and sold by R. and J.
Dodshley, in Pall-Mall; J. Walter, Charing-Cross; J. Fox, in Westminster-Hall, London; and by the booksellers in Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin, MDCCCLXI. [1761]
[4],iv,[6],v-143,[1],38,8p.,plate : port. ; 4°.

A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description
of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the Gardens, Statues, Busts, Pictures; the

[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

Cooper, Myles, 1737-1785.
xxxix, [1], 342 p.; 8°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the present year, 1761: by Benjamin Kennicott ... in Oxford. -- [Oxford, 1761]
16 p.; 8°.

Person of Abingdon.
Trifles in rhyme, or the Berkshire miscellany. Containing, a letter to a friend, giving a descriptive view of Ginge Farm; interspersed with a Variety of Curious Remarks, and Entertaining Incidents, which occurred during the Author's Visit at that Place. A journey from Abingdon, to Wickfield Farm, near Sheffard; With many Remarkable Occurrences relating thereto. Likewise two diverting tales; Extempore Pieces, &c. &c. founded upon facts. By a person of Abingdon. -- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson, for the author, MDCCXI. MDCCCLXI [1761]
46 p.; 8°.

University of Oxford.
The university-statute having directed the Vinerian professor to read his four solemn lectures ... and another branch of the same statute having provided that no convocation shall be held upon business relating to Mr Viner's benefaction, ... -- [Oxford, 1761]
1 sheet; 1/4°.

Blackstone, William, Sir, 1723-1780.
The Vinerian professor is extremely concerned to find that the affair of approving the deputies whom he has appointed to read his solemn lectures ... has been artfully raised into a matter of controversy ... -- [Oxford, 1761]
4 p.; 2°.

1762 – Context – 7

16 p.; 8°.
[A new edition, with additions and amendments.]
The dying behaviour and execution of Shadrach Smith, who was executed for a robbery committed in a lane near Chalgrove Field, in the county of Oxford; on Monday, March 22, 1762 -- [Oxford?, 1762]
1 sheet : ill. ; 1/2⁰.

[2],27,[3]p. ; 8⁰.

Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656.
Josephi Exoniensis Henochismus: sive, tractatus de modo ambulandi cum Deo. -- Oxonii : impensis D. Prince, 1762.
[6],33,[1]p. ; 8⁰.

Gentleman of Oxford.
The new Oxford guide: or, companion through the University. Exhibiting every particular worthy the observation of the curious, ... To which is added, a tour to Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow. ... Containing, an accurate description of their tapestry, paintings, sculptures, temples, gardens, and other curiosities. By a gentleman of Oxford. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher; and S. Parker: and H. Payne, London, [1762]
vii,[1],136p. ; 12⁰.
[The second edition, with considerable additions.]

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1762. ... -- [Oxford?, 1762]

A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the gardens, ... Adorned with a plan and other copper-plates. To which are added, correct descriptions of th buildings, ... and all other curiosities at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, ... -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince; John Rivington, and R. Baldwin, London, 1762.
iv,137,[1]p.,plates : map ; 12⁰.
[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]
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Bilstone, John, 1698 or 9-1767.
[4],20p. ; 8⁰.

University of Oxford.
16p. ; 8⁰.
[A new edition, with additions and amendments.]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
1763 – Context – 17

Huddesford, William, 1732-1772.
   An address to the Freemen and other inhabitants of the City of Oxford. -- Lucern [i.e. Oxford] : printed for Abraham Lightholder, and sold by the booksellers of England, 1764.  
   11,[1]p.,plate ; 4°.

Way, Mr.
   A catalogue of the neat and genuine household furniture, china, plate, ... of Lady Winifred Curson, decd. which will be sold by auction, by Mr. Way, on Monday, the 28th of May, 1764, ... at the Mansion-House at Waterperry, near Wheatley, in the county of Oxford. ... -- [Oxford?, 1764]  
   24p. ; 8°.

University of Oxford.
   16p. ; 8°.

[A new edition, with additions.]
Holmes, William, 1689-1748. 
[Country parson's advice to his parishioners]
The country clergyman's advice to his parishioners, explaining what they are to believe, and do, in order to be saved. Addressed chiefly to those who are of the younger sort. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince, near the Clarendon Printing House; and sold by Benjamin Dod, Bookseller to The Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, at the Bible and Key, in Ave-Mary Lane, near St. Paul's, London, MDCCLXIV. [1764] 57,[3]p. ; 12°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
De statu collationis hebraicorum codicum MStorum veteris testamenti (finito anno 1764) quinque abhinc annis instituta a Benjaminio Kennicott ... -- Oxonii: pecuniæ, in hoc opus subscriptæ, tradi possint cuivis ex sequentibus bibliopolis - Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, Fletcher; Londini, 1764.

University of Oxford.

Langton, Zachary, 1698-1786.

Glass, Samuel, d. 1773.
An essay on magnesia alba. Wherein its history is attempted, its virtues pointed out, and the use of it recommended. By Samuel Glass, ... -- Oxford: printed for R. Davis; and J. Fletcher, in London, 1764. 6,38p. ; 12°.

Phillips, Thomas, 1708-1774.

Griffin, Philip, b. 1740 or 41.

Glass, Samuel, d. 1773.
Magnesia alba -- [Oxford, 1764?]
1 sheet ; 1/4°.

Gentleman of Oxford.
The new Oxford guide: or, companion through the University. Exhibiting every particular worthy the observation of the curious in each of the public building, colleges, halls, &c. Together with the Ceremonies at installing a Chancellor. To which is added, A Tour to Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, The Seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, The Right Hon. the Earl of Litchfield, And the Right Hon. the Earl Temple. Containing, An accurate Description of their

vi, [1], 136p., plates: map; 12°.
[The third edition. Embellished with a new plan of Oxford, ..]

The occasional respondent. -- [Cambridge, England]: Sold by all the booksellers in Cambridge, London, and Oxford, [1764]
v.; 2°.

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1764. ... -- [Oxford?, 1764]

A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the gardens, Statues, Busts, Pictures; the Hieroglyphics at Magdalen College, and all other Curiosities in the University. With an Historical Account of the Foundation of the Colleges, their History, and present State. With Lists of the Chancellors, High-Stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Proctors, Heads of Colleges, Professors, Lecturers, &c. Adorned with a Plan and other Copper-Plates. To which are added, correct descriptions of the buildings, the Tapestry, Paintings, Sculptures, Temples, Gardens, and all other curiosities at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, The Seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, The Right Honourable the Earl of Litchfield, The Right Honourable the Earl Temple, And several other considerable Houses and Gardens in the Neighbourhood. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince, near the Clarendon Printing-House; John Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, and R. Baldwin, in Pater-Noster-Row, London, 1764.
iv, 132p., plates: map; 12°.
[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

Burton, John, 1696-1771.
[2], 46p.; 4°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the fifth year, M DCC LX IV. By Benjamin Kennicott, ... Subscriptions may be delivered to the following booksellers: ... -- [Oxford, 1764]

1765 – Context – 13

Charity School (Oxford, England)
An account of the gray-coat Charity School in Oxford, maintained by the voluntary subscriptions of the Vice-Chancellor, heads of houses, and other members of the University for six years: viz. from Michaelmas 1759. to Michaelmas 1765. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1765?]

University of Oxford.
Bishop Barlow's state of the case, whether any books may be lent out of Sir Thomas Bodley's Library? Occasioned by Mr. Selden's soliciting the University for certain MSS. out of it. -- [Oxford, 1770?]

ivp. ; 2°.

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.

Books printed at the University-Press in Oxford. Sold by Daniel Prince, warehouse-keeper to the university; and by Mr. Thomas Payne, bookseller, in Castle-Street, near St. Martin's Church, London; at the following prices, viz. Vindicæ Kircherianæ, 8vo ... -- [Oxford, 1765?]

1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.

A catalogue of the sacred vessels, restored by Cyrus; and of the chief Jews, who returned at first from the captivity, ... disposed in such a manner, as to shew most clearly the great corruption of proper names and numbers, in the present text of the Old Testament. -- [Oxford?, 1765?]

1 sheet ; obl. 1/2°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.

De statu collationis hebraicorum codicum Mstorum veteris testamenti (finito anno 1765) sex abhinc annis institutæ a Benjamino Kennicott S. T. P. Regiae Societatis Socio; Et Socio Collegii Exonensis, -- Oxonii : M DCC LX V. Pecuniae, in hoc opus subscriptæ, tradi possint cuivis ex sequentibus bibliopolis: Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, Fletcher; Londini, [1765]

16p. ; 8°.

Hindes, Thomas, b. 1717 or 18.

The duty of instruction recommended. A sermon preached at the visitation of the Archdeacon of Coventry, held May 23rd, 1764. at the church of the Holy Trinity in Coventry. By Thomas Hindes, ... -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher; J. Fletcher, London; and S. Clay, in Daventry, 1765.

24p. ; 8°.

An easy introduction to the right understanding of the church catechism. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, M.DCC.LXV. [1765]

24p. ; 12°.

Wodhull, Michael, 1740-1816.


[2],33,[1]p. ; 4°.

A letter to J. K., M.D. With an account of the case of Mr. T-N. of the city of O-d. To which are subjoined, some observations on the ulcered sore throat. By J. S-, M.D. -- Oxford : printed for D. Prince; and sold by J. Rivington; and D. Wilson, London, 1765.

50p. ; 8°.

Gentleman of Oxford.


vii,[1],134,[2]p.,plates ; 12°.
A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the Gardens, Statues, Busts, Pictures; the Hieroglyphics at Magdalen College, and all other Curiosities in the University. With an Historical Account of the Foundation of the Colleges, their History, and present State. With Lists of the Chancellors, High-Stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Proctors, Heads of Colleges, Professors, Lecturers, &c. Adorned with a Plan and other Copper-Plates. To which are added correct descriptions of the Buildings, the Tapestry, Paintings, Sculptures, Temples, Gardens, and all other Curiosities at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, The Seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough. The Right Honourable the Earl of Litchfield, The Right Honourable the Earl Temple, And other considerable Houses in the Neighbourhood. -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince, near the Clarendon Printing-House; John Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, and R. Baldwin, in Pater-Noster-Row, London, 1765.

[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

number [006326180] STAR ID:T54385

Catches, glees and canons, for three, four and five voices. Supplement.

A supplement to the Catches, glees, and canons, lately published by Dr. Hayes: consisting chiefly of some favourite pieces, ... -- [Oxford] : Printed for the editor, and may be had of him at Oxford; and of Mrs. Johnson, London, [1765]

[2],20p. : engr.music ; obl.2⁰.

Wilbraham, Roger, b. 1716 or 17.

Tit. X. sect. 2. ss. 7. de delegatorum nominatione et munere.... -- [Oxford, 1765]
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Neve, Timothy, 1724-1798.


[16],562,[6]p. ; 8⁰.

The birch. Humbly dedicated to the magistrates of the city of Oxford. -- Oxford [England] : printed for the author; and may be had of the booksellers, 1795-1796.

5 v. ; 24-26 cm (4⁰)

Christ Church (University of Oxford)

A catalogue of the collection of pictures. In the library at Christ-Church, bequeathed to the College, by the late General Guise. In 1765. To which is added a catalogue of the portraits in Christ-Church Hall. -- [Oxford, 1766?]

16p. ; 8⁰.

Christ Church (University of Oxford)

A catalogue of the collection of pictures in the library at Christ-church, which were bequeathed to the College by the late General Guise. To which is added, a catalogue of the portraits in Christ-church Hall. -- [Oxford, 1766?]

[2],17,[1]p. ; 8⁰.
University of Oxford.
A catalogue of the several pictures, statues, and busto's, in the Picture Gallery, Bodleian Library, and Ashmolean Museum, at Oxford. -- Oxford: printed for N. Bull, and sold by him at the Picture-Gallery, MDCCLXVI. [1766]
16p. ; 8⁰.
[A new edition, with additions.]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
De statu collationis hebraicorum codicum MS torum veteris testimant (finito anno 1766) septem abhinc annis institutae, a Benjamin Kennicott ... -- Oxonii : pecuniae, in hoc opus subscriptae, tradi possint cuivis ex sequentibus bibliopolis - Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, Fletcher; Londini, 1766.
[16]p. ; 8⁰.

Penrose, Francis, 1718-1798.
[2], 54p. ; 8⁰.

Homer, Henry Sacheverell, 1719-1791.
An essay on the nature and method of ascertaining the specifick shares of proprietors, upon the inclosure of common fields. With Observations upon the Inconveniences of Open Fields, and upon the objections to their inclosure, Particularly as far as they relate to the publick and the poor. -- Oxford: printed for S. Parker, in the High-Street; and sold by T. Payne, at the Mews Back-Gate; and J. Fletcher, in St. Paul's Church Yard, London, [1766]
vi,111,[1]p. ; 8⁰.

Sélis, Nicolas-Joseph, 1737-1802.
L'inoculation du bon sens. -- Oxfort : chez Dan. Prince, MDCCLXVI. [1766]
26p. ; 8⁰.

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1766. ... -- [Oxford?, 1766]

A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the gardens, ... To which are added, correct descriptions of ... Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, ... -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince; John Rivington, and R. Baldwin, London, 1766.
iv,132p.,plates : map ; 12⁰.
[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

16p. ; 4⁰.

Fothergill, George, 1705-1760.
The present impunity of wicked men no argument against the justice of God's government. Illustrated in two sermons. By George Fothergill, ... -- Oxford: at the Clarendon-Press, MDCCLXVI. Sold by Daniel Prince. Also by John Rivington, London; Mess. Thurlbourn and Woodyer at Cambridge; Mr. Leake at Bath; Mr. Score at Exeter; and Mr. Hinman at York, [1766]
44p. ; 8⁰.
Stone, Edward, 1701 or 2-1768.
viii,248p. ; 8º.
[The second edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged.]

Warburton, William, 1698-1779.
The second part of a literary correspondence, between the Bishop of Gloucester and a late professor of Oxford: Accurately Printed From an Authentic Copy. To which are added the notes of the first editor; with notes upon notes and remarks on the letters. -- [Oxford?, s.n., 1766?]
50p. ; 8º.

Warburton, William, 1698-1779.
The second part of a literary correspondence between the Bishop of Gloucester and the late professor of Oxford, without an imprimatur to sanctify the violation of the laws of honour and society. -- [Oxford?, 1766?]
13,1p. ; 8º.

Keeling, Bartholomew, 1719 or 20-1778.
St. Paul's wish to be accursed from Christ, for the sake of his brethren, illustrated and vindicated from misconstructions. In three discourses. To which is added, an appendix Containing, A Collection of the most material Observations upon the Text, by Antient and Modern Writers; and of some other Passages applicable to the Illustration of it. By Bartholomew Keeling, M. A. Rector of Tiffield and Bradden, in Northamptonshire, And Chaplain to the Right Honourable Earl Temple. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by J. Dodsley in Pall-Mall, and J. Fletcher and Co. in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M.DCC.LXVI. [1766]
iv,120p. ; 8º.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the seventh year, M DCC LX VI: by Benjamin Kennicott, ... Subscriptions may be delivered to the following booksellers: Messrs Fletcher, and Prince, in Oxford; Messrs Thurlbourn & Woodyer, in Cambridge; Messrs Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, and Fletcher, in London. -- [Oxford, 1766]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the sixth year, M DCC LX V. By Benjamin Kennicott, ... Subscriptions may be delivered to the following booksellers: Messrs Fletcher, and Prince, in Oxford; Messrs Thurlbourn & Woodyer, in Cambridge; Messrs Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, and Fletcher, in London. -- [Oxford, 1766]
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The alphabet &c. of the Malabars of the south part of the coast of Choromandell in East India ... -- [Oxford?, 1767?]
[17]leaves ; 4º.

Mickle, William Julius, 1735-1788.

Colman, George, 1732-1794.
[The fifth edition.]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
De statu collationis hebraicorum codicum MStorum veteris testamenti (finito anno 1767)octo abhinc annis institutæ, a Benjamino Kennicott ... -- Oxonii: pecuniæ, in hoc opus subscriptæ, tradi possint cuivis ex sequentibus bibliopolis: Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, Fletcher; Londini, 1767. [16]p.; 8°.

Homer, Henry Sacheverell, 1719-1791.
An enquiry into the means of preserving and improving the publick roads of this kingdom. With observations on the probable consequences of the present plan. By Henry Homer, A.M. Rector of Birdingbury in Warwickshire; and Chaplain to the Right Honourable the Lord Leigh. -- Oxford: printed for S. Parker, in the High-Street: sold by Mess. Payne at the Mews Back Gate, and Fletcher and Co. in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London; Pearson and Aris, at Birmingham; Parker at Coventry; and Clay, at Daventry, [1767] 4[4],87,[1]p.; 8°.

Homer.
[Odyssey]
Homèrou Odysseia syn tois scholiois, Batrachomyomachia Hymnoi Epigrammata Leipsana. ... -- Oxonia, 1767. 2v.; 8°.

Colman, George, 1732-1794.
8[8],100,[4]p.; 8°.
[The fourth edition.]

Colman, George, 1732-1794.
The jealous wife: a comedy. As it is acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane. By George Colman, Esq. -- Oxford: printed for T. Lowndes; T. Davies; T. Becket and P. A. De Hondt; F. Newbery; and Mess. Carnan and Newbery, London; W. Jackson, in Oxford; and A. Kincaid, and Company, in Edinburgh, [1767?]
[The fourth edition.]

Keeling, Bartholomew, 1719 or 20-1778.
Moses's petition to be blotted out of the book of God, explained and vindicated from misconstruction; and the excellence of his character displayed. In three discourses. By Bartholomew Keeling, ... -- Oxford: printed for J. Fletcher; and sold by J. Dodsley, and J. Fletcher and Co., London, 1767.
University of Oxford.

Burton, John, 1696-1771.
The present state of navigation on the Thames considered; and certain regulations proposed. By a commissioner. The second edition. To which is added an appendix, containing observations on mills, weirs, locks, &c. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince. Sold by John Rivington, London, 1767.
[2],54p. ; 4°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
A proposal for establishing a professorship of the Persian language in the University of Oxford. -- [Oxford?: s.n., 1767]
15,[1]p. ; 8°.

Horsley, Samuel, 1733-1806.
The true notion of centripetal and centrifugal forces. -- [Oxford, 1767]
8p., plate ; 8°.

Weare, Thomas, 1709 or 10-1797.

Elliot, N., shoe-maker.
16p. ; 4°.
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Great Britain.

Jackson: sold by J. Fletcher and Co. in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and J. Walter, at Charing-Cross, London; and by D. Prince, and the other booksellers in Oxford, 1768.
[4],71,[1]p. ; 8°.

University of Oxford. Convocation.
By order of Convocation, the Bodleian Library will be open, for the following year, on the days and hours here specified, viz. I. From this time to Lady-Day, from nine of the clock in the morning to three in the afternoon. II. From Lady-Day to Michaelmas, from eight in the morning to two in the afternoon; and from three to five. ... -- [Oxford, 1768] 1 sheet; 1/4º.

The Candidates. :To the tune of Nancy Dawson -- Oxford? [s.n., [1768] 1 sheet

Webster and Willoughby (Auctioneers)
A catalogue of all the genuine rich household furniture, plate, linen, And other valuable effects; Together with his large Live and Dead Stock, Horses, Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Hay, Corn, Wines, &c. of Anthony Keck, Esq; Late of Great Tew, in the County of Oxford, deceased; consisting of Four Post and other Bedsteads, fine Goose Feather Beds and Bedding; Mahogany Tables, Bureaus and Chairs; Pier, Sconce, and Chimney Glasses, and good Kitchen Furniture; Which, by Order of the Executrix, will be Sold by Auction, By Mess. Webster and Willoughby, On the premises, On Monday the 10th of October, 1768, and the Seven following Days, Sunday excepted. The Whole may be viewed on Friday and Saturday before the Sale. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1768] 30p. ; 8º.

Fletcher, James, 1710-1795.
A catalogue of curious and valuable books, including the libraries of the Reverend Thomas Jenner, ... the Reverend Mr. Jo. Fisher, ... and others. ... Which will be sold ... on Tuesday, Dec. 6, 1768, at J. Fletcher's in the Turle, Oxford. ... -- [Oxford?, 1768] [2],86p. ; 8º.


Howard, Middleton, b. 1747?.

Craven's advice, :a new song -- Oxford? [s.n., [1768?] 1 sheet

Tomkins, Benjamin.
Dogs stolen. Stolen out of a yard belonging to Mr. Benjamin Tomkins, in the Ock-Street, in Abingdon Berks, on Friday night the 15th of this instant, two large pointing dogs, ... Topper: ... and ... Pompey. ... -- [Oxford?, 1768] 1 sheet ; 1/8º.

Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656
[2],xxiv,56,[2]p.; 8o.

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
227,[1]p.; 8o.
[The second edition.]

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
[Review of a free enquiry into the nature and origin of evil]
[2],282p.; 8o.
[The second edition.]

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
Liberty, freedom, and Craven for ever! : Tune of the song - The cliffs of Albion. Chorus tune - The song on the Queen's arrival, "Care, sadness, and envy fly hence far away." -- Oxford? [s.n., [1768?]
1 sheet

Parsons, James, 1734 or 5-1785.
[2],25,[1]p.; 4o.

vii,[1],134,[2]p.,plate : map; 12o.
A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the university. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the gardens, ... Adorned with a plan and other copper-plates. To which are added, correct descriptions of the buildings, ... at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, ... -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince; John Rivington, and R. Baldwin, London, 1768.

Mundy, Francis Noel Clarke, 1738 or 9-1815.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the eighth year, M DCC LX VII: by Benj. Kennicott, ... Subscriptions may be delivered to the following booksellers: ... -- [Oxford, 1768]

Freeman.
To the worthy freemen of the city of Oxford. As the choice of a Member to represent the city of Oxford in Parliament seems at this moment to be a matter of the last consequence to its future welfare, it must therefore be the duty of every freeman to consider with impartiality the merits of those gentlemen who apply to be honoured with this important trust. ... -- [Oxford, 1768]

Craven, William Craven, Baron, 1737 or 8-1791.
To the worthy independent freemen of the city of Oxford. Gentlemen, having had the honour to be publickly nominated and approved of at a very full council and meeting of the freemen, as a proper person to represent you in the ensuing Parliament, I cannot help expressing my surprize at hearing a fresh nomination has been made, without my being acquainted therewith, ... -- [Oxford, 1768]

Oxford (England : City)
[Poll book. 1768]
A true copy of the poll for representatives in the ensuing Parliament, for the city of Oxford. Taken on Wednesday the 16th, and Thursday the 17th of March, 1768. ... -- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson, 1768.

Placentius, Jean-Léo, d. ca. 1550.
[Forac Porcorum]

Stone, Edward, 1701 or 2-1768.
The whole doctrine of parallaxes explained and illustrated by an arithmetical [sic] and geometrical construction of the transits of Venus and Mercury over the sun. ... The second edition, corrected and enlarged. By the Rev. Mr. Edward Stone, ... -- Oxford: printed for J. Fletcher; and J. Fletcher, London, 1768.

[Public General Acts. 1768-1769. 9 Geo.III.c.70]

An Act for making and maintaining a navigable canal, from the Coventry canal navigation, to the city of Oxford. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, 1769.
152p. ; 8°.

16p. ; 8°.
[A new edition.]

Hazard, Joseph, b. 1750 or 51.

20p., plate : map ; 4°.


Allen, John, 1720 or 1-1784.

The enthusiast's notion of election to eternal life disproved; or, God's favour obtained by the observance of his laws. A sermon On I. Corinthians, ix. 27. Preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Peter's Church, on Feb. 19, 1769. By John Allen, M.A. Vice-Principal of Magdalene Hall. -- Oxford : printed for S. Parker, and D. Prince: and sold by J. Fletcher, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M.DCC.LXIX. [1769] 

Homer, Henry Sacheverell, 1719-1791.

An essay on the nature and method of ascertaining the specifick shares of proprietors, upon the inclosure of common fields. With observations upon the inconveniencies of open fields, and upon the objections to their inclosure, particularly as they relate to the publick and the poor. The second edition. By Henry Homer, A.M. Rector of Birdingbury, and Chaplain to the Right Honourable the Lord Leigh. -- Oxford : printed for S. Parker, in the High-Street;
and sold by J. Rivington, St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, [1769] 
vi,iii,[1]p. ; 8°.

Seager, Stephen.

A letter from Mr. Seager to the Reverend the Vice-Chancellor. -- [Oxford?, 1769] 
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Kent, Ambrose, 1727 or 8-1793.

Bromehead, Joseph, b. 1747 or 8.

A pocket companion for Oxford: or, guide through the University. Containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges; the gardens, Statues, Busts, Pictures; the Hieroglyphics at Magdalen College, and all other Curiosities in the University. With an Historical Account of the Foundation of the Colleges, their History, and present State. With Lists of the Chancellors, High-Stewards, Vice-Chancellors, Proctors, Heads of Colleges, Professors, Lecturers, &c. Adorned with a plan and other copper-plates. To which are added, correct descriptions of th buildings, the Tapestry, Paintings, Sculptures, Temples, Gardens, and all other curiosities at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, The Seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, The Right Honourable the Earl of Litchfield, The Right Honourable the Earl Temple, And other considerable Houses in the Neighbourhood. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince, near the Clarndon Printing-House; John Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, and R. Baldwin, in Parker-Nonster-Row, London, 1769. iv,132p.,plates : map ; 12⁰.
[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

Macpherson, James, 1736-1796.
[Fingal. Prospectus]
Proposals for printing by subscription, a versification of Fingal, an epic poem, in six books. With a preface and an ode, addressed to the spirit of Ossian. By a gentleman of the University of Oxford. -- [Oxford, 1769]
1 sheet ; 1/2⁰.

University of Oxford.
The Reverend Dr. Dixon, principal of St. Edmund Hall, having acquainted the Vice-Chancellor, that a person admitted a member of his society would offer himself to be matriculated, the Vice-Chancellor saw reason, ... to make some farther enquiry into the character and conduc of the said person, ... -- [Oxford?, 1769?]
1 sheet ; 1/2⁰.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
The state of the collation of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament; at the end of the ninth year, M DCC LX VIII: by Benj. Kennicott, ... Subscriptions may be delivered to either of the following booksellers: ... -- [Oxford, 1769]
18p. ; 8⁰.

University of Oxford. Convocation.
Statut. Bodl. 8, in append. statutor. -- [Oxford, 1769]

Bodleian Library.
Statutum novum de tempore aperiendi et claudendi Bibliothecam Bodleianam. -- [Oxford], 1769. 2p. ; 1/4⁰.

Curtis, Richard.
A treatise on the structure and formation of the teeth, and other parts connected with them. Together with The several disorders To which they are subject. And an enquiry into the most probable method of
82p. ; 12°.
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University of Oxford.
Bishop Barlow's state of the case, whether any books may be lent out of Sir Thomas Bodley’s Library? Occasioned by Mr. Selden's soliciting the University for certain MSS. out of it. -- [Oxford, 1770?]
ivp. ; 2°.

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.
A catalogue of books in all branches of literature ... which will begin to be sold, on Tuesday, October [date illegible], 1770. by Daniel Prince, ... Oxford -- [Oxford, 1770]
[2],70p. ; 8°.

Christ Church (University of Oxford)
A catalogue of the collection of pictures in the library at Christ church, bequeathed to the College, by the late General Guise. To which is added a catalogue of the portraits in Christ church hall. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1770?]
55[i.e.15],[1]p. ; 8°.

A Catalogue of the several pictures, statues, and busto's [sic], in the Picture Gallery, Bodleian Library, and Ashmolean Museum, at Oxford -- Oxford Printed for N. Bull ..., MDCCLXX
16 p. ; 8°
[A new edition]

[4],78,[22]p. ; 8°.

Camões, Luís de, 1524?-1580.
[Lusiadas. Book 1. English]
The first book of the Lusiad, published as a specimen of a translation of that celebrated epic poem. By William Julius Mickle, Author of the Concubine, &c. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson; and sold by Mess. Fletcher, Prince, and Bliss; T. and J. Merrill in Cambridge; Cadell, Pearch, &c. London; and by Kincaid and Bell in Edinburgh, [1770?]
63,[1]p. ; 8°.

Keeling, Bartholomew, 1719 or 20-1778.
Fourteen discourses, critical, explanatory, and practical, on difficult texts: with an appendix to the three first discourses. By Bartholomew Keeling, M.A. ... -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister, for J. and J. Fletcher; and sold by Mr. Rivington, and Mr. Walter, at Homer's Head, Charing-cross, London, [1770?]
[4],120,86,[2],244p. ; 8°.

A full and authentick narrative of that most cruel murder committid by Mary Lamphrey ... at Kenham in Oxfordshire, ... -- [Oxford?, 1770?]
1 sheet : ill. ; 1/2°.

Mayow, Joseph.
1 sheet ; 1/4°.

Christ Church (University of Oxford)
List of the pictures in Christ-Church library. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1770?]
[2],14p. ; 8°.

List of the sporting ladies. -- [Oxford, 1770?]
1 sheet : ill. ; 1/2°.

New College (University of Oxford). Chapel.
New-College Chapel. As the painted windows of this Chapel make one of it's [sic] chief ornaments, ... -- [Oxford, 1770?]
8p. ; 8°.

Gentleman of Oxford.
The new Oxford guide: or, companion through the University Exhibiting every Particular worthy The Observation of the Curious In Each Of The the public buildings, colleges, halls, &c. To which is added, a tour to Blenheim, Ditchley, Heythorp, and Stow, The Seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, The Right Hon. the Earl of Litchfield, The Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury, And the Right Hon. the Earl Temple. Containing, An accurate Description of their Tapestry, Paintings, Sculptures, Temples, Gardens, and other Curiosities. By a gentleman of Oxford. The sixth edition, corrected and enlarged. Embellished with a new plan of Oxford, and other elegant engravings. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher in the Turl; S. Parker and W. Jackson in the High-Street; G. Kearsley, in Ludgate-Street; and F Newbery, the Corner of St. Paul's Church Yard, London, [1770?]
vii,[1],142,[2]p,plates : map ; 12°.

Elliot, N., shoe-maker.
7,[1]p. ; 2°.

Milton, John, 1608-1674.
[Paradise lost.Book 1.Polyglot]
Paradisi amissi liber primus Graece;cum celebri versione latina Rev. Gulielmi Dobson, -- Oxoniensis :
[s.n.], [1770?]
[4],103,[1]p. ; 4°.

A pocket companion for Oxford:or, guide through the University. ... With lists of the chancellors, ... curiosities at Blenheim, Ditchley, and Stow, ... -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince; John Rivington; and R. Baldwin, London, 1770.
iv,132p.,plates : map ; 8°.
[A new edition, corrected and much enlarged.]

Regent.
Remarks on Observations upon the statute De vestitu et habitu scholastico. -- [Oxford?, 1770]
12p. ; 8°.

Remarks on some strictures lately published, entitled Observations upon the statute Tit. XIV. De vestitu et habitu scholastico: with a brief state of the controversy which gave occasion to them. -- Oxford :
[s.n.], MDCCCLXX. [1770]
University of Oxford. Vice-Chancellor

[A proclamation beginning] In consequence of a representation made by the delegates of privileges, that the present powers vested in the masters of the streets are not sufficient for the effectual cleansing, paving and lighting thereof ... -- Oxford] [s.n., Monday, Feb. 12. 1770
1 sheet

Radcliffe Infirmary (Oxford, England)


Statutum novum de habitu academico singulis gradibus et facultatibus competente. -- [Oxford?, 1770]

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.

[State of the collection of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament]
The ten annual accounts of the collation of Hebrew Mss of the Old Testament; begun in 1760, and compleated in 1769: by Benj. Kennicott, ... -- [Oxford]: Sold by Mr Fletcher & Prince, in Oxford; Mr Woodyer, in Cambridge; Mr Rivington, Payne, Dodsley, and Fletcher, in London, 1770.
206p. ; 8°.

Rawlins, John, 1707 or 8-1784.
[4],24p. ; 8°.
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Jackson, W. (William)
[A paper beginning] My sole design in a paper dated May 2d, was to vindicate myself from personal censure ... -- Oxford] [s.n., Saturday, May 4th, 1771
1 sheet

Great Britain.
[Public General Acts. 1770-1771. 11 Geo.III.c.19]
An act for amending certain mile ways leading to Oxford, and making a commodious entrance through the parish of Saint Clement, &c. For lighting, cleansing, and paving the streets, within the university and city; And For Other Purposes. (Passed March the 28th, 1771.) -- Oxford: [s.n.], Printed In The Year M.DCC.LXXI. [1771]
127,[1]p. ; 8°.

[Bills. 1771-03-08]
An act for better regulating the poor, within the City of Oxford. Passed March the 8th, 1771. -- Oxford: [s.n.], Printed In The Year M.DCC.LXXI. [1771]

Great Britain.
[Public General Acts. 1770-1771. 11 Geo.III.c.45]

Cartwright, Edmund, 1743-1823.
Armine and Elvira, a legendary tale. In two parts. -- Oxford : printed for J. Murray, No. 32, opposite St. Dunstan’s Church, in Fleet-Street, London, MDCCCLXXI. [1771]
38p. ; 4°.
[The second edition.]

Cartwright, Edmund, 1743-1823.
38p. ; 4°.
[The third edition.]

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.
A catalogue of a collection of prints, consisting of portraits, landscapes, and history pieces, by some of the most eminent artists, antient and modern. Which will begin to be sold on Monday, April 22. 1771. By Daniel Prince, ... near the Clarendon printing-house, Oxford. ... -- [Oxford, 1771]
[2],15[i.e.13],[1]p. ; 8°.

Fletcher, James, 1710-1795.
A catalogue of curious and valuable books, being several libraries lately purchased; among which are included those of Mr. John Chapman, ... Which will be sold ... on Tuesday, April 16th, 1771, at James Fletcher’s, ... Oxford. ... -- [Oxford, 1771]
[2],110p. ; 8°.
[A new edition.]

Jackson, W. (William)
To the commissioners for putting in execution the act for paving and lighting the streets of Oxford, and for removing the market, &c -- Oxford? [s.n., May 2d, 1771
1 sheet

Stone, Edward, 1701 or 2-1768.
Discourses on some important subjects. By the late Reverend Edward Stone, ... Revised and corrected for the press by the author before his death; and published by his son, the Reverend Edward Stone, M.A. Rector of Horsendon, Bucks, and late fellow of Wadham College. -- Oxford : printed for James Fletcher; and sold by John and Francis Rivington, London, 1771.
vii,[3],374p. ; 8°.

[A petition beginning] When Mr. Gwyn made his first survey of the ground-plot intended for the new market-place, it was signified to some of the members of Lincoln-College ... -- Oxford] [s.n., May 1. 1771
1 sheet

Wilder, John, 1680 or 81-1742.
The folly of slander. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford. By John Wilder, M.A. ...
Oxford: printed in the year, 1771.
[2],30p.; 8°.

Wilder, John, 1680 or 1742.
The folly of slander. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford. By John Wilder, M.A. late Fellow of Pembroke College, and Rector of St. Aldate's Oxford. -- Oxford: [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCCLXXI. [1771]
32p.; 8°.

Sarpi, Paolo, 1552-1623.
[Historia del Concilio tridentino. French]
Histoire du grand et important concile de Trente,... traduite de nouveau sur l'original de Fra-Paolo Sarpi, et enrichie de commentaires historiques, ... par M. P. F. le Courayer, ...
-- Oxford: aux depens de la Compagnie, 1771.
2v.,plates; 4°.
[Sixieme edition. ...]

University of Oxford.
In the summer of the year 1768, the professor of astronomy had the honour to lay before the hebdomadal meeting, for their sanction and approbation, a petition to ... the Earl of Lichfield, Chancellor of the University, and the other Radcliffe trustees, for granting a sum of money to build and furnish with proper instruments an observatory in the precincts of the University. ...
-- [Oxford, 1771]
4p.; 2°.

Platon, Metropolitan of Moscow, 1737-1812.
An oration, pronounced by order of Her Imperial Majesty, at the tomb of Peter the Great, in the cathedral church of St. Petersbourg. By Platon, Archbishop of Twer. -- Oxford: printed in the year MDCCCLXXI. Sold by Daniel Prince at Oxford; and J. Wilkie, London, [1771]

A view of God's justice, His goodness, and His all-comprehensive knowledge: in three discourses before a learned society, being an attempt to shew from principles of reason the nature of those divine attributes, and the natural effects of them with respect to intelligent creatures. -- Oxford: printed in the year, 1771.
[2],75,[1]p.; 8°.

The wedding-Day; a poem. -- Oxford: printed for R. Bliss, in the High-Street, and sold by W. Flexney, in Holborn, London, MDCCCLXXI. [1771]
[8],24p.; 4°.
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Brasenose College (University of Oxford)
Abstracts of compositions: and other miscellaneous collections relating to Brasennose College. -- [Oxford: s.n., 1772?]

Randolph, Thomas, 1701-1783.
An answer to a pamphlet entitled Reflections on the impropriety and inexpediency of lay-subscription to the XXXIX articles, in the University of Oxford. Addressed to the Author. -- Oxford: printed by W.
Jackson and J. Lister, for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by Mess. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, [1772]

Cartwright, Edmund, 1743-1823.
Armine and Elvira, a legendary tale. In two parts. By Mr. Cartwright. -- Oxford : printed for J. Murray, No 32, opposite St. Dunstan's Church, Fleet Street, London, MDCCCLXXII. [1772]
[2],38p. ; 4°.
[The fourth edition.]

Cartwright, Edmund, 1743-1823.
[7],6-38p. ; 4°.
[The third edition.]

Cartwright, Edmund, 1743-1823.
Armine and Elvira, a legendary tale. In two parts. By Mr. Cartwright. -- Oxford : printed for J. Murray, No 32, Opposite ST. Dunstan's Church-Fleet Street, London, MDCCCLXXII. [1772]
[2],38p. ; 4°.
[The fifth edition.]

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
[4],92p. ; 8°.

A catalogue of several libraries lately purchased, containing a curious and valuable collection of books in most languages and faculties. And in very neat condition, which will begin to be sold cheap, (The price printed in the catalogue) at J. and J. Fletcher's, in the Turle, Oxford, on Friday, June 26, 1772. Catalogues may be had at the place of sale; and at Mr. Rivington's, in St. Paul's Church Yard, London. ... -- [Oxford, 1772]
[2],110p. ; 8°.

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.
A catalogue of the libraries of the Rev. Dr. Richard Grey, Late of Hinton, Northamptonshire; The Rev. Mr. John Stubb, Late of Queen's-College, Oxford; The Rev. Mr. Horne, Late of Whichford, Oxfordshire; and some others. Containing, Besides some scarce and uncommon Articles, a large collection of books, In most Faculties and Languages. Which will begin to be sold, At Daniel Prince's, near the Clarendon Printing-House, Oxford, On Tuesday the Tenth Day of March, 1772. Catalogues may be had at the Place of Sale; and of Mr Rivington, near St Paul's, London; Mr Woodyer, at Cambridge; and of Mr Burdon, at Winchester. - The Books are most of them in good Condition, many in very good Binding. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1772]
92p. ; 8°.

16p. ; 8°.
[A new edition.]
Tottie, John, 1711-1774.
[2],30p. ; 8°.

A collection of papers, designed to explain and vindicate the present mode of subscription required by the University of Oxford, from all young persons at their matriculation. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turl; and sold by J. and F. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, and Messrs. Merrill, Cambridge, M.DCC.LXXII. [1772]

A complete and faithful collection of the several papers which have been published in Oxford, On the Subject of Subscription to the XXXIX Articles, Required from Young Persons at their Matriculation. -- Oxford : printed, and sold by the booksellers in that University, and at Cambridge; and by S. Leacroft, opposite Spring-Gardens, Charing Cross, London, MDCCCLXXII. [1772]
[4],122p. ; 4°.

Napleton, John, 1738 or 9-1817.
Considerations on the residence usually required for degrees in the University of Oxford. -- Oxford, [s.n.], Printed in the year M.DCC.LXXII. [1772]
24p. ; 8°.

Durell, D. (David), 1728-1775.
x,299,[1]p. ; 4°.

Bagot, Lewis, 1741-1802.
A defence of the subscription to the XXXIX articles, as it is required in the University of Oxford: occasioned by a late pamphlet, entitled, Reflections on the impropriety and inexpediency of lay-subscription to the XXXIX articles, in the University of Oxford. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister, for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by Mess. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, [1772]

Macpherson, James, 1736-1796.
Fingal, a poem in six books, by Ossian: translated from the original Galic by Mr. Macpherson; and rendered into verse from that translation. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; T. Payne, at the Mews-Gate; and J. and F. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M.DCC,LXXII. [1772]
viii,180p. ; 8°.

Wilder, John, 1680 or 81-1742.
The folly of slander. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford. By John Wilder, M.A. late fellow of Pembroke College, and Rector of St. Aldate's Oxford. -- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCCLXXII. [1772]
32p. ; 8°.

Pechell, John, Sir, 1718-1778.
The history of the University of Oxford, to the death of William the Conqueror. -- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year M,DCC,LXXII. [1772]

Homer.
[Iliad]
[4],464p. ; 8º.
[Editio altera.]

Heighway, Richard, 1763 or 4-1847.
Humbly addressed to the Reverend the Vice-Chancellor, the provost of Queen's, and the president of St. John's College. -- [Oxford, 1772]
4p. ; 2º.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
If an application can be made with propriety to the great and the learned thro' Europe, for the publication of any literary work; ... And Dr. Kennicott, who makes these proposals, ... -- Oxford : December 16, 1772.
3,[1]p. ; 2º.

A letter to the author of Considerations on the residence usually required for degrees in the University of Oxford. -- Oxford : printed by J. Webber, for R. Bliss, in the High Street, [1772]
[3], 6-12 p. ; 4º.

A Letter to the author of Considerations on the residence usually required for degrees in the University of Oxford. -- Oxford: : Printed by J. Webber, for R. Bliss, ..., [1772]
12 p. ; 4º.

Napleton, John, 1738 or 9-1817.
[2],18,[2]p. ; 8º.

224p.,plate : ill ; 8º.
[A new edition. Adorned with cuts, engraved in a new taste, and designed by the best masters.]

St. John, Pawlet, ca. 1680-1732.
33,[1]p. ; 8º.
[Editio Secunda.]

Buckler, Benjamin, 1718-1780.
Reflections on the impropriety and inexpediency of lay-subscription to the XXXIX articles, in the University of Oxford. -- Oxford: printed and sold by W. Jackson and J. Lister: sold also by G. Robinson, at No. 25, in Paternoster-Row, London; and by the booksellers of Oxford and Cambridge, [1772]

Tottie, John, 1711?-1774.
A sermon preached October 11, 1772, at the opening of the parish church of St. Martin, in Worcester, newly rebuilt. By John Tottie, ... -- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister, [1772]
24p. ; 8°.

Stevens, George Alexander, 1710-1784.
2,ii,3-16,247,[1]p., plates : ill. ; 12°.

Brasenose College (University of Oxford)
Statuta aulae regiae et Collegii de Brasennose in Oxonio. ... -- [Oxford]: A.D., 1772.

Poems consisting chiefly of translations from the Asiatick languages. To which are added two essays, I. On the Poetry of the Eastern nations. II. On the Arts, commonly called Imitative. -- Oxford: at the Clarendon-Press. MDCLXXII. Sold by Peter Elmsly, in the Strand, London; and Dan. Prince, at Oxford, [1772]

University of Oxford.
Statutum de reprimendis sumptibus non academicis. -- [Oxford], 1772.
2p. ; 1/4°.

Sheldonian Theatre.
A Te Deum and jubilate, with two anthems, from the Italian. -- [Oxford, 1772]
8p. ; 4°.

Davison, John, 1752?-1780.
To the Master and fellows of University College, in Oxford. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1772]
9,[1]p. ; 2°.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
To the principal inhabitants of the parish of Menhinnet, Cornwall. -- [Oxford, 1772]
3,[1]p. ; 4°.

Jones, William, Sir, 1746-1794.
A vindication of the test at matriculation, in its [sic] present mode, from the plausible objections that have been raised against it. -- [Oxford, 1772]
3,[1]p. ; 2°.

Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.
55,[1]p. ; 8°.
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An answer to the question "Why, if we will retain the "old statute, the old form of subscription, which is
made "simply, and without any declaration of assent at all, is "not likewise to be retained?" -- [Oxford,
1773]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

J. and J. Fletcher (Oxford, England)
A catalogue of the libraries of the late Rev. Dr. Mathew Horberry, rector of Stanlake, and Fellow of
Magdalen College; and other gentlemen, lately deceased. ... which will begin to be sold ... at J. and J.
Fletcher's, in the Turle, Oxford; on Thursday the 2d day of December 1773. ... -- [Oxford, 1773]
[2],96p. ; 8°.

A catalogue of the libraries of the Rev. Dr. John Stephens, Sometime Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford;
The Rev. Mr. William Huddesford, A. M. late Fellow of Trinity College, and Keeper of the Ashmolean
Museum; with several others lately purchased; containing a curious and valuable collection of books in
most languages and faculties and in very neat condition: which will begin to be sold cheap (the Price
printed in the catalogue) At J. and J. Fletcher's, in the
Turl, Oxford, On Tuesday, March 9th, 1773. Catalogues may be had at the Place of Sale; Mr. Rivington's
in St. Paul's Church Yard, London; Mess. Merril at Cambridge; and of Mr. Burdon at Winchester. --
[Oxford], [s.n.], MDCCCLXXIII. [1773]
[2],110p. ; 8°.

A catalogue of the remainder of the late Mr. Godwin's library (containing such books as were not
made choice of by the Bodleian librarian) which will begin to be sold, at the prices printed in the
catalogue, to gentlemen of the University only, on Tuesday the 15th of June 1773, ... -- [Oxford, 1773]
[2],16p. ; 8°.

Catches, glees and canons, for three, four and five voices; composed by Dr. Hayes. -- [Oxford] : Printed
for the author, and sold by him at Oxford, 1773.
[8],36p. : engr.music ; obl.2°.
[The third edition.]

Considerations on the proposed explanation of the statute de tempore et conditionibus
matriculationis. -- [Oxford, 1773]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

University of Oxford.
A convocation will be holden on Thursday the fourth day of February next,... when it will be proposed
to repeal the latter part of section 3. title II. ... and to enact the following new statute in its stead. ... --
[Oxford, 1773]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Holmes, William, 1689-1748.
[Country parson's advice to his parishioners]
The country clergyman's advice to his parishioners, explaining what they are to believe, and do, in order
to be saved. Addressed chiefly to those who are of the younger sort. -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince,
near the Clarendon Printing House; sold by John Rivington, Bookseller to The Society for promoting
52p. ; 12°.

Wheeler, Benjamin, 1732 or 3-1783.

Winchester, Thomas, 1713?-1780.
A dissertation on the XVIIth Article, of the Church of England: Wherein The Sentiments Of The Compilers, And other contemporary Reformers, On the Subject of the Divine Decrees, Are fully deduced from their own Writings. To which is subjoined, a short tract, ascertaining the reign and time in which the royal declaration before the XXXIX Articles was first published. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister; and sold by J. Fletcher and D. Prince, in Oxford; by C. Bathurst and T. Payne, in London; and by J. Merrill, in Cambridge, MDCCCLXXIII. [1773] [4],106p. ; 8°.

Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.

Randolph, Thomas, 1701-1783.
The excellency of the Jewish law vindicated. In two sermons preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's. To which is added, an appendix: and also a short comment on Psal. CIX. and LV. ... By Thomas Randolph, ... -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher; and sold J. and F. Rivington, London; and Messrs Merrill at Cambridge, 1773. [2],102p. ; 8°.

Member of the University.
An expostulatory letter to the Reverend Dr. Randolph, President of C.C.C. and Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford; in reply to his charge against the Reverend Dr. Durell, Principal of Hertford College. With some strictures upon his comment on Psalm Cix. Shewing that what is there considered as Prophetical and not Imprecatory, is in Reality Imprecatory and not Prophetical. By a member of the University. -- Oxford : sold by Daniel Prince; and J. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, MDCCCLXXIII. [1773] [2],40p. ; 8°.

Pechell, John, Sir, 1718-1778.

Bentham, Edward, 1707-1776.
An introduction to logick, scholastick and rational. -- Oxford : printed by W. Jackson, and J. Lister, MDCCCLXXIII. [1773] [2],iii,[1],iii,[3],129,[3]p. ; 8°.

Patten, Thomas, 1714-1790.
A letter to the Right Honourable the Lord North, Chancellor of the University of Oxford, concerning Subscription to the XXXIX Articles; and particularly the undergraduate-subscription in that University. By a Member of Convocation. -- Oxford : sold by Daniel Prince; and by J. and F. Rivington, St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, MDCCCLXXIII. [1773]

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
Letters to Soame Jenyns, Esq; occasioned by his free enquiry into the nature and origin of evil. To which are added three discourses. ... -- Oxford : printed for W. Flexney, London; and S. Parker, Oxford, 1773.

Observations upon the proposed explanation of the statute Tit. 2. sect. 3. -- [Oxford, 1773]

Juvenis Academicus.

Juvenis Academicus.

Lowth, Thomas Henry, 1753 or 4-1778.
Rei nauticæ incrementa. -- [Oxford, 1773]


University of Oxford.
Thomas Fothergill,D. D. Vice-Chancellor or Commissary of the University of Oxford, To all to whom the Knowledge of these Presents shall come, Greeting. Whereas James Kemp, a privileged Person of our University aforesaid, Innholder, is by our Authority discommoded for the Space of six Months, for denying the Privileges of the University, and it's Jurisdiction over him; and, in consequence, for forcibly opposing, insulting, and impeding the Proctor in the Execution of his Office: These are therefore to notify to all matriculated Persons of the said University, to abstain from all Commerce with the said James Kemp for the Time above limited, as they will answer for the Contrary at their Peril. December 3. 1773. Tho. Fothergill, Vice-Chancellor. -- [Oxford : s.n., 1773]

1774 – Context – 8

An attempt to state the accounts of receipts and expences relative to the Oxford paving act: with remarks -- Oxford : printed in the year, 1774.
Colman, George, 1732-1794.
The connoisseur. By Mr. Town, critic and censor-general. Volume the first. -- Oxford: printed for J. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; T. Caslon, Stationer's Court; T. Becket, Strand; F. Newbery, St. Paul's Church-Yard; R. Baldwin, and W. Goldsmith, Paternoster Row, London, MDCCCLXXIV. [1774]
4v. ; 12°.
[The sixth edition.]

Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.
Damon and Phebe; a musical entertainment. By Thomas Horde, jun. Esq; -- Oxford: printed and sold by W. Jackson and J. Lister; by the Oxford and most country booksellers; and by the author, at the Grammar School, at Stow-on-the-Wold, 1774.

University of Oxford.
8p. ; 8°.

Bellasis, George, 1730 or 31-1802.
A farewell address, delivered at Yattendon, Berks, on the fifth of July, 1772, by George Bellas, D. D. Rector. -- Oxford: printed by William Jackson and James Lisker, M.DCC.LXXIV. [1774]
8p. ; 4°.

Pye, Henry James, 1745-1813.
[4],58p. ; 4°.

Glass, Thomas, 1709-1786.
A refutation of Mr. Henry's strictures on Glass's magnesia; supported by a series of experiments Made Under The Inspection of many Gentlemen of the Faculty, in the University of Oxford. To which is annexed, a recommendatory letter from the late celebrated Doctor Huxham. By the present proprietor of Glass's magnesia. -- Oxford: printed by W. Jackson and J. Lister; for W. Davis, the Corner of Sackville-Street, Piccadilly; and W. Nicoll, No. 51, St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M.DCC.LXXIV. [1774]
24p. ; 8°.

Stonhouse, James, Sir, 1716-1795.
22p. ; 12°.
[The third edition.]
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Homer.
[Iliad. English Selections]
[20],254,[18]p. ; 8°.

Oxfordshire (England)
[Calendar of prisoners]
A calendar of the prisoners for felony and misdemeanours in the castle goal for the said county, March 8th 1775 -- [Oxford, 1775]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

A catalogue of the libraries of the Rev. Mr. William Talbot, of Reading, the Rev. Mr. Charles Jenner, rector of Claybrooke, in Leicestershire, of the Rev. Mr. John Ridding, rector of Brightwell, in Berks, ... which will begin to be sold ... at J. and J. Fletcher's, in the Turle, Oxford; on Monday, the 6th day of March, 1775...
... -- [Oxford, 1775]
[2],138p. ; 8°.

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.
A catalogue of the library of the Rev. Thomas Hunt,... Which will begin to be sold, at the prices printed in the catalogue, by Daniel Prince near the Clarendon Printing-House, Oxford. On Monday October 30, 1775. ...
... -- [Oxford, 1775]
[2],101,[1]p. ; 8°.

A Catalogue of the several pictures, statues, and busts, in the Picture Gallery, Bodleian Library, and Ashmolean Museum. At Oxford -- Oxford Printed for N. Bull ..., MDCCLXXV
16 p. ; 8°
[A new edition]

A description of the architecture of Carfax Conduit, Oxford. -- [Oxford?, 1775?]
8p. ; 8°.

Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.
Disappointed villainy:an entertainment. By the author of Leander and Hero, Zelida, Dramatic Love, and Damon and Phebe. -- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year M,DCC,LXXV. [1775]
38,[2]p. ; 8°.

Trapp, Joseph, 1679-1747.
Explanatory notes upon the four Gospels:in a new method. For the use of all, but especially the unlearned English reader. In two parts. To which are prefixed, three discourses relating to both parts; Of which an Account is given in the Preface. By Joseph Trapp, D. D. Rector of Harlington in Middlesex, and Vicar of the United Parishes of Christ-Church and St. Leonard's, Foster-Lane, London. -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince: and sold by J. Rivington, St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, MDCCLXXV. [1775]
[2],467p. ; 8°.
[The second edition, corrected.]

Morell, Thomas, 1703-1784.
Jepthha;an oratorio, or sacred drama. As performed at Oxford. Set to music by Mr. Handel. -- [Oxford?, 1775?]
20p. ; 8°.

Lover of Free-Grace.
The love of God to mankind demonstrated,in a discourse Upon 1 Tim. iii. 16. Principally intended as a Remedy against the Growth of Arianism, and The more dangerous and pernicious Tenets of the Socinians. By a lover of free-grace, Of the Church of England. Search the Scriptures. -- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed in the Year MDCCCLXXV. [1775]
[2],26p. ; 8°.

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
2v.; 8°.

Stevens, William Bagshaw, 1756-1800.

Maurice, Thomas, 1754-1824.
The school-boy, a poem. In imitation of Mr. Phillips's splendid shilling. -- Oxford: printed for the author; and sold by J. and J. Fletcher; and G. Kearsley, London, [1775]
[4], 12p.; 4°.

Butt, George, 1741-1795.
A sermon, preached at the Octagon Chapel, in the city of Bath, on the day the late Bishop of Worcester was buried. By the Reverend George Butt, A. M. Rector of Stanford, Vicar of Clifton-Upon-Teme, and Chaplain to the Right Hon. the Earl of Finlater and Seafield. -- Oxford: printed for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by J. and F. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church Yard, London, MDCCCLXXV. [1775]
[4], 22p.; 4°.

Tottie, John, 1711?-1774.
vii, 336, [6], 327-390p.; 8°.

A true and authentic narrative of the birth, parentage, education and dying behaviour, of George Strap, executed at Oxford, on Monday the 13th of March, 1775, for the cruel and inhuman murder of Edward Bowden, his master. -- [Oxford?, 1775]

Randolph, Thomas, 1701-1783.

1776 – Context – 12

An appeal to the unprejudiced; or, a vindication of the measures of government, with respect to America. -- Oxford: printed for the author; and sold by J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle: and by J. and F. Rivington, London, M.DCC.LXXVI. [1776]
Williamson, James, b. 1742 or 3.

A catalogue of useful and valuable books, in most branches of literature, lately purchased: ... Which will begin to be sold ... at J. and J. Fletcher's, in the Turle, Oxford; on Thursday, the 21st day of March, 1776. ... -- [Oxford, 1776]
[2],129,[1]p. ; 8°.

Prince, Daniel, ca. 1711-1796.
A catalogue of valuable and useful books, containing the library of John Awbery, ... and some smaller libraries and parcels lately purchased. With some remaining articles of Dr Hunt's collection. ... which will begin to be sold, ... by Daniel Prince near the Clarendon Printing-House, Oxford. On Monday, May 6. 1776. ... -- [Oxford, 1776]
[2],93,[1]p. ; 8°.

Beveridge, William, 1637-1708.
[Sermon concerning the excellency and usefulness of the Common Prayer. Extracts]
A discourse concerning the excellency and usefulness of the liturgy or common-prayer. Extracted from a sermon of Bishop Beveridge, with additions and alterations, for the use of his own parishioners, by a country clergyman. -- Oxford : printed for Daniel Prince, near the Clarendon Printing House; sold by John Rivington, Bookseller to The Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, MDCCLXXVI. [1776]
[2],ii,40p. ; 12°.

Homer.
[Iliad. English. Selections]
xli,[3],319,[19]p. ; 8°.

Maurice, Thomas, 1754-1824.
[2],41,[1]p. ; 4°.

Homer.
[Odyssey]
Homêrou Odysseia syn tois scholiois, Batrachomyomachia hymnoi epigrammata Leipsana. ... -- Oxonia, 1776.
2v.(748p.) ; 8°.

Cam~oes, Luís de, 1524?-1580.
[Lusiadas. English]
The lusiad; or, the discovery of India. An epic poem. Translated from the original Portuguese of Luis de Camoëns. By William Julius Mickle. -- Oxford : printed by Jackson and Lister; and sold by Cadell, in the
Strand; Dilly, in the Poultry; Bew, Pater-Noster-Row; Flexney, Holborn; Evans, near York-Buildings; Richardson and Urquhart, under the Royal-Exchange; and Goodsman, near Charing-Cross, London, M.DCC.LXXVI. [1776]
[12],clxvii,[1],152,155-484p. ; 4⁰.

Shepherd, R. (Richard), 1732?-1809.
2v. ; 8⁰.

Music Room (Oxford, England)
1 sheet ; 1/4⁰.

Oxfordshire (England)
[Calendar of prisoners]
Oxfordshire, to wit, sentences of the prisoners, for felony and misdemeanours, in the castle goal, for the said county, March 6th, 1776 -- [Oxford, 1776]
1 sheet ; 1/2⁰.
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Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.
As the world goes.A farce of two acts. By Thomas Horde, jun. Esq; Author of Leander and Hero, and Zelida, Tragedies; Dramatic Love, (dedicated to David Garrick, Esq;) an Entertainment of Two Acts; Damon and Phebe, an Opera; Disappointed Villainy, and The Empirick, Farces of Two Acts each. -- Oxford : printed and sold by Jackson and Lister; sold also by the author, at the grammar-school at Stow, Gloucestershire, M.DCC.LXXVII. [1777]
29,[1]p. ; 8⁰.

An authentic history of the life, character, trial and dying behaviour of the Rev. Dr. William Dodd, who was executed at Tyburn, on Friday the 27th of June, 1777, for forging a bond of 4200l. -- [Oxford?, 1777]

Burgess, Thomas, 1756-1837.
Bagley;a descriptive poem. With the annotations of Scriblerus Secundus: to which are prefixed, by the same, prolegomena on the poetry of the present age. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher; and J. Bew, London, 1777.
[6],72p. ; 4⁰.

Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783.
Benjami Kennicotti epistola ad celeberrimum Professorem Joannem Davidem Michaelis; de censurâ primi tomi Bibliorum Hebraicorum nuper editi, in Bibliothecâ ejus Orientali, Parte XI. -- Oxonii : prostat venalis apud Rivington, Londini, 1777.
35,[1]p. ; 8⁰.

Pentycross, Thomas, 1748-1808.
The certainty of future punishments considered; or, the sinner’s hopes of final impunity examined. Two discourses, by Thomas Pentycross, A.M. Rector of St. Mary’s the More, in Wallingford, Berks. -- Oxford : printed for the author, by Messrs. Jackson and Lister, 1777.
[2],41,[1]p. ; 8⁰.
Decretum Lacedæmoniorum contra Timotheum Milesium, e codd. msstis Oxoniensibus, cum commentario. -- Oxonii : [s.n.], M.DCC.LXXVII. [1777]
[4],47,[9]p. ; 8°.

Macpherson, James, 1736-1796.
Fingal,a poem in six books, by Ossian: translated from the original Galic by Mr. Macpherson; and rendered into verse from that translation. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher , in the Turle ; T. Payne , at the Mews-Gate ; and J. F. and C. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M,DCC,LXXVII. [1777]
viii,180p. ; 8°.
[The second edition.]


Maurice, Thomas, 1754-1824.
14p. ; 4°.

Cooper, Myles, 1737-1785.
[2],24p. ; 4°.

Gentleman of Oxford.
The new Oxford guide: or, companion through the University.Exhibiting ... the public buildings, colleges, halls, &c. To which is added, a tour to Blenheim, Ditchley, Heythrop, Nuneham, and Stow, ... By a gentleman of Oxford. The sixth edition, corrected and enlarged. Embellished with a new plan of Oxford, and other elegant engravings. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher; S. Parker and W. Jackson; G. Kearsley; and F. Newbery, London, [1777?]
vii,[1],556[i.e.156]p.,plates : map ; 12°.

Terence.
[Heautontimorumenos and Adelphi.English]
[12],x,[4],63[i.e.71],[1];[4],66p. ; 8°.

University of Oxford.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium in universitate Oxon. per quadragesim. Ann. 1777. ... -- [Oxford?, 1777]
The Oxford Sausage: or, select poetical pieces, written by the most celebrated wits of the University of Oxford. -- Oxford: printed for G. Robinson, in Pater-Noster-Row, and F. Newbery, the Corner of St. Paul's Church-Yard, London; W. Jackson and J. Lister, in Oxford; and sold by the booksellers of Oxford and Cambridge, M.DCC.LXXVII. [1777]
224p. : ill., port. ; 8º.
[A new edition. Adorned with cuts, .. by the best masters.]

A panegyrical essay, or a few serious arguments, irrefragably proving that the present times are, of all times that ever were, the most heroic, wise, and virtuous: with Some Occasional Encomiums on a Late Apology for the Life and Writings of David Hume, Esq. -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince, and sold by J. Bew, in Pater-Noster Row, and Messrs. Payne, at the Mews Gate, London, MDCCLXXVII. [1777]

Holmes, Robert, 1748-1805.

Holmes, Robert, 1748-1805.
The resurrection of the body, deduced from the resurrection of Christ, and illustrated from His transfiguration. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary's, on Easter-Monday, March 31, 1777. By Robert Holmes, ... -- Oxford: printed for Daniel Prince; and sold by Mess. Rivington, London, 1777.

John, Chrysostom, Saint, d. 407.
Subjection to the higher powers. A sermon by S. John Chrysostom, ... explaining ... St. Paul upon government, Rom. xiii. ver. 1. to 11. Translated from the Greek, and preached ... December, 13, 1776, ... To which is added, A letter from a late judge, concerning the right of Great-Britain to tax her colonies. With an appendix. By Edward Lewis, ... -- Oxford: printed for J. and J. Fletcher; and sold by Messrs. Rivington, London, 1777.

Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of, 1740-1799.
Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke, Esq; to the sheriffs of Bristol, on the affairs of America. By the Earl of Abingdon. -- Oxford: printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon, in Piccadilly, and J. Bew, in Paternoster-Row, London; and by the booksellers of Bristol, Bath, and Cambridge, [1777]
64p. ; 8º.

Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of, 1740-1799.
Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke, Esq; to the sheriffs of Bristol, on the affairs of America. By the Earl of Abingdon. -- Oxford: printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon, in Piccadilly, and J. Bew, in Paternoster-Row, London; and by the booksellers of Bristol, Bath, and Cambridge, [1777]
64p. ; 8º.
[The second edition.]

Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of, 1740-1799.
Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke, Esq; to the sheriffs of Bristol, on the affairs of America. By the Earl of Abingdon. -- Oxford : printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon and J. Bew, London; and by the booksellers of Bristol, Bath, and Cambridge, [1777]
64p. ; 8°.
[The third edition.]

Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of, 1740-1799.

Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke, Esq; to the sheriffs of Bristol, on the affairs of America. By the Earl of Abingdon. -- Oxford : printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon, and J. Bew, London; and by the booksellers of Bristol, Bath, and Cambridge, [1777]
68p. ; 8°.
[The fourth edition.] Le Maitre, John Peter.

Abingdon, Willoughby Bertie, Earl of, 1740-1799.

Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke, Esq; to the sheriffs of Bristol, on the affairs of America. By the Earl of Abingdon. -- Oxford : printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon, in Piccadilly; J. Bew, in Paternoster-Row; J. Ridley, in St. James’s Street; R. Faulder, New Bond Street; and H. Payne, in Pall-Mall, London; by the booksellers of Bristol, and Bath; and by all other Booksellers in Town and Country, [1777?]
xc,i,[1],60p. ; 8°.
[The sixth edition.]

A true and authentic account of the trials of John Peter le Maitre, for robbing the museum at Oxford; and John the Painter for setting fire to his Majesty’s dock-yard at Portsmouth. -- [Oxford?, 1777?]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Stone, Edward, 1701 or 2-1768.

[4],60p. ; 8°.
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Pye, Henry James, 1745-1813.

[4],79,[1]p. ; 8°.

Georgicon: an imitation of part of Virgil's first Georgick, humbly addressed to the best of kings. -- Oxford : [s.n.], Printed In The Year, M.DCC.LXXVIII. [1778]

Riollay, Francis William, 1747 or 8-1797.

A letter to Doctor Hardy, physician, on the hints he has given concerning the origin of the gout, in his late publication on the Devonshire cholic. By Francis Riollay, Physician, at Newbury, Berks, and Late Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by Messrs. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, London, M.DCC.LXXVIII. [1778]
50p. ; 8°.
Camões, Luís de, 1524?–1580.
[Usadas.English]
The lusiad; or, the discovery of India. An epic poem. Translated from the original Portuguese of Luis de Camões. By William Julius Mickle. -- Oxford : printed by Jackson and Lister; for J. Bew, Pater-Noster-Row; T. Payne, Mews-Gate; J. Dodsley, Pall-Mall; J. Robson, New Bond-Street; J. Almon, Piccadilly; T. Cadell, Strand; W. Flexney, Holborn; and J. Sewell, Cornhill, London, M.DCC.LXXVIII. [1778]
[4],ccxxvi,496p.,plates : map ; 4°.
[The second edition.]

Gentleman of Oxford.
The new Oxford guide: or, companion through the University. Exhibiting every particular worthy the observation of the curious in each of the public buildings, colleges, halls, &c. To which is added, a tour to Blenheim, Ditchley, Heythrop, Nunecham, and Stow, ... By a gentleman of Oxford. The sixth edition, corrected and enlarged. Embellished with a new plan of Oxford, and other elegant engravings. -- Oxford : printed for J. Fletcher; S. Parker and W. Jackson; F. Newbery; and J. Bew, London, [1778?]
vii,[1],556[i.e.156]p.,plates : map ; 12°.

The Oxford newsman’s verses, For the year 1778. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1778]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Oxfordshire (England)
[Calendar of prisoners]
Oxfordshire, to wit, sentences of the prisoners, for felony and misdemeanours, in the castle goal, for the said county, Lent Assizes, March 4th, 1778 -- [Oxford, 1778]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Maurice, Thomas, 1754–1824.

Hitchcock, Robert.
The trial at large of Robert Hitchcock, at the Lent assizes held at Oxford, on the 4th day of March, 1778, ... taken in short-hand, by W. Williamson, ... -- Oxford : printed for W. Jackson; and J. Bew, London. Sold by R. Raikes, Gloucester; and Mess. Carnan and Co. Reading, [1778]
15p. ; 4°.

A true and authentick narrative of the birth, parentage, education, and dying behaviour of Robert Hitchcock, ... executed at Oxford, on Monday the 9th day of March, 1778, for the cruel and inhuman murder of his own father. -- [Oxford?, 1778?]

Vida, Marco Girolamo, ca. 1485-1566.
[Scacchia ludus.English]
Vida’s game of chess. Translated into English. -- Oxford : printed for J. and J. Fletcher, in the Turle; and sold by George Kearsley, in Fleet-Street, London, M.DCC.LXXVIII. [1778]
40p. ; 4°.
{{Authentick narrative of the birth, parentage, education, life, character, trial, condemnation, confession and dying behaviour, of William Hyde, who was executed at Oxford, on Monday the 22d of March, 1779, for house-breaking.
[Oxford?, 1779]
[2]p. : ill. ; 1/2°.}}

Menalca. A pastoral. And the choice of hercules, an opera.
8,4p. ; 8°.

Hackman, James, 1752-1779.
The last dying speech and confession, of the Rev. Mr. Hackman, executed at Tyburn, the 19th of April, 1779. for the wilful murder of Miss Ray.
[Oxford?, 1779]
1 sheet : ill. ; 1/2°.

Holmes, Robert, 1748-1805.
The resurrection of the body, deduced from the resurrection of Christ, and illustrated from His transfiguration. A sermon preached before the University of Oxford, at St. Mary’s, on Easter-Monday, March 31, 1777. By Robert Holmes, ... The second edition.
4,36p. ; 8°.

Horde, Thomas, fl. 1769-1784.
The pretended puritan. A farce of two acts. By Thomas Horde, jun. Esq; ...

Horne, George, 1730-1792.
Discourses on several subjects and occasions. By George Horne, ...
2v. ; 8°.

Oxfordshire (England)
Oxfordshire, to wit, sentences of the prisoners, for felony and misdemeanours, in the castle goal, for the said county, Lent Assizes, March 3d. 1779.
[Oxford, 1779]
1 sheet ; 1/2°.

Randolph, John, 1749-1813.
A sermon preached at the ordination held at Ch. Ch. Nov. 21. 1779. by John Lord Bishop of Oxford. ... By John Randolph, ...
Schomberg, Alexander Crowcher, 1756-1792.
Ode on the present state of English poetry, occasioned by reading a translation of select parts of Shakespeare, Milton, Thomson, Warton: Simonides, Sophocles, and others. By Cornelius Scriblerus Nothus. With remarks. To which is ad...
31,[1]p ; 4°.
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{[The civil and military Institutes of Timour or Tamerlane [Book I.] to which is prefixed an abridged account of the most important transactions of his life: the whole written by that celebrated Conqueror in the Mogul language, and afterwards translated into Persian by Abu Taubalul Hooseini and others: now first rendered into English, and printed with the Persian, from a MS. in the possession of William Hunter, M.D. By William Davy and Joseph White, B.D / Timur, 1336-1405 ; Davy, William, Major ; Hunter, William, 1718-1783.-- 1v. ; 4to.-- Oxford: [s.n.], 1780
   Held by: Glasgow]}

{Dedication to the collective body of the people of England, in which the source of our present political distractions are pointed out, and a plan proposed for their remedy and redress / By the Earl of Abingdon. -- The second edition.-- xci p ; 8o.-- Oxford: printed for W. Jackson: sold by J. Almon ... J. Bew ... J. Ridley ... R. Faulder ... and H. Payne ... London; by the booksellers of Bristol, and Bath; and by all other booksellers in town and country, 1780
   Held by: Durham}

   Held by: British Library]}

{[The doctrine of the sacraments / By Isaac Barrow.-- iv, 27, [1] p ; 120.-- Oxford: Printed for J. and J. Fletcher, ... and sold by Mess. Rivington, ... London., [1780?]
   Notes: The final page is blank
   Held by: Oxford]}

{[The Doctrine of the Sacraments. / Barrow, Isaac, D.D. -- pp. iv. 27. ; 120.-- Oxford : J. & J. Fletcher, [1780?]
   Notes: Previously published with "A Brief Exposition of the Lord's Prayer and the Decalogue."
   Held by: British Library]}

   Notes: Philip Hayes became Professor of Music at Oxford in 1777.-- Wholly engraved
   Held by: Oxford]}

Notes: The final page is blank
Eight sermons preached before the University of Oxford, in the year 1780, at the lecture founded by the late Rev. and Pious John Bampton, M.A. Canon of Salisbury. To which is added, a vindication of St. Paul from the charge of wishing himself accursed, a sermon preached likewise before the University, on Sunday, March 14, 1778 / Bandinel, James, b.1733 ; Cadell, Thomas, fl.1767-1793 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Cooke, J, fl. 1780-1808 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Fletcher, James, fl.1710-1798 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Fletcher, John, fl.1780-1781 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Prince, Daniel, fl.1771-1788 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Rivington, Charles, fl.1711-1831 [Printer / Bookseller] ; Rivington, J. F, fl. 1778-1791 [Printer / Bookseller].-- 1v. ; 4to.-- Oxford : Printed for D. Prince and J. Cooke, J. and J. Fletcher; J.F. and C. Rivington, and T. Cadell, London, 1780.-- Bampton lectures ; 1780

The epitaph of Adonis; translated from the Greek of Bion / By a chorister of Magdalen College. -- 15, [1] p ; 8o.-- Oxford, In the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty

Notes: The 1786 edition notes that the translation is by Edward Jackson Lister and states that "a few copies of The epitaph of Adonis were printed in 1780 inscribed to the President and Fellows of Magdalen College of which society he was a chorister."

A favourite symphony of Giuseppe Haydn / adapted to the harpsichord or piano-forte by Phil. Hayes.-- 1score ; 25x33cm.-- Oxford : Printed for Willm. Mathews ..., [1780]

Homerou Ilias syn tois scholiois pseudepigraphois Didymou / Homer.-- 2v.[2],[835],[1]p.) ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1780

Notes: Probably sometimes issued with 'Homerou Odysseia' Oxford, 1782.-- Transliterated from the Greek

Liber Psalmorum. / BIBLE.-- pp. 222. ; 12o.-- [Oxford], [1780?]

Notes: Without titlepage. Apparently printed for the use of Saint John's College, Oxford.

Medical tracts by the late John Wall / collected and republished by Martin Wall, M.D.-- [6], xxix,[3],355,[17]p ; 22cm (8vo).-- Oxford : printed: sold by D. Prince and J. Cooke, Oxford; and T. Cadell, London, 1780

Notes: Also available on microfilm. - Woodbridge, CT : Research Publications, Inc., 1986. - 1 reel ; 35mm. - (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 1982, no. 08) [For microfilm ask in Rare Books Room].-- The final 8 leaves contain the index

A scheme of self examination [on religion and morality addressed to the student coming up to University]. -- 16p (8vo).-- [Oxford : s.n., 1780?]

Notes: Caption title
A sermon preached before the Honourable House of Commons, at the church of St. Margaret's, Westminster, on Friday, Feb. 4. 1780. Being the day appointed by His Majesty's proclamation, to be observed as a day of fasting and humiliation. By George Home, ... Horne, George, 1730-1792. -- [2], 17, [1] p.; 4. -- Oxford: printed for D. Prince and J. Cooke; and J. F. and C. Rivington, G. Robinson, and T. Cadell, London, 1780

Thoughts on the Letter of Edmund Burke ... The seventh edition. / Bertie, Willoughby, Earl of Abingdon; Burke, Right Hon. Edmund. -- pp. xci. 60.; 8o. -- Oxford; sold by J. Almon, etc.: London: W. Jackson, 1780.


{Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum, cum variis lectionibus. Edidit Benjaminus Kennicott, S.T.P. [Et Dissertataio generalis ...] / Kennicott, Benjamin, 1718-1783. -- 2 v.; fol. -- Oxonii, 1776-1780

Held by: Manchester}}

Held by: ULL

Held by: British Library

Held by: ULL

Held by: Glasgow}